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MÉTHODE DE MULTI-DIFFUSION-Xa POUR L'ANALYSE DE

LA STRUCTURE ÉLECTRONIQUE D'AMAS ATOMIQUES

par

A.A. Bahurmuz et C.H. Woo

RÉSUMÉ

On a mis au point un programme d'ordinateur, MSXALPHA, pour exécu-
ter l'analyse mécanique quantique de la structure électronique de molécules
et d'amas atomiques à l'aide de la méthode de multl-diffusion-Xa (MSXa)• Le
programme MSXALPHA est basé sur un code de l'Université de l'Alberta. On y
a apporté plusieurs améliorations et nouvelles caractéristiques pour augmen-
ter son application générale et son efficacité. Les principales améliora-
tions sont: (1) la minimisation de l'usage de la mémoire centrale en redis-
posant le programme sous une forme superposée et en introduisant un système
à paquets de bits pour une matrice dispersée plus grande que la normale,
permettant ainsi l'analyse de grands amas et d'atomes lourds; (2) la réduc-
tion du temps d'exécution en améliorant la procédure de recherche de base et
en introduisant un système accélérant la convergence de la procédure itéra-
tive autocohërente et rendant ainsi le programme plus pratique pour les plus
grands systèmes; (3) l'introduction d'un système dynamique d'affectation de
la mémoire pour un grand nombre de tableaux et pour le rendre plus adaptable
aux changements de type, de taille et de configuration des amas; (A) l'in-
corporation d'un programme atomique pour produire les orbitales numériques
utilisées pour la construction du potentiel moléculaire initial; et (5)
l'inclusion d'une routine pour évaluer l'énergie totale- Ces améliorations
et additions ont augmenté la souplesse du programme et réduit considérable-
ment les besoins de stockage et le temps d'exécution.

Le rapport se divise en trois parties. La première examine la
théorie de la méthode de MSXa. La seconde donne une description détaillée
du programme MSXALPHA. La troisième examine les résultats des calculs exé-
cutés pour la molécule de méthane (CH4) et un amas de zirconium â quatre
atomes (Zr^). Dans le cas du CH,. nos résultats relatifs à l'énergie de
liaison, la configuration d'équilibre et la constante de force en régime de
variation simultanée des longueurs de liaison sont en bon accord avec d'au-
tres résultats de calculs et les données expérimentales. On n'a pas pu
faire une comparaison semblable pour le Zr. à cause du manque de données

expérimentales; toutefois, nos résultats montrent que le Zr^ ne forme pas un
complexe lié.
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ABSTRACT

A computer program, MSXALPHA, has been developed to carry out a
quantum-mechanical analysis of the electronic structure of molecules and
atomic clusterJ using the Multi-Scattering-Xoc (MSXa) method. The MSXALPHA
program is based on a code obtained from the University of Alberta; several
improvements and new features were Incorporated to increase generality and
efficiency. The major ones are: (1) minimization of core memory usage, by
rearranging the program into an overlay form and introducing a bit-packing
scheme for a prohibitively large sparse matrix, thereby permitting analysis
of larger clusters and heavier atoms; (2) reduction of execution time, by
improving the root-searching procedure and introducing a scheme to speed up
the convergence of the iterative self-consistent field procedure, thus
making the program more practical for larger systems; (3) introduction of a
dynamic core allocation scheme for a large number of arrays, to make it more
adaptable to changes in cluster type, size and configuration; (4) incorpora-
tion of an atomic program to generate numerical orbitals used to construct
the initial molecular potential; and (5) Inclusion of a routine to evaluate
total energy. These improvements and extensions have increased the versa-
tility of the program and substantially reduced care storage requirements
and execution time.

This report is divided into three parts. The first discusses the
theory of the MSXa method. The second gives a detailed description of the
program, MSXALPHA. The third discusses the results of calculations carried
out for the methane molecule (CHi,) and a four—atom zirconium cluster (Zr^,).
For CH^, our results for the binding energy, equilibrium configuration and
"breathing mode" force constant agree well with other calculations and with
experimental data. Similar comparisons could not be made for Zr^ because of
a lack of experimental data; however, our results show that Zri, does not
form a bound complex.
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SYMBOLS AND ASBREVIATIONS

AO atomic orbital.

b, radius of the i muffin-tin sphere.

b radius of the Watson sphere.

DCA dynamic core allocation.

DF density functional.

e electronic charge.

E total energy.

GTO Gaussian type orbital.

HF Hartree-Fock.

HFS Hartree-Fock-Slater.

i.(x) modified spherical Bessel function.

IR irreducible representation.

j,(x) spherical Bessel function.

k, ^(x) modified spherical Hankel function of the first kind.



.? orbital angular momentum quantum number.

L stands for (l,m) where A and m are the orbital and azimuthal

quantum numbers*

LCAO linear combination of atomic orbitals.

LSC least self-consistent.

LSCR least self-consistent root.

m azimuthal angular momentum quantum number-

MT muffin-tin.

MTZ muffin-tin zero.

MSXa raulti-scattering-X^.

n spherical Neumann function.

electron position vector.

radial distance = r .

R. position vector of the i atom.

i -j

R radial wave function.

R centre of the Watson sphere.

SCF self-consistent field.



SF stabilizing field.

STO Slater type orbital.

YT spherical harmonic (Y = Y™).

Z. atomic number of the i nucleus.
1

Z stabilizing field charge.
SF

a coefficient of Slater's exchange potential,

e single-particle energy.

K propagation vector in the intersphere region of the muffin-tin

potential ( = j e - VI];|
 a j .

v. number of atoms of the i specie.

p(r) electron density.

a(r) = 4irr p(r) (for a spherically symmetric charge distribution).



1. INTRODUCTION

Considerable effort has been expended during the last few decades

to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the effects of radiation on nu-

clear reactor structural materials, and of the potential impact of these

effects on reactor safety and economics. Irradiation of reactor materials

produces changes in their lattice structure that, in turn, cause changes In

their macroscopic properties, such as dimensional stability, strength and

ductility. In most cases the effects are adverse, giving rise to the term

"irradiation damage".

It is known [1] that macroscopic irradiation damage Is usually the

result of

the continuous production of vacancy-interstitial pairs (Frenkel

pairs), and

the creation of foreign elements by transmutation, e.g., helium

generation via (n,a) reactions.

Point defects (vacancies and interstitials) produced during irradiation

migrate through the crystal until they

are annihilated by recorabining with point defects of the opposite

type, or

- are absorbed by crystal defects, such as the dislocation network,

dislocation loops, grain boundaries, voids and precipitates (such

extended defects are termed sinks), or

combine with impurity atoms or point defects of the same type to

nucleate point-defect clusters.

The ncroscopic effects of irradiation damage, such as void swel-

ling [2] and irradiation creep and growtli [3], depend on the evolution of
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the extended crystal defects, whose evolution, In turn, depends on the net

rate of flow of vacancies or inteistitials to them. For example, a net flow

of vacancies into voids will cause them to grow, and a macroscopic volume

increase will be observed. Similarly, a net flow of interstitials to dislo-

cation loops will result in the growth of interstitial loops and shrinkage

of vacancy loops. Thus, differences in the arrival rates of vacancies and

interstitials at sinks can cause dimensional changes. Differences in

arrival rates at sinks are due to:

(1) a difference in the interaction of the vacancy and the intersti-

tial with the strain field associated with a given sink, and

(2) a difference between vacancy and interstitial supersaturation at

the sink.

In the case of (1) above, such a sink is usually described as having a bias

toward one type of point defect. The presence of biased sinks lowers the

supersaturation of one type of point defect, which also contriDutes to an

imbalance in the flow of vacancies and interstitials to unbiased sinks.

The rate of flow of point defects into sinks depends strongly on

the interaction between the point defect and the strain field in the cry-

stal, since the strain field modifies the potential barrier to atomic jumps.

Thus, the study of irradiation damage in metals requires a fundamental

understanding of point-defect, properties, such as formation energy and en-

tropy, dipole-force tensor and elastic polarizability at the equilibrium and

saddle-point configurations, migration energies, and binding energies with

various impurities and in cluster formations. A great deal of experimental

and theoretical effort [4,5] has been expended during the past twenty years

to obtain these properties. Because experiments in this area are usually

difficult to perform and interpret, theoretical calculations based on an

atomistic model are carried out as a supplement.

In the atomistic picture, the metal consists of ion cores embedded

li» a sea of conduction electrons. The total energy of the metal is
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E = E + E + E, (1.1)
total ii ee ie '

where E,., E and EJ are the ion-ion, electron-electron and ion-electron
ii ee ie

interaction energies, respectively. The electronic contribution is deter-

mined by the electronic charge distribution, which, in turn, is determined

by the ionic positions, through the ion-electron interaction. Thus, the

total energy is a unique function of the ionic positions { R }, i.e.,

E = E , ( R ) (1.2)
total total L —l J

Hence, in principle, one can obtain the point-defect configurations and

energetics by finding the local minimum, or saddle point, of E as a

function of the lattice configuration { R_}. However, a knowledge of the

electronic distribution requires the solution of the many-electron quantum-

mechanical problem for the crystal. This is usually difficult to achieve

and, in practice, o>e resorts to various approximations.

A commonly used approximation is the "pair-wise potential" method,

which simulates tiie metal by a model material made up of "atoms" interacting

via an effective two-body central potential. The potential is determined by

fitting to certain known physical properties of the metal, such as elastic

constants/phonon spectra, cohesive energy, lattice constants and structure,

vacancy-formation energy, etc. Before discussing the validity of the pair-

wise potential approximation, we outline briefly its physical basis (for

further discussion see reference [6]).

The model considers the raetal to consist of free electrons plus

ion cores placed at their lattice positions. The electron-ion interaction

causes the electrons to redistribute and screen the ion cores. The effec-

tive electron/ion-core interaction, including screening, can be calculated

self-consistently by assuming that the change in the electronic distribution

is directly proportional to the effective interaction itself [7,8]. The

total energy can then be expanded in a perturbation series. The second-

order terms rep»"ec-ent two consecutive scatterings of an electron between two

atoms, and thus ~ ;.itribute to a pair-wise interaction between atoms. The
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third and higher order terms correspond to scattering events involving three

or more atoms, and represent three-body and many-body forces [9]. Using the

pseudopotential theory and arguing that the electron/ion-core potential is

weak enough to stop at second order, one can derive a total energy

expressible as a sum of pair-wise central potentials [9].

The condition for the validity of a pair-wise potential is that

the electronic distribution near the atom pair is nearly uniform. Hence the

application of a pair-wise potential in the vicinity of a point defect, and

other imperfections, may not be warranted [10,11]. To overcome this, Melius

et al. [12J use a more rigorous "hybrid" approach, in which the cluster of

atoms around the defect is treated quantum-mechanically, while the longer

range elastic distortions of the lattice are treated atomistically, using a

pair-wise potential. Such an approach is particularly useful for metals,

where the strong perturbation due to the defect is screened by the

conduction electrons.

As part of the "hybrid" approach, our aim here is to develop a

computer program for a detailed quantum-mechanical analysis of atomic clus-

ters. In turn, this is part of a continuing effort to establish a reliable

procedure for determining point-defect properties for radiation damage

studies in metals.

Among the many methods available for cluster calculations we have

chosen the Multi-Scattering-Xoc (MSXa) method, because of its speed and

accuracy. The main features of the MSXct method are

- the use of Slater's Xa potential to simplify the many-body problem

of interacting electrons, and

- the solution of Schrodingerfs equation via an analysis of the

multiple scattering of electrons by the constituent atoms.

The speed of the MSXa method makes it a very attractive candidate for appli-

cation to large clusters and to clusters of heavy atoms, such as zirconium.
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The study of zirconium clusters is an important part of our effort to under-

stand radiation damage effects in this material, which is an important con-

stituent of the CANDU reactor.

In this report we present a detailed description of the MSXa

method and associated computer program. Section 2 gives a brief review of

the quantum-mechanical background. Section 3 and Appendices A to C present

a detailed description of the MSXa method. The evaluation of the total

energy is essential in determining the energetics of point defects, and is

discussed in Section 4 for the MSXa method. A detailed description of the

MSXa program is given in Section 5 and Appendices D through G. This program

is based on an earlier version of the code [13], which was extensively

modified to make it more efficient and more general. Finally, results,

discussion and conclusions are given in Sections 6, 7 and 8.

2. QUANTUM-MECHANICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The many-body problem of interacting electrons is a major consid-

eration in a quantum—mechanical analysis of atomic clusters. From the phys-

ical point of view, a cluster of atoms consists of interacting electrons and

nuclei. Because electrons move very much faster than nuclei, it is reason-

able to assume that, for a given cluster configuration, the nuclei are sta-

tionary. For this so-called "adiabatic approximation," the Hamiltonian of

the system is given by

e Z . ,_, e2Z.Z.

r. -Y + If -R-VR.
1
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where the first term is the kinetic energy of the electrons, and the second,

third and fourth terms are the electron-electron, electron-nuclear and nu-

clear-nuclear Interactions, respectively. In the above equation, ra is th«?

mass of an electron, e its charge, Z is the atomic number of the i nu-

cleus, rt the position of the i electron and R. that of the i nucleus.

The total energy E and wave function ¥ are then determined from

Schrodinger's equation:

HT = EY (2.1.2)

Since, in principle, a knowledge of f and E enables the determination of all

the physical properties, the solution of Equation (2.1.2) is of fundamental

importance. In general, there is no exact solution for the many-body pro-

blem defined by Equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.2), and over the years a great

deal of effort has been expended in developing approximations. One of the

earliest and most used is the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation, which is des-

cribed briefly in Section 2.2 (for a review see reference [14J). The main

drawbacks of the HF method are its neglect of electron correlations, and the

complicated non-local form of the exchange potantial, which make computa-

tions very difficult. To overcome the latter, Slater [15J suggested a model

that uses a statistical approximation to simplify the exchange term to a

local form. This model, which became known as the Xm model, is described in

Section 2.3 (for details see reference [14]). A more rigorous approach,

which also treats correlation effects, was later developed by Hohenberg,

Kohn and Sham [16,17], Their method, based on the density functional (DF)

formalism, is described in detail (Section 2.4) because of its rigorous

nature and because the Xa method can be considered as one of its special

cases (for a review see reference [18]).

2.2 THE HARTREE-FOCK METHOD

In the HF method the total wave function, ¥, for the electrons is

expressed as a linear combination of products of single-particle wave func-

tions, 4>.. In fact, since electrons are fermions, the linear combination Is
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taken such that the total wave function is anti-symmetric for the

interchange of any two electrons. This leads to the so-called Slater

determinant form for the total wave function:

(2.2.1)

where t\>. if, the wave function for the i single-particle orbital, r. the
th ^

position vector for the j electron, and N is the total number of elec-

trons. The single-particle wave functions are then determined using the

Variational Principle, which requires that the total energy

E = (2.2.2)

be stationary under variations in <]...• Using the method of undetermined

multipliers, this leads to the Hartree-Fock equation:

(2.2.3)

j

.th
where n. is the occupation of the j orbital, and the parameters c , which

are the undetermined multipliers, represent the one-particle energies. The

justification for the designation "one-particle energy" comes from Koopman's

theorem [19], which proves that e is the negative of the energy required to

remove the electron from state i. In Equation (2.2.3), the first term on

the left-hand side is the kinetic energy terra, the second term is the
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Coulomb potential, and the third is the exchange potential (for details of

the Hartree-Fock method see, for example, reference [14]).

Although the HF method has been extensively and successfully used,

it suffers from two main shortcomings. The first of these, mentioned earli-

er, is the neglect of electron-electron correlations originating from their

Coulomb repulsion. This results from the fact that the total wave function

¥ is represented by a single determinant of independent single-particle wave

functions i\>, as defined in Equation (2.2.1). In more rigorous calculations,

this problem is overcome by using a linear combination of determinants to

represent Y in Equation (2.2.1). This latter approach, known as the Multi-

Configurational Hartree-Fock method [20], is more accurate, but suffers from

the extreme complexity of the ensuing computation. The second drawback is

the computational complexity resulting from the non-local nature of the

exchange potential in Equation (2.2.3).

2.3 THE Xq METHOD

The Hartree-Fock method can be applied to atoms without difficul-

ty, but for large molecules or for solids it has proven in many cases to be

unmanageable. The main difficulty stems from the exchange term in

Equation (2.2.3), which has a complicated non-local form. In 1951, Slater

[15] proposed two simplifications to make computations more practical. He

first rewrote Equation (2.2.3) in the equivalent form

= e1<P1(r1) (2.3.1)

where V and V are the Coulomb and exchange potentials, respectively, and

are given by

V (r,) = V n. U!(r,,) -.— cj, (r )dr (2.3.2)
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and

(2-3.3)

Slater's first scheme was designed to eliminate the complication of a dif-

ferent exchange potential for each orbital. He proposed replacing Vwl,_ by a
XHF

weighted mean value, the weighting factor being the probability, P.(r ),

that an electron at r. should be in the i orbital:

n |* (r

( 2 - 3 > 4 )

i

The desired weighted mean exchange potential is then

(2.3.5)

It is not much simpler to use the weighted-mean exchange poten-

tial of Equation (2.3.5) than the separate exchange terms of Equa-

tion (2.3.3). However, as a next step, Slater pointed out that V could

be evaluated exactly for a free-electron gas. Carrying out this calcula-

tion, the result is

1/3
VXHF (^ "- 6I^-P(E 1)| (2-3.6)
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where p is the electronic charge density, given by

P(r) - £ nj^r)! 2 (2.3.7)
I

Equation (2.3.6) represents Slater's statistical approximation to

the exchange potential. The derivation started with the determinant expres-

sion for the total wave function, Equation (2.2.1), and varied the orbitals

(Jj so as to minimize the total energy, resulting in the HF Equation (2.2.3).

In this expression, the exchange term was replaced by its average, given in

Equation (2.3.5), and this In turn was replaced by the statistical equiva-

lent of Equation (2.3.6). However, Gaspar [21] pointed out that by applying

a variational method to a statistical total energy exprer-.sion one obtained a

value of the exchange potential that is two thirds as large as that given by

Equation (2.3.6). This was rediscovered by Konn and Sham [17] in their

treatment of general energy functionals. This led workers in the field to

treat the coefficient of Equation (2.3.6) as an adjustable parameter, a, and

the exchange potential is thus written as

1/3

(2.3.8)

The scheme outlined above is now known as Slater's Xa method. For each

atom, the parameter a is usually chosen so that the total energy in the Xa

method is equal to that in the HF method. The values of a defined in this

way vary monotonically from about 0.78 for light atoms, to approximately

0.69 for heavy atoms [22]. An exception Is the hydrogen atom, for which

a = 0.98. Because of Its relative simplicity, the Xa method has found wide-

spread application in atomic, molecular and solid-state theory [14,23].

Despite its historical origin, from Equations (2.3.3) and (2.3.4),

the rigorous theoretical basis of the Xa method actually lies in the density

functional (DF) formalism of Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham [16,17], which we

shall describe In the following section. Note that within the density func-

tional formalism, q, and E. no longer have the meaning of single-particle

wave function and energy, respectively.
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2.4 THE DENSITY FUNCTIONAL METHOD

The DF method of Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham [16,17] ts a powerful

many-body formalism for determining the ground-state properties of a system

of interacting electrons. The theory is *>ased on a variatlonal principle

for the ground-state energy, In which the electronic density n(r) is the

variable function- The striking feature of this method Is the existence of

a universal functional of the density, F[n(r)], that applies to all elec-

tronic systems in any external potential v(r). The aim then is to obtain an

expression for this functional. Once known, it is relatively straightfor-

ward to determine the ground-state properties of the electronic system in a

given external field.

Consider a system of electrons interacting via a Coulomb repulsion

in the presence of aa external potential v(r), tor instance, the potential

of the nuclei. The Hamiltonian is then

H = T + U + V '2.4.1)

where T is the kinetic energy operator, U the electron-electron interaction

term, and V the external potential operator (a single-particle operator)

corresponding to v(r). We assume, for simplicity, that the ground state is

non-degenerate. The electronic density, n(r), is clearly a functional of

v(r). Hohenberg and Kohn [16] have proven that the converse is also true,

i.e., v(r) is a unique functional of n(r). The proof is as follows. Let

the ground-state wave function corresponding to v(r) be ¥. Assume that

another potential, v'(r), with ground-state wave function f', gives rise to

the same density n(r). Thus, unless v'(r) - v(r) = a constant, ¥' cannot be

equal to Y since they satisfy different Schrodinger equations. Hence, if

the Hamiltonians associated with ¥ and 5" are H and H1, and the correspond-

ing ground-state energies are E and E', we have, by the minimal property of

the ground state,

H1
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so that

J n(r) [v'(r) - v(r)] dr (2.4.2)

However, the primed and unprimed quantities can be interchanged, giving

E < E'+ jfn(r) [v(r) - v'(r)] dr (2.4.3)

Addition of Equations (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) leads to the inconsistency

E1 + E < E -i- E'

Thus v(r) is, to within a constant, a unique functional of n(r)..

Since v(r) fixes H, it follows that the full many-particle ground

state is a unique functional of n(r). Thus uh° functional

F[n(r)]=<¥|(T+U)|*> (2.4.4)

is a universal functional, valid for any external potential. For a given

potential v(r), we define the energy functional

E [n] = F[n] + f n(r) v(r) dr (2.4.5)

Clearly, for the correct density n(r), E [n] is equal to the ground-state

energy E. In fact, this is the lowest value E [n1] can have for any density

n'(r) having the correct number of electrons N, given by

Jn'(£) dr = N (2.4.6)

This varlational principle is proved as follows [16].

Consider a state ¥' which is not the ground state of H. Then

Ey[n] -
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but

F[nf] + Jn'(r) v(r) dr

- Vn']

hence

Ev[n] < Ev[n«]

which is the variational principle we set out to prove.

To summarize, the DF method shows that there exists a universal

functional, F[n], with the following properties:

- it is independent of the external potential v(r),

- it gives the total energy, via Equation (2.4.5), and

the total energy functional E [n] in Equation (2.4.5) has its

minimum value for the correct ground-state density.

Thus, we have a general method for calculating ground-state properties for a

system of interacting particles in an external potential. The two main

steps involved are

- to find the universal functional F[n], and

to minimize the energy functional E [n] with respect to the

density n(r).

The major part of this work is concerned with the determination of the

universal functional F[n], which contains the many-body effects of exchange

and correlation. However, as indicated earlier, it is very difficult to
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determine F[nJ exactly, and approximations are necessary. In this regard,

the approach suggested by Kohn and Sham [17] has proved very useful. They

realized that it is possible to separate large contributions to F[n] that

can be treated exactly, so that only the smaller remainder has to be treated

approximately. This is done by partitioning the energy functional as

follows:

2 fn(r) n(r')

V n ] = J v(£> n(^ dE + f~J |r-r»|
 dl d£'

+ TQ[n] + Exc[n] (2.4.7)

The second terra on the right-hand side is the electrostatic interaction

energy and the third term is the kinetic energy for a system of non-inter-

acting electrons. The first three terms give the major contributions to E .

The final term is the so-called exchange-correlation energy, and contains

all the many-body effects of the interacting electrons. E [n] is now mini-

mized with respect to variations in n(r), under the constraint

6n(r) dr = 0 (2.4.8)

This leads to the Euler equation

r [n]

Mr)

where

•+ veff(r) } dr = 0 (2.4.9)

2 (-"<£'>(r) + e J -fFF2 ( \ C

= v(r) + e J - f F F r d_r' + - ^ (2.4.10)

Equation (2.4.9) is identical to that for non-interacting electrons moving

in the potential v
eff(£)- Therefore, one obtains the density n(r) simply by

solving the one-particle Schrodinger equation
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V2 )
— + v (r) /• V (r) = e ^ (r) (2.4.11)

The density is then given by the occupied orbltals

n(r) = yi^(r)| 2 (2.4.12)

For a given functional E [n], Equations (2.4.10) to (2.4.12) are solved by

a self-consistent approach: an Initial estimate Is made of the density,

which, via Equation (2.4.10), gives an effective potential, and in turn a

new density via Equations (2.4.11) and (2.4.12).

We emphasize here that w. does not have the same meaning as the

independent-particle wave function used in the HF method for the construc-

tion of the determinaatal wave function in Equation (2.2.1). The density

functional formalism is a method for calculating ground-state properties,

and the energy eigenvalues, e., and eigenf unctions, <v , in Equation (2.4.11)

are only auxiliary quantities for the calculation of the total charge densi-

ty. The quantities that can be calculated are the total electron charge

density, the total energy, and the properties that car be derived from these

quantities. However, for convenience, we shall refer to e. and v. as orbi-

tal energies and orbital wave functions, respectively. In particular, the

e values should not

using the HF method.

; values should not be compared with the one-electron energies derived

As mentioned earlier, the first three terms on the right-hand side

of Equation (2.4.7) give the major contribution to the total energy, and are

treated exactly. The smaller exchange-correlation term is difficult to

treat exactly and an approximation must be made. The most commonly used is

the local density (LD) approximation. The basic assumption is that spatial

variations in the electron density are slow. Thus an electron "sees" an

essentially homogeneous medium In its neighbourhood, and one car. approximate

the exchange-correlation energy by that of an electron In a homogeneous

medium with the density n(r), i.e,
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E [n] = J a(r) z c(n(£>) dr (2.4.13)

where e (n) is the exchange—correlation energy per particle for a homogene-

ous system of density n. Substituting this into Equation (2.4.10) gives the

exchange-correlation contribution to the effective potential

6E [n]

g ^ { } (2-4a4)

If correlation effects are neglected in Equation (2.4.13), we get

Ex[n] = J n(r) Ex(n(r)) dr (2.4.15)

where £ is the exchange energy per particle for a homogeneous system and is

given by

f 11/3
e (n(r)) = -3\ ~ n(r) (2.4.16)

The corresponding potential (Equation (2.4.14)) is given by

r -|i/3
v (n(r)) = -4 -g-n(r) (2.4.17)

x - L J
As mentioned in Section 2.3, this is just two thirds as large as Slater's

statistical approximation to the exchange potential (Equation (2.3.6)).

Results for E and v , including correlation effects, have been
xc xc

calculated [24-26]. The exchange-correlation potential is generally ex-

pressed as

vxc(n(r)) = p(n(r)) vx(n(r)) (2.4.18)

where (3 describes correlation effects and is usually written as

P(r ) = 1 + Ar In (1 + J-) (2.4.19)
s s s
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In the above expression, A and B are constants, and r is the radius of a

sphere (in units of the Bohr radius a ) whose volume is equal to the volume

per electron. Thus, r is related to the density n(r) by
s *~

All 1
< > < 2 4 2 O >

The values of the constants in Equation (2.4.19), given by Hedin and

Lundqvist [24] , are A = 0.0368 and B = 21. Alternatively, Gunnarsson and

Lundqvist [26] use A = 0.0545 and B = 11.4.

In recent years, the local density functional formalism, and Its

extension to the spin density functional formalism [25-28] for spin-split

systems, have found wide application in a variety of physical problems. In

addition to atoms [29] and molecules [30-32], the scheme has been applied to

studies of cohesive properties [33-35], defects in metals [36], and metallic

surfaces [18,37]).

3. THE MULTI-SCATTERING-X" METHOD

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous section, we outlined the general principles of

some of the quantum—mechanical methods for determining the properties of

systems of interacting electrons. In particular, we examined the Xa and the

more rigorous density functional methods. In this chapter, we discuss the

application of these formalisms to the specific problem of a nolecule, or a

cluster of atoms. The method described here is based on the analysis of the

multiple scattering of electrons by the atoms that comprise the molecule or

cluster, and is similar to the Green's function or Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker

(KKR) method [38] developed for solid-state applications. Because of Its

simplicity, we will use Slater's Xa potential in our discussion of the

multi-scattering formalism. The extension of the method to the density

functional form is straightforward.
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The Multl-Scattering-X" (MSX«) method is a fast and accurate

method for the quantum-mechanical analysis of large molecules or atomic

clusters. It was developed to obtain detailed quantitative descriptions of

the chemical bonding of large molecules, of impurities and defects in

solids, of disordered and amorphous materials, and of biological macromole-

cules, etc. Traditional ab initio Hartree-Fock self-consistent field (SCF)

methods, based on the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) [39], are

difficult because they need large basis sets, which involves computing many

multi-centre integrals, or equivalent HF matrix elements. Simpler and

semi-empirical LCAO-type molecular orbital (MO) methods [40] depend on

various approximations to multi-centre integrals, or parameterization of

matrix elements, and are only useful for semi-quantitative descriptions of

molecules with light atoms.

Following a suggestion by Slater [41], a new method for calculat-

ing, from first principles, the electronic structure of polyatomic molecules

was developed [42-49]. This method describes the multiple scattering of

electrons by the constituent atoms, and uses Slater's X u statistical approx-

imation to the exchange correlation. Hence the name, the Multi—Scattering-

X" method. It is also frequently referred to as the Self-Consistent-Field-

X^-Scattered Wave (SCF-X<*-SW) method. The main features are as follows:

The use of Slater's Xa potential to solve Schrodinger's

equation.

The division of the molecule or cluster into contiguous ATOMIC,

INTERATOMIC and EXTRAMOLECULAR regions. The potential is spheri-

cally averaged in the atomic and extramolecular regions and vol-

ume averaged in the Interatomic region. This is known as the

muffin-tin (MT) approximation and has been extensively used in

band-structure calculations [38,50].
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The solution of the one-electron Schrodinger equation within each

region in the partial-wave representation, and the joining of the

wave functions and their derivatives, continuously, throughout the

various regions. This procedure leads to a set of secular equa-

tions (linear homogeneous equations) in the expansion coeffi-

cients, which are solved numerically for the molecular orbital

energies and wave functions.

Since its inception, much effort has been spent in developing the

MSXU method, and several review articles have appeared [14,23,49,51-55]. In

this section we give a detailed description of the MSX" formalism. First,

we discuss the one-electron Schrodinger equation in Section 3.2. In Sec-

tion 3.3 we describe in detail the MT approximation and give expressions for

the potential in the three regions mentioned above. The secular equations

for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are derived in Section 3.4. Finally,

discussion of the applications, advantages and disadvantages of the MSXix

method is given in Section 3.5.

3.2 THE ONE-ELECTRON SCHRODINGER EQUATION

Within the density functional formalism described in Section 2.4,

the one-electron Schrodinger equation for the i molecular orbital is given

by Equation (2.4.11). In Rydberg units , this can be rewritten as follows:

t-V2 + V(r)]vi(r) = ^ ( r ) (3.2.1)

where e and v are the i molecular orbital energy and wave function,

respectively. The total electronic potential, V, is a sum of the Coulomb

repulsion, V , the exchange correlation term, V , and the electron-nuclear

attraction, V :
en

1 Rydberg = 13.5 eV
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V(r) = Vc(r) + Vxa(r) + V ^ r ) (3.2.2)

(3.2.3)

1/3
vXu(^ = -6"I^T^(E) I (3.2.4)

(3.2.5)

In Equation (3.2.5) the sum is taken over the nuclei, and Z. and R. are the
th J J

atomic number and position of the j nucleus, respectively- The total

electronic charge density, H, is given as a sum of contributions from all

the occupied molecular orbitals, as follows:

(3.2.6)

where n is the occupation of the i orbital. Since the potential V de-

pends on + , through P, it is clear that Equations (3.2.1) to (3.2.6) repre-

sent a SCF problem, which must be solved by an iterative scheme. To start

the iterative procedure, an estimate of the charge density is made (for

example, by superposing atomic densities generated by a program of the type

developed by Herman and Skillman [56], but modified to permit different Xu

parameters [57]) and used in Equations (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) to construct the

initial potential. With this potential, Schrodinger's equation is solved

for the molecular orbitals + , which in turn are used to obtain a new densi-

ty, using Equation (3.2.6). A new potential is then derived and the proce-

dure iterated to convergence.

The solution of the Schrodinger equation (3.2.1) is very difficult

for a molecule, even with the simple form of the potential obtained in the

X a method. However, a great simplification is afforded by the MT approxima-

tion, the validity of which is discussed in Section 3.5.
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3.3 THE MUFFIN-TIN APPROXIMATION

In the MSXa method, the molecule or cluster is divided into three

regions, as shown in Figure 3.1:

(I) ATOMIC - region within spheres centred on the constitu-

ent atoms.

(II) INTERATOMIC - region between the atomic spheres and the so-

called Watson sphere that surrounds the entire

molecule or cluster.

(iii) EXTRAMOLECULAR - region exterior to the Watson sphere.

With the above partitioning scheme, the centre of the i atomic sphere is

denoted by R and that of the Watson sphere by R . The distance between the
, t-v, ~ w

i and j spheres is denoted by R^. = \K^.\, where

Sij = 5i " li (3.3.1a)

The distance between the i sphere and the Watson sphere is R. = IR. I
lw i**iwi

where

R, = R, - R (3.3.1b)
-iw -i -w v '

As shown in Figure 3.1, b. is the radius of the i atomic sphere and b

that of the Watson sphere. Generally, the radii of the non-overlapping

spheres are chosen to minimize the volume of the interatomic region. How-

ever, other considerations can influence the choice of the sphere sizes, for

example, empirical atomic or ionic radii.

The Watson sphere is the boundary that separates the molecule or

cluster from the rest of physical space. If the molecule is an ionic one,

the ionic charge may be uniformly smeared out over the surface of the Watson

sphere. The contribution of this charge to the electrostatic field is call-

ed the stabilizing field (SF), and the ionic charge is referred to as the SF
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III

Watson sphere

i 1 atomic
sphere

III III

III

FIGURE 3.1: Partitioning of a Molecular Cluster Into (I) Atomic, (II) In-
teratomic and (III) Extramolecular Regions
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charge and denoted by Z . The Watson sphere represents a pseudo-atom, in

contrast to the spheres surrounding real atoms. A central atom, denoted

throughout by 0, is one that has central symmetry or, if the Watson sphere

is imposed, It is concentric with the Watson sphere. Non-central atoms that

are at equal distance from the centre of the molecule are said to form a

"specie". Thus atoms of a given specie transform into each other under the

operations of the symmetry point group of the molecule or cluster.

The MT approximation then consists of the following approximations

to the total potential V(r):

Inside each atomic sphere in region I, the potential is

spherically averaged with respect to the centre of that sphere.

Thus, inside the i sphere the potential is given by

/
V(r)dS

where dQ is the element of solid angle and r is measured from the

centre of the 1 sphere.

In region II, an average of the potential is taken over the

interatomic volume, giving a constant interatomic potential

V(r)dr (3.3.3)

where the integral is taken over the Interatomic volume, £2 • To

avoid confusion, we emphasize here that we always use the symbol Q

to represent the volume and use dt2 to denote an element of solid

angle.

In region III, the potential is again spherically averaged and we

have

tr) = J V(r]V I U ( r ) = I V(r)dQ (3.3.4)

where r Is measured from the centre of the Watson sphere.
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The analogous expressions for the electronic charge density,

are similarly defined. The components in regions I, II and III are,

respectively

(3.3.5)

= — (
"il Jo*

(3.3.7)

For the spherically symmetric components, a frequently used quantity is the

radial charge density, defined as follows:

«J(r) = 4"r2pJ(r) (3.3.8)

a i l l ( r ) = 4 J u r 2 | J i I I(
r) (3.3.9)

A detailed derivation of the expressions for the MT components of

the potential, given by Katsuki et al. [13], is presented in Appendix A and

the results are summarized below. In the SCF scheme, the wave functions

obtained at each iteration, by solving Schrodinger's equation In regions I,

II and III, can be used directly to evaluate the MT density and potential in

these regions. However, to initiate the SCF procedure, atomic charge densi-

ties are superimposed and the results put into the MT form by taking spheri-

cal and volume averages, as described above. Since the atomic wave func-

tions extend beyond the MT spheres, the overlap of these orbitals must be

taken into account. As a result, the expressions for the spherically symme-

trized potential in regions I and III, for the first iteration, are more

complicated than for subsequent iterations. For region II, the expression

for the constant potential is the same In both cases, and the only differ-

ence is in the way the average charge density in this region is evaluated.

Because che treatment of the potential in the first iteration of the SCF

procedure is different from that in subsequent Iterations (see Appendix A),

the expressions for the MT components of the potential are different and are

presented separately, as outlined below.
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3.3.1 Potential for the First Iteration

A. REGION I

The spherically symmetric potential in the i sphere is

<<ri> - ^ v + v L ( r i ) (3-3-io)

where r., = |r. - R.| i s t n e d i s t a n c e f r o m t n e centre of the i sphere. The

first terra on the right-hand side is the Coulomb contribution due to both

electrons and nuclei, and can be written as

real
atoms

V i c ( r i>

where V. (r.) is the contribution from the i atom itself and is given by

V (r ) = - + — I o (t)dt + / — = dt (3.3.12)
IC 1 rf ri J t J t

r.
1

th
and V. (R..|r.) is the Coulomb potential within the i sphere due to the

j atom, and is given by the Lowdin a-expansion formula for spherical

components [58]:

R. .+r

dt (3.3.13)

where R. . Is the distance between the i and j spheres. In Equation

(3.3.11), V is the constant potential inside the Watson sphere due to the
or

SF charge Z and is given by
oF

" 2 ZSF
V s p=- r^ (3.3.14)
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The second term on the right-hand side of Equation (3.3.10) is the exchange

contribution and is given by

UK'
1/3

,th

(3.3.15)

where u. is the exchange parameter for the i atom, and

real
atoms

(3.3.16)

In the above equation, °.(r.) is the charge density in the i sphere due to

the i atom, and the next term is the contribution from all the other

atoms, where

o.(t)t dt (3.3.17)

B. REGION II

The constant average potential in region II is given by

4-np
II

II D

real,
species

real.
species

real
atoms

+ 1
D

7 23(bf - bZ)
1 W

real
atoms J
T—i b .

1/3

(3.3.18)
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where

real
atoms

bl (3.3.19)

v Is the number of atoms of the 1 specie, and

/

An 3 -
«±(r)dr + — bt ?1Z (3.3.20)

In Equation (3.3.18), h* is the average charge density in region II and is

given by

?IZ = i- (N - Nx - N ^ ) (3.3.21)

where N is the sum of the total number of electrons of the neutral atoms

plus the stabilizing field charge, and N and K T T T are the charges in

regions I and III, respectively:

real. b
species i

(3.3.22)

dr (3.3.23)
L LL

"b
w

where ° T T T i-S the charge density in region III, and is a sum of contribu-

tions from all atoms:

real
atoms

where ^(R. r) i s given by the tt-expansion formula (3.3.17). Finally, u

is the value of the exchange parameter, u, used for region II, and is taken

to be the average of the values for the atomic species:
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real.
species

real,
species

II I i
(3.3.25)

C. REGION III.

The spherically symmetrized potential In region III is

V m ( r > = 2 /
r / o

(t)dt
" (t)dt Z
o o

real,
species

r+R.

R
i w

2Z.
t dt -

2ZS
III

1/3

(3.3.26)

where U T T T is the "• parameter for region III and is usually assigned the

same value as that for the most outlying atoms.

3.3.2 Potential For Subsequent Iterations

A. REGION I

r "i

V * ( r . ) = f ; 3b 2 - R 2 - 3 b 2 -
1 1 3 II I w I W ll

real
atoms

2Q .

2Zi

3 ,

•2 <?

1/3

(3.3.27)
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B. REGION II

The expression for the average potential in region II is the same

as that for the first iteration, except the defining equation for the charge

in region I (Equation (3.3.22)) its replaced by

real b^
species i

/»± / \(r) dr (3.3.28)

while the charge density ° in region III is no longer given by Equation

(3.3.24), but obtained directly from the previous iteration.

C. REGION III

ŜF

b
w

[ o (r) 1
1/3

3 III- 2 . -V-J (3.3.29)

4"- 3
where M = •,— b Is the volume of the Watson sphere.

3,4 THE SECULAR EQUATION

Partitioning the cluster into local regions of spherically

averaged and volume-averaged potentials allows one to introduce a rapidly

convergent, composite partial—wave representation of the molecular orbital

wave functions, as follows:

— In region I and within the i sphere, the wave function is

expanded in the single-centre form:
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R^e.r) Y ^ r ) , 0 < r < b. (3.4.1)

where L represents the usual angular momentum quantum numbers X and ra,

C. are partial-wave coefficients (to be determined), YT are spherical
i

harmonics, and R are solutions of the radial Schrodinger equation for

the spherically averaged potential Vt in the iC MT sphere:

(3.4.2)

R must be finite at the origin, r = 0, of each atomic sphere. The

solutions are generated by outward numerical integration of

Equation (3.4.2) for each trial energy e, and for each partial-wave

component SL.

In region II, the potential is constant and Schrodinger's equation

reduces to the ordinary wave equation

(-V2 + V n - e)<J,It(r) = 0 (3.4.3)

The exact solution can be written in the multi-centre partial-wave

expansion:

(i)

iL

(ii) e > Vz

- V A1 c r
iL L

where j and n are ordinary spherical Bessel and Neumann functions,

respectively, i,(x) = i j.(Ix) is the modified spherical Bessel func-
(11 -5 n 1

tton, k) J(x) = - i h: ^(ix) is the modified spherical Hankel
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function of the first kind, and K is the "wave propagation constant",

given by

1/2

K = je - VTI\ (3.A.6)

Again, A are coefficients to be determined. The first terms on the

right- hand sides of Equations (3.4.4) and (3.4.5) are "outgoing"

spherical waves that have been scattered by the regions with spherical-

ly averaged potentials centred at R . The second terms are "incoming"

spherical waves, directed towards the centre of the molecule, that have

been scattered by the extraraolecular region of spherically averaged

potential.

- In region III, the orbitals are expanded with respect to the cen-

tre of the cluster, yielding

CL \ (£'r) V ^ (3.4.7)

w
where R is the solution to the radial Schrodlnger equation for

the spherically averaged potential in region 111 (Equa-

tion (3.4.2), with V replaced by V ) . For localized orbitals of

bound states, these functions must decay exponentially at large

distances. The solutions are generated by Inward numerical inte-

gration.

It is also possible to fix attention on a particular atom j, and

write the Intersphere wave function, with respect to that atom, as the sum

of an "incident wave"

BL iJl(lcrj) Y L ( E j ) ' £ < ^Ii (3.4.8)
L
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and a "scattered wave"

(3.4.10)

( 3 - 4 - u )

We can then identify the total wave function, written as

i s
(Jjj. (r) = (JJ (r) + C|J (r), (3.4.12)

with Equations (3.4.4) and (3.4.5). This allows us to relate the wave

incident on atom j [Equations (3.4.8) and (3.4.9)] to the waves scattered by

all the other atoms and the extramolecular region. Thus, it is possible to
j j w

express B in terms of Â  and Â  • To do this, we make use of expansion
theorems derived in Appendix B. If

£ = I 2 " -1 (3.4.13)

then the expansion theorems are [49J:

v1 l+l' v (i)

L1 L"

L , Cxr ) Y
L,(£ 2).

 r, > r 2 (3.4.14)

l+V

L1 L"

• k|, (<r2) YL,(r2), rl < r2 (3.4.15)

Z
l+SL'

( - 1 ) V I , ( L , L ' ) i , ( < r ) Y , ( r )
— £wmJ Ll X. J. Jj ^ 1

L1 L"

' ! , . ( « , ) Y , , ( r , ) (3 .4 .16 )

YL(f) = 4n
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L"

(3.4.17)

YL(f)

- ri

(3.4.19)

where
2 it it

IL..(L,L') = / d* / sin9de YL..(e,(|i)YL(e,(t.)YLt(9,<t.) (3.4.20)

and are non-zero only when the following relations between angular momentum

indices are satisfied

\l-V j < S." < Z+Z'

JL + V + I" = even integer

(3.4.21a)

(3.4.21b)

The quantities defined by Equation (3.4.20) are known as Gaunt integrals,

and are closely related to the Condon-Shortley coefficients (cf. Function

CKCOE in Appendix E ) . Substituting the above expansions into

Equations (3.4.4) and (3.4.5), and comparing the resulting expressions with

Equations (3.4.8) to (3.4.12), leads to the set of equations
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where we have introduced the quantities

i i ' ?+ 9 ' __
•JJ,(e) = 4K(1-6 ,) (-1) y

L"

J.) YL.,(Rjjt), E < V I Z (3.4.23)

4n (1-6....,

L"

• n r(KR j j f) YL,.(Rjjf), e > V £ I (S.4.24)

X+V V^
) 2 , ̂ "(L.L1) ir(<Rjw)YL.,(Rjw), e < V ^ (3.4.25)

L"

i 1 IL..(L,L
I)jJ,..(KRjw) \..(R j w), e > V ^ (3.4.26)

L"

If we fix attention on the outer spherical boundary, then, in

place of Equations (3.4.8) and (3.4.9), we can write for the proper "inci-

dent-wave" intersphere wave function:

(3-4-28)

For the "scattered-wave" solution we have, in place of Equations (3.4.10)

and (3.4.11),

Note that Equations (3.4.27) and (3.4.28) represent "outgoing waves" with

respect to the centre of the molecule. Thus, t! .j are solutions to the wave
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Equation (3.4.3) that are singular at the origin, r = 0. On the other
w

hand, Equations (3.4.29) and (3.4.30) represent "Incoming waves" with re-

spect to the molecular centre, and thus must be regular solutions of the

wave equation at the origin.

Comparison of the sum of Equations (3.4.27) and (3.4.29) with

Equation (3.4.4), and comparison of the sum of Equations (3.4.28) and

(3.4.30) with (3.4.5), allow one to write the coefficients B in terms of

the coefficients A~. In other words, we can relate the wave "incident" on

the interior surface of the outer sphere to the waves "scattered" by all the

atomic regions of spherically averaged potential. Substituting the expan-

sion theorems (3.4.14) through (3.4.19) into Equations (3.4.4) and (3.4.5),

and comparing the latter with Equations (3.4.27) through (3.4.30), we arrive

at the set of equations (one for each value of L):

where we again make use of Equations (3.4.25) and (3.4.26).

The coefficients that appear in the various partial-wave expan-

sions of the wave functions are determined by the boundary conditions, which

require the continuity of the wave functions and their first derivatives

across each spherical boundary. Therefore, we can equate the logarithmic

derivatives of the intersphere wave function, written as in

Equation (3.4.12) with the logarithmic derivatives of the wave functions

defined in Equations (3.4.1) and (3.4.7) at the various sphere radii b. and

b . This immediately leads to the following relationships between the

partial-wave coefficients:

A^ = t^(e) BjJ (3.4.32)

w w w
\ = tA(e) BL (3.4.33)

where

[i (Kb.), RJ(E,b )]
tjj|(e) = jyy-3 i- * , e < V n (3.4.34)
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•i< , e > V (3.4.35)

(3.4.36)

-, e> V
II

(3.4.37)

and where we have used the Wronskian notation

(x), G(x)] = F(x) ^ ' - G(x) ^ y (3.4.38)

With Equations (3.4.32) and (3.4.33) and the identities

(Kb)]
Kb

[j,(Kb), n (Kb)] = -±j
X KbZ

(3.4.39)

(3.4.40)

the matching of the wave functions defined by Equations (3.4.12), (3.4.1)

and (3.4.7) at the various spherical boundaries also leads to the following

relationships between the partial-wave coefficients:

AL = K bj

(3.4.41)

(3.4.42)

VA+1 U2 fT,w,

.w .2 ,_w.

(<bw)] c", e < V n (3.4.43)

e > VTT (3.4.44)

The scattering on a given site of the molecule must be compatible with the

scattering between different sites. Thus, we can combine Equations (3.4.32)
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and (3.4.33) with Equations (3.4.22) and (3.4.31), respectively, to obtain a

set of compatibility relationships for the partial-wave coefficients A and
w
A^. These relationships may be written in the form of the linear

homogeneous equations:

z z
3 ^

Z Z
j 1 L1 L'

where we define the matrix element

Equations (3.4.45) and (3.4.46) constitute the secular equations of the MSXoc

method. The molecular-orbital energies correspond to zeroes of the determi-

nant of the secular matrix

-v.[*°ft
(3-4.48)

Although the matrix elements (3.4.23) through (3.4.26) and

(3.4.34) through (3.4.37) may look complicated, they are relatively

straightforward to compute. This is due, in part, to the dependence of

these quantities only on radial functions [e.g., R.(e,b.) and k (<b .)] and

their first derivatives at appropriate sphere radii b., and on "structure
(1) ^

factors" [e.g., k (kR..,) YT(R..,)], which are functions of interatomic

vectors R..,. The Runge-Kutta-Milne method can be used to perform the

numerical integrations of the radial Schrodinger Equation (3.4.2), as a

function of e and SL. Standard computer programs can be used to evaluate the

spherical Bessel functions and spherical harmonics. There are no integrals

of the multi-centre type encountered in LCAO molecular-orbital methods. The

integrals (3.4.20) are easily computed directly, or in terms of products of

Clebsch-Gordon coefficients.
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We also note here that the evaluation of the matrix elements is
jj'

further simplified by the following properties of the factors G , and

(-D GJ.JCO. e < V u (3.4.49)

j'j
GL'L ( E )' E > VI1 (3-4-50)

S+5 * iw —
(-1) S L . L (

£ ) . e < v n (3.4.51)

^ ) , e > V n (3.4.52)

In searching for zeroes of the secular determinant

(Equation (3.4.48)), the Gaussian elimination method can be used for an

accurate evaluation of the determinant. Once a molecular-orbital energy has

been found, the corresponding eigenvector defined in Equation (3.4.48) can

again be determined by Gaussian elimination. The elements of these eigen-

vectors are simply the partial-wave expansion coefficients A and A , and a
l_l Li

knowledge of these determines the molecular-orbital wave function.

The size of the secular matrix in Equations (3.4.48) can be re-

duced by exploiting any symmetry that the molecule or cluster may possess.

The matrix is partially factorized into block diagonal form if, instead of

expanding the wave functions defined in Equations (3.4.1), (3.4.4), (3.4.5)

and (3.4.7) in ordinary spherical harmonics, they are expanded in linear

combinations of spherical harmonics that are bases for the various irreduci-

ble representations of the appropriate symmetry point group. In practice,

this is done using group-theoretic projection operators, details of which

can be found in reference [59]. For the MSXa method, the aim is to exploit

molecular symmetry in order to rewrite the secular equations in a simplified

symmetrical form. This is considered in Appendix C.

We note here that LSwdin's partitioning theory [60] can be used to

contract the original set of secular equations (3.4.45) and (3.4.46), and

thus reduce the size of the secular matrix (Equation (3.4.48)). The con-

tracted secular equations can be written as [49]:
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V Y I 6 6 Ft^s)!" 1 - W J J 1 ( C ) ( A
J I

la 2-. Jj'6LL' I tX(6)\ LL l UM AL'

where

W^,(e) = G ^ , ( E ) + £ S^L,(e)tJ,..(e)SL«L,(e) (3.4.54)

L"

This is referred to as the L8wdin contraction.

Note also that the use of an outer spherical boundary is not an

essential requirement of the MSXa method. In the absence of the Watson

sphere, the secular equations reduce to

-1

It is interesting to examine the behaviour of the above equation as the

Internuclear distances are increased to infinity. It is straightforward to

show from Equation (3.4.23) that, in the limit R..,+ », the matrix elements

GLL' * ^' T^us> *n t*l^s limit> t h e zeroes of the secular determinant occur

at energies given by

-1

= 0 (3.4.56)

which is just the condition for the energy levels of the free atoms. Thus,

in contrast to the HF method, the MSXa formalism tends to the proper atomic

limit as the internuclear separations increase.

3.5 DISCUSSION

Although the elements of the secular matrix in Equation (3.4.48)

look, complicated, they are relatively straightforward to compute, compared
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to those characteristic of LCAO methods. This is due, in part, to the fact

that there are two principal kinds of matrix elements: those that depend

only on the geometrical arrangement of atoms in the cluster (the "structure

factors"), and those that depend only on the nature of atoms, through the

logarithmic derivatives of the radial wave functions at the various sphere

radii separating regions I, II and III (the "scattering factors"). In addi-

tion, there are no multi-centre integrals. Another advantage is that the

partial-wave expansion of the wave function in the MSXa method Is rapidly

convergent, and in practice only small values of & are necessary. Usually,

two or three partial waves (A = 0, 1, 2) per atom are sufficient, for most

polyatomic molecules (including those Involving transition metals), to yield

a convergence of the orbital energies to within + 0.001 Ryd [49]. The speed

of convergence of the MSXa method is Illustrated by comparing It with the

HF-LCAO method, which has been widely used for molecules. The comparison

indicates that the MSXa method is usually faster by two orders of magnitude,
2-

or more [14]. For example, molecules or radicals such as SF,, SO, and

MnO, , all of which result In major computations requiring many hours of

computer time using the HF-LCAO method, can be handled in a few minutes with

the MSXa method [14,49].

Another advantage of the MSXa formalism over the HF-LCAO method

is exhibited in the calculation of ionizatlon and excitation energies.

Using the transition state concept [51,61], the MXSa procedure Is more

accurate, in that It takes into account the modification or relaxation of

the orbitals in going from the initial to the final state.

Finally, unlike most SCF methods, long-range correlations are

automatically Included in the MSXa method, so that the energy of a cluster

as a function of internuclear position reduces to the proper limit at infin-

ite separation [49], as mentioned in Section 3.4.

The main disadvantage of the MSXa method is in the use of the MT

approximation, which has been found to introduce appreciable errors in the

total energies of certain types of systems, such as diatomic molecules [61].

The error introduced by the MT approximation arises from the large region of

constant potential (region II) and the lack of angular dependence in regions
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I and III. As a result, the MT approximation is expected to work well only

for large symmetrical molecules, and to introduce significant errors for

small, open, non-symmetrical structures. For example, Danese and

Connolly [62] have shown that the error in total energy, with respect to

binding energy, is large for C2 and N2 molecules, but small for the CH4

molecule.

A number of suggestions have been made to eliminate the above-

mentioned shortcomings of the MT approximation [63] . These include:

— minimizing the volume of the constant—potential region by intro-

ducing virtual spheres [49],

— using non—muffin-tin charge—density corrections in a perturbation-

al calculation [62],

- the use of overlapping spheres [64-67], and

- abandoning the MT approximation. A general way of doing this has

been proposed by Williams and Morgan [68,69]. They have shown

that the multi-scattering formalism can be extended to general

potentials, while still retaining the form of the secular

equation. However, the advantage gained is at the expense of

increased computational complexity.

In recent years, the MSXoc method has been extensively and success-

fully used for studying the electronic structures of complex molecules and

clusters. The number of applications is very large and encompasses a wide

range of physical phenomena. Below, we outline some of the important appli-

cations (for a more complete list see [23,54,55,70,71]):

Small molecules: although the MSXa method was developed primarily

to treat complex polyatomic molecules, where conventional ab ini-

tio techniques of quantum chemistry are difficult to implement, it

nevertheless has been applied to a significant number of small
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molecules, mainly for testing purposes. These include diatomic

molecules, such as H 2 [53], Li2 [53], C 2 [44], N 2 [72,73,74],

0 2 [74], LiH [44] and CO [72,73,75], and triatomic molecules, such

as H20 [76], C02 [73] and N20 [73]. Among polyatomic molecules

or radicals are the permanganate ion, MnO^ [77], the sulphate ion,
2-

S04 [47], and the molecules SF6 [78], NH3 [73,79] and CH4 [80].

Transition metal clusters: because the computation time does not

increase inordinately with the number of electrons per atom, the

MSXa method (ii: contrast to conventional ab initio methods of

quantum chemistry) is ideally suited for the study of transition-

metal complexes. The electronic structures of small metal clus-

ters are intrinsically interesting in the way they relate to the

bulk band structures. An extensive study of such relationships

was carried out by Messmer et al. [81] on small clusters of

copper, nickel, palladium and platinium (see, for example, the

work of Salahub and Messmer [82] on a series of aluminum clus-

ters). Recently, using a spin-polarized version, the MSXa method

has been used to study the magnetic properties of nearly all the

3d transition metals [83,84]. The cluster approach has also been

used to investigate the role of metallic particles it cataly-

sis [55], and to study chemisorption on metallic

surfaces [81,85,86].

Impurities and defects in solids: the MSXa method promises to be

of considerable use in treating the problem of localized impuri-

ties and defects in crystals. In metals, the screening effect of

the mobile electrons [87] ensures that the perturbation due to

point defects is fairly well localized [88], so that it might not

be necessary to consider very large clusters to investigate the

major effects of defects in metallic systems. Examples include

the study of the effects of carbon vacancies on superconductivity

in NbC [89], the properties of hydrogen in metal clusters [90],

and the electronic structure of vacancies and hydrogen-trapped

vacancies in aluminium, with application to positron lifetime

calculations [91]. In the case of non-metals, the MSXa method has
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been used to describe deep impurity levels in semiconductors [92],

and in the study of F-centres in alkali halides [93].

The MSXa method has also been applied to organic molecules [67],

biological macromolecules [53], in the study of amorphous metal alloys [94],

and in the investigation of the "Invar" anomaly [95].

4. TOTAL ENERGY IN THE MSXa METHOD

The total energy of a molecule or cluster plays an important role

in determining a number of their physical properties, e.g., the binding

energy and equilibrium configuration of molecules. To understand the ener-

getics of point defects in metals using the cluster approach, it is neces-

sary to determine the total energy of the cluster with and without the de-

fect. In this chapter we discuss the evaluation of the total energy using

the MSXa method.

To simplify the notation, we rewrite the one-electron Schrodinger

equation for the i molecular orbital as

[- V2 + VCoJ^Cr) = e^Cr) (4.1)

where V is the total potential and is given by

V(r) = Vn(r) + Vc(r) + V ^ r ) (4.2)

Here, V is the electrostatic attraction of the nuclei, V the electronic
' n ' c

Coulomb repulsion, and V,, Is Slater's Xa exchange correlation potential.
Xa

These are given by

VE> = -V T^TT (4-3)
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f 2p(r«)

J Ir-s'l -
1/3

The sum in Equation (4.3) is over the nuclei, and Z and R are the atomic

number and position of the i nucleus, respectively. The total electronic

density p is given by

P(r) =

i

where n. Is the occupation of the I molecular orbital.

The total energy is given by [14]

E V = T + U + I I + U + U ( 4 . 7 )
Xa c Xa e n n n v '

where T is the electronic kinetic energy term, U is the electron-electron

Coulomb repulsion, U the electronic exchange correlation term, U the
ACT en

electron-nuclear attraction, and U the nuclear-nuclear repulsion. These
nn

are given by

T = 2 , I < M E > I "v I <ME>
 dr. <4-8>

i

rr P(I)P(I')

U = /I -i - | dr dr1 (4.9a)

= i /p(£) Vc(r) dr (4.9b)

U X a = f

l

fP ( r )

/
J j E-&i

U e n = L ( " 2 Z i ) / ^ ^ d - r <4-U>
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• -z (4.12)

The sums in the last two equations are over the nuclei.

Before we discuss In detail the evaluation of the component energy

terms in Equation (4.7) using the MSXa method, we shall simplify the kinetic

energy term, to eliminate the differential operator in the integrand. Using

Equation (4.1), we have

T = V / <l>, (r) | e., - V(r)| ihAr) dr£ /"**(£) [e± - V(r)J ^(r)

= V n e - / p(r) V(r) dr (4.13)

The rain difficulty in the determination of the total energy

arises from the six-dimensional integral in the Coulomb energy term in

Equation (4.9). However, a considerable simriification is afforded by the

MT approximation, which reduces the s'x-dimensional integrals to two-

dimensional ones. Below, we give expressions for the various energy terms

in Equation (4.7) in the MT approximation [76], and then comment on the

accuracy of the method.

(a) Kinetic energy: the kinetic energy term Is given by

Equation (4.13), where V(r) is the total potential seen by an

electron. Thus, in the MT approximation we have

real i <=
atoms /~ r

T = Z ni£i" Z / ai ( r ) v r ) dr • i a i" ( r ) v i" ( r ) dc

i i w

- PIX V u Q u (4.14)

The sum in the first term is over the occupied energy levels, where n is

the occupation of the I level. V., V and V are the MT potentials In

regions I, II and III, respectively (see Figure 3.1) and are defined In

Section 3.3.
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(b) Coulomb energy: in the MT approximation, the Coulomb term in

Equation (4.9b) takes the form

real i
atoms s-A L(r) V ^ r ) dr

(4.15)

J —c c
where V, , V and V are the contributions to the Coulomb potential due

to the electronic charge distribution (including the stabilizing field

charge Z.,,) and are given by:
or

'icv ' 3T" PT
2 2 2

3b - RT - 3K -2
w iw i

real _ -i real
atoms ,3 I atoms . ~b, I — 2 q.

b.
l

2a (t)

(4.16)

where q. is the electronic charge in the i sphere:

bi

r
q, = / a,(r) dr.

(4.17)
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2 itn
bw " 30"

I I

5 af§ms 2 R2
w \ "i 3 1 *f "I w

real
atoms

3Q
I X

(<l-A)-$-
r e a l
atoms

• »

real
atoms

4i t

I I

(.2 2\ 2 VI b . - b I + R . + 2 >
\ l w7 iw Z_i

real
atoms ,J

b .
1

2 Z SF (4.18)

real
atoms

I. - Z,SF

(4 .19)

S u b s t i t u t i n g these equat ions in to Equation (4.15) we obta in

r e a l
atoms

Z l ii

I U, + q .U . + U. + U
y i 4 i i I

III <5F\
i + «t y

» (4 .20)

where

/ " a ( t )
dt + J -^— dt | d r (4.21)
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atoms

fri-
ij

(4.22)

(4.23)

2C

SF
U

- \2
2

Q T T b - 47i
I I W j —

-

/ real
/ atoms

\ i / .

(4

(4

(4

.24)

.25)

.26)

2 C P I I Q
n

(4.27)

" A (4.28)

/ d t dr (4.29)

u m " " C Z S F (4.30)

In the above, we have introduced the following quantities:

2 2 Kiw 2
bw " bi " T " " 3

real
atoms

fri

3

lij

(4.31)

dr (4.32)

A = -
SF

(4.33)
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real
atoms

—- z (4.34)

(c) Exchange energy: Che exchange term in Equation (4.10) can be written

3

I

real
atoms

dr

d 6

r2 J dr - 6all

,1/3

(4.35)

where a and a are related by

1/3
a = - 6a (4.36)

(d) Electron-nuclear interaction: the electron-nuclear interaction term

U in Equation (4.11) can be written as

real
atoms

- z
i

r+0

vL ( r )

real
atoms

- 2 c + A ) (4.37)

where

C.
l

o-±(r)
(4.38)
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The above expressions, Involved in the determination of the total

energy, have the simple form shown only in the MT approximation. As men-

tioned earlier, the MT approximation enables us to reduce the computational-

ly difficult six-dimensional integrals in Equation (4.9) to two-dimensional

ones. However, it is well known that the error in the total energy intro-

duced by the MT approximation is appreciable in small non-symmetrical sys-

tems, such as diatomic molecules. For example, the method fails to predict

binding in C. [62] and the proper bonding angle in H O [76]. On the other

hand, the MT approximation is expected to work better for larger and more

symmetrical molecules, as indicated by the comparatively good results for

CH, [80]. In addition, there are several ways of improving the MT method,

as discussed in Section 3.6. For example, the perturbational approach of

Danese .nd Connolly provides a dramatic improvement in the potential curves

for C2 t .d N2 [62].

5. MSXALPHA: AN WSXa PROGRAM

5.1 INTRODUCTION

MSXALPHA is a computer program based on "The MSXa Program:

Version II" [13]. The original program was extensively modified in MSXALPHA

to generalize It and improve its efficiency. These modifications are

discussed in detail in this section. A comprehensive description of

MSXALPHA is given in Appendices D through G.

In Section 5.2 we review briefly the MSXa procedure and outline

the principal features of the original code, including its main weaknesses.

In Section 5.3, we describe the changes made to overcome these weaknesses,

and also discuss other improvements.
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5.2 THE ORIGINAL CODE

The 1 molecular orbital energy and wave function, e. and <\i.,

respectively, are obtained by solving the single-electron Schrodinger equa-

tion

j-V2 + V(r) 1 (^(r) = z± <i,± (r) (5.2.1)

where V(r) is the molecular potential. As described above, this equation is

readily solved using the MT approximation. Here, the space of the molecule

Is divided into (1) the atomic region, within spheres centred on the atoms,

(2) tlie extramolecular region, defined as the region outside a sphere (the

Watson sphere) surrounding the molecule, and (3) the intersphere region made

up of all space between the atomic spheres. These regions are labelled I,

III and II, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.1. In the MT approximation,

the molecular potential Is spherically averaged in regions I and III, and

volume—averaged in region II.

In the MSXct method, Schrodinger's equation is solved by represen-

ting the molecular orbital, ty, via a composite partial-wave expansion for

the three regions described above. The coefficients In these expansions are

then determined by the continuity of the wave function and its derivative at

the boundaries of these regions. This leads to a set of linear homogeneous

equations (secular equations) in the expansion coefficients, which are then

solved numerically for the molecular orbital energy and wave function. The

orbital energies are obtained from the zeroes of the determinant of the

matrix of the secular equations. The corresponding wave functions are then

obtained by determining the eigenvectors of the secular matrix, the elements

of which are the expansion coefficients. In practice, the problem is sim-

plified considerably by the block-diagonalization of the secular matrix

using group-theoretic techniques.
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As discussed in Section 3, the molecular potential V in

Equation (5.2.1) depends on the electronic charge density p, given by

p(r) = Z ni|4,I(r)|
2 (5.2.2)

where n is the occupation of the i orbital. Since the potential V de-

pends on <\>, through p, Equation (5.2.1) represents a self-couoistent field

(SCF) problem, which is solved by an iterative procedure: an initial esti-

mate is made of the density, which is then used to evaluate the initial

potential. Schrodinger's equation Is then solved with this potential, and

the resulting orbitals used to obtain a new density and potential. The

process is repeated to convergence.

A computer program to carry out the procedure outlined above was

available [13] and we mention here some of its computational features:

- The initial molecular charge density, used to determine the ini-

tial molecular potential to start the iterative SCF procedure, is

obtained from a superposition of the constituent atomic densities.

The atomic orbitals (AO) used may be analytical HF orbitals based

on either a Slater-type orbital (STO), or a Gaussian-type orbital

(GTO), or they may be numerical atomic orbitals (NAO). In the

latter case, a separate atomic program is used to generate the

orbitals, which are stored on file and later read in by the mole-

cular program.

— To speed the search for orbital energies, perturbational estimates

are used to determine the search interval, as follows. Let V and

V be the molecular potentials for the n and (n+1) itera-

tions, respectively. If e is the orbital energy at the n iter-

ation, then the first-order perturbational estimate, ep
+., for the

next iteration is given by

•S« • <-
+ f 1*( 1 Fv n + 1"f 1 - V nf •)! I f td ("5 2 3")
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where ty is the wave function at the n iteration. The upper

bound for the search interval is then set to

C-l - en+l
 + 6 <5-2'4>

where 6 is a suitably chosen positive constant. We note here that, for

the ground state, the perturbational estimate in Equation (5.2.3) is an

upper bound for the orbital energy at the (n+1) iteration. For other

states this may not be the case. Nevertheless, the orbital energy is

expected to be close to its perturbational estimate, and the positive

constant in Equation (5.2.4) is chosen to t

as an upper bound for the search interval.

constant in Equation (5.2.4) is chosen to ensure that e can be used

To stabilize the convergence of the iterative SCF scheme,

potential averaging is used to ensure that it does not fluctuate
n n

wildly between iterations. Let V. and Vf be, respectively, the
f- Vi

initial and final potentials for the n iteration. Then the

initial potential for the next iteration is given by

v"+1 = Fv" + (1 - F)v" (5.2.5)

where F is the mixing or weighting factor and represents the

fraction of the old potential used for the next iteration. The

value of F has to be chosen judiciously. The choice of a large

value of F means that the new potential does not differ much from

the old one, and hence convergence may be slow. On the other

hand, a small value of F can cause large fluctuations in the

orbital energies since the new potential can be quite different

from the old one, and this may lead to instabilities in the

iteration scheme. We note here that, alternatively, the averaging

procedure described above may be applied to the total charge

density.

The orbital energies, which are given by the roots (zeroes) of the

secular determinant, are obtained as follows: A check is first

made to determine if there is a zero in a given mesh interval.
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This is done by evaluating the determinant at adjacent mesh points

to see if it changes sign. If there is a zero, it is then

determined by interpolation.

The main shortcomings of the original program were as follows:

Excessive storage requirements. This problem is particularly

critical for our CDC computer because of the comparatively small

size of available core memory. The permanganate ion serves as an

illustration. In its original form, the MSXa program required

over 90% of the available core space for this simple molecule.

Poles in the secular determinant. The search for orbital energies

(given by the roots of the secular determinant) was complicated by

the presence of two kinds of poles in the secular determinant, due

to poles in the elements of the secular matrix:

(1) Atomic poles that correspond to poles in the Inverse of the

"atomic" T-matrices, t^ and t , that appear in the diagonal ele-

ments of the secular matrix.

(2) Muffin-tin zero pole. In the MT approximation, the constant

intersphere potential, V , is commonly referred to as the muffin-

tin zero (MTZ), since it is often convenient to measure energies

relative to V . The MTZ pole in the secular determinant arises
(1)

because the functions k). and n , which appear in the elements of

the secular matrix, are singular at the MTZ (e •» V or K •* 0).

In addition to the resulting sharp variations in the secular

determinant, the presence of these poles, and in particular the

numerous atomic poles, makes the search procedure for the orbital

energies very difficult- In the case of atomic poles, a complex

algorithm is needed to distinguish between roots (zeroes) and

poles of the secular determinant, since the sign of the

determinant can also change across a pole. The presence of

closely spaced roots and poles makes it necessary to use a very
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fine search mesh to prevent missing roots, and this slows down the

computation. Furthermore, it also requires the use of a fairly

large value of the weighting factor for potential averaging, to

avoid large shifts in the roots. As mentioned earlier, this slows

the convergence of the iterative SCF procedure. In the case of

the MTZ pole, the problem is overcome by avoiding a small interval

bracketing the MTZ. Nevertheless, a special procedure is required

in setting up the root-searching mesh, to avoid the MTZ.

Root searching procedure. Problems were encountered with the

upper bound for the search interval given in Equation (5.2.4). In

some cases, 6 would not be large enough, and a root would fall

above this limit and thus be missed.

- Array dimensions. Arrays in the MSXa program were originally

dimensioned for MnO,, which was used for test runs. These

dimensions must be changed when a different molecule or cluster is

considered. Because of the large number of arrays involved, this

is an inconvenient and tedious task.

- Numerical atomic orbitals. As mentioned earlier, when numerical

atomic orbitals are used to generate the initial molecular poten-

tial, a separate atomic program Is run to evaluate these orbitals.

Again, this is not very convenient.

- Total energy calculation. The evaluation of the total molecular

or cluster energy was not implemented in the original code.

Steps to overcome these problems are described in the next

section.

5.3 NEW FEATURES OF THE MSXq PROGRAM

The MSXa program, in Its original version, works fairly well for

small molecules, such as the permanganate Ion MnO,. However, as noted
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above, changes were needed to overcome its shortcomings. Also, improve-

ments and extensions were necessary to make the program more practical for

large molecules, or molecules of heavier atoms, and also to make it more

general.

The major changes made to the original MSXa program included:

- Minimizing core memory usage to permit the analysis of heavier

atoms and larger clusters. Core usage was optimized by (1) rear-

ranging the program into an overlay structure, (2) introducing a

bit-packing scheme to substantially reduce the size of a prohibi-

tively large three-dimensional sparse matrix, and (3) reducing the

storage requirements of the unsymmetrical secular matrix.

- Minimizing execution time to permit application to larger systems.

This was done by (1) improving the root-searching procedure, and

(2) introducing a scheme to speed up the convergence of the itera-

tive SCF procedure.

- Introducing a new search procedure to overcome the problem of

missed roots, as described in the previous section.

- Introducing a dynamic core allocation scheme for a large number of

arrays to make the program more adaptable to changes in cluster

type, size and configuracion.

- Incorporating an atomic program Into the MSXa code to calculate

the numerical orbitals used to generate the initial molecular

potential.

- Incorporating a subroutine to evaluate the total energy.

These changes are detailed below.
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5.3.1 The Overlay Scheme

Limited core storage is a major problem in cluster calculations,

and every effort is made to minimize the use of core memory. As mentioned

earlier, this problem is aggravated by the relatively small size of the

available memory of our CDC computer. To optimize the use of core memory,

the MSXoc program converted to an overlay form so that only those portions

needed in executing a given calculation step are in core for the duration of

that step.

The overlay structure is along the lines suggested by Katsuki et

al. [13] and consists of a main overlay, five primary and five secondary

overlays, as shown in Figure 5.1. The notation used for the overlays is as

follows: (0,0) for the main overlay, (n,0) for the n primary overlay, and

(n,m) for the m secondary overlay of the n primary overlay. The number

under each overlay in Figure 5.1 is its size in kilowords.

The principal functions of the various overlays are as follows:

(0,0) - the main overlay controls the flow of the program.

(1.0) - reads input data.

(1.1) - generates symmetry data for 24 point groups.

(1.2) - generates symmetry data for the tetrahedral point group.

(1.3) - generates symmetry data for the octahedral point group.

(1.4) - constructs the symmetrical basis functions.

(1.5) - eliminates those spherical harmonics not used in

constructing the symmetrical basis functions (subroutine

REDUCE). Also calculates quantities needed for the

evaluation of the potential and integration data, such as
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Max inmm

Size = •)« Kllowords

(1,1)

(1,0)

8

(1.2)

2

(1,3)

2
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(1.4)

3

r

(1,5)
1

(2,0)

13

(3,0)

4

(5,0)

10

FIGURE 5.1: The Overlay Structure of MSXALPHA
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radial mesh, number of integration points, etc.

(subroutine PREPOT).

(2,0) - calculates the initial molecular potential.

(3,0) - calculates energy-independent quantities.

(4,0) - evaluates the determinant of the secular matrix and

calculates the eigenvectors.

(5,0) - generates numerical atomic orbitals used to calculate the

. • initial molecular potential.

The main overlay remains in core all the time, whereas the primary

and secondary ones are called in when required. In a given run, overlay

(4,0) is called in several times. The other overlays are never called more

than once. At any given time, there cannot be more than one primary and one

secondary overlay in core. As a result, core requirements are substantially

reduced. In this overlay structure, the size of the required memory is

reduced from 98 to 58 kilowords, a 40Z reduction.

5.3.2 Bit-Packing Scheme

In the original version of the MSXcc program, a problem was encoun-

tered with the storage requirement of one of the three-dimensional arrays.

The difficulty arises in connection with the calculation and storage of the

quantities

s •

which are used in the evaluation of the elements of the secular matrix (see

Section 3.4). The non-zero values of S are stored in SF(j) for

j = 1,2 , IPOT.NT, where IPOINT is the maximum number of non-zero values

of S. A three-dimensional array, INDSF (I,J,K), is then set up to store the

indices of the non—zero values for S, as follows:
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INDSF (I,J,K) = 0 if the corresponding S is zero

= index of the SF array in which a non-zero S is stored.

The maximum values IMAX, JMAX and KMAX of the indices of INDSF are given by

IMAX = LATMAX (LATMAX + l}/2 (5.3.2)

JMAX = NTA(NTA + l)/2 (5.3.3)

KMAX = 2*LMA + 1 (5.3.4)

where LATMAX is the maximum number of spherical harmonics used in the con-

struction of the symmetrized basis functions, NTA is the number of spheres

(including the Watson sphere) in the cluster, and LMA ' 3. + 1, where SL
° max max

is the maximum value of I used in the partial-wave expansion of the molecu-

lar wave functions.

The storage requirement for the array INDSF increases very quickly

with the size of the cluster. For example, for the permanganate ion MnO,,

we have NTA = 6 and LATMAX = 9, for I = 2 . Thus, IMAX = 45, JMAX = 21
max

and KMAX = 7, and the size of INDSF is 6615 words. For a 13-atom Zr

cluster, we have NTA = 14 and LATMAX = 16 (maximum possible value), for
X = 2. Hence the maximum indices are IMAX = 136, JMAX = 105 and
max

KMAX = 7, and the size of INDSF is 99960 words, which is slightly larger

than the available core of our CDC computer.

In the original version of MSXALPHA, the problem of the storage

requirement for S was alleviated somewhat by using the two arrays SF and

INDSF to store and retrieve the non-zero values of S, as described above.

This is in contrast to using a three-dimensional real matrix to store all

values of S. A saving In storage is achieved because half-words are used to

store the elements of the integer array INDSF. To Illustrate the saving, we

consider the MnO, ion. The size of S is 6615 words, whereas that of SF is

1045 words. Using half-words, the size of INDSF is 3308 words. Thus, the

actual storage used is 4353, which is a reduction of 34%. However, this
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reduction is still insufficient. Furthermore, for the CDC computer, we

cannot use half-words for integers.

It is clear then that the storage requirement for INDSF must be

substantially reduced if we are to realize our aim of applying the MSXoc

method to study fairly large clusters of heavy atoms such as Zr.

Fortunately, INDSF is a sparse matrix (for example, for MnO, only 1045, or

less than 16% of its elements, are non-zero). Thus, a bit-packing scheme

can be used to reduce the size of core memory needed to store the elements

of INDSF. For this purpose, a very fast and efficient bit-packing algorithm

was developed to store and retrieve these elements, and was incorporated

into MSXALPHA. In this scheme, a substantial saving in core storage is

achieved, because all the information contained in INDSF Is stored in two

bit strings, Bl and B2, of maximum length NXYZ bits, where NXYZ is the total

number of elements in INDSF. Thus, the only significant storage requirement

Is for the IPOINT non-zero elements of S, and the maximum size of each bit

string is only NXYZ/LWD words, where LWD is the number of bits in a word

(for the CDC computer LWD = 60). The actual saving is again illustrated by

the MnO, case, where IPOINT = 1045 and NXYZ = 6615. Thus the maximum size

of each of the bit strings Bl and B2 is 111 words, and hence the total

storage requirement Is 1267. This represents a saving of over 80%. We

expect that this scheme will greatly reduce the storage problem for larger

clusters.

5.3.3 Improvements in the Root-Searching Scheme

An efficient scheme to locate the roots of the secular determin-

ant is an essential component of the MSXa program. In the original version

of the program, a number of difficulties were encountered in determining the

roots of the secular determinant. These were mainly due to (1) the presence

of atomic and MTZ poles In the secular determinant, and (2) difficulties

with the search procedure, which led to some roots being missed. As des-

cribed in the previous section, this slows down root determination, which is

a major part of the computation. To overcome these problems, steps were

taken to
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- remove the atomic and MTZ poles from the secular determinant

- set up a new search procedure.

Details of these modifications are described below. We note here that, in

addition to increased reliability, the algorithm also results in a substan-

tial saving in execution time. For example, a reduction of one-third was

obtained for a test run on MnO, (example 2 in reference [13].

5.3.3.1 Removal of the Atomic Poles

The diagonal elements of the secular matrix defined in Section 3.4
j w

contain factors involving the so-called "atomic" T-matrices, t. and t .

Consider, for example, the factor [tj(e)] , which appears in one of the

diagonal matrix elements in the matrix (Equation (3.4.48). For e > V , we

have from Equation (3.4.35)

•id
b

(5.3.5)

This factor has poles at the zeros of the denominator given by the

Wronskian

(5.3.6)

Thus, the diagonal matrix elements and hence the secular determinant have

poles at energies e given by

W^(Ep) = 0 (5.3.7)

To remove the atomic poles from the secular determinant, we use a

well-known property of determinants, namely: if all the elements of any one

row or column are multiplied by a common factor, the value of the determin-

ant is multiplied by this factor. Thus, to remove the pole arising from a
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diagonal element due to Equation (5.3.7) we need only multiply the elements

of the corresponding row or column by W.(e). We note here that this proce-

dure is only used when determining the roots of the secular determinant,

since It does not change the positions of these roots. In contrast, the

procedure Is not used when the eigenvectors of the secular matrix are deter-

mined.

5.3.3.2 Removal of the MTZ Pole

As mentioned in Section 5.2, the secular determinant has a pole

at the MTZ (E = v-r-r)- This arises because the elements of the secular ma-

trix contain spherical Neumann functions, n (x), and modified Hankel func-

tions of the first kind, kj (x), whose arguments are proportional to the
(1)

wave-propagation constant K = |e-Vjj-|2. Since n (x) and kA (x) have poles

at x = 0, the secular determinant will diverge as e •> V or < ->• 0.

In the root-searching procedure of the original version of the

MSXa program, it was necessary to set up the search mesh in such a way as to

avoid a small Interval around the MTZ. Also, the divergence of the secular

determinant made it difficult to locate roots near the MTZ pole. Further-

more, skipping an interval around the MTZ pole may lead to a root being

missed if this root happens to fall within this interval. Therefore, a

scheme to remove the MTZ pole from the secular determinant was incorporated

in the program. The method, based on the numerical determination of the

order and parity of the MTZ pole, is described below.

Consider the bihaviour of the secular determinant as a function of

energy near the MTZ pole. If D denotes the value of the determinant, then

the divergence has the form

D = p ̂ -, K + 0 (5.3.8)
K

where A is taken to be positive and < = |e-V,.,| is the wave-propagation

constant. In the above equation, n Is the order of the pole and p is its

parity, which is even (p = +1) or odd (p = -1).
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To determine the order of the pole, we evaluate the determinant at

two adjacent values of K close to the pole, say K. and < • Denoting the

corresponding values of the determinant by D and D , we have

(5.3.9)

Taking the logarithm of both sides, we immediately obtain the order n:

(5.3.10)
lr ('„.,)

The parity is obtained by evaluating the determinant at two points across

the MTZ pole, say K and K.. If D and D are the corresponding values of

the determinant, then the parity is given by

p = sgn (D x D )

where sgn stands for "sign of".

Finally, to remove the MTZ divergence we simply multiply the

determinant by p< .

5.3.3.3 Mew Search Procedure

In the iterative procedure of the SCF scheme, the efficiency of

the root-searching procedure is considerably improved by using perturba-

tTonal estimates of the eigenvalues to set up the search mesh. In the ori-

ginal version of the program, the search mesh is set up by first determining
p

an approximate value of the root e , using first-order perturbation theory.

An upper bound for the search Interval is then set at e = e + 6 , where 6

is a suitably chosen positive number. The search for the root is then car-
m

ried out by a downward sweep from e • However, a recurring problem is
m

encountered when a root is missed, i.e., when the root falls above e . To

overcome this, a new search procedure was set up and is described below.
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The search mesh is set up using the perturbational estimates in
th m p p

The i mesh point is given by e = e + o, where e. is
,th

Equation (5.2.3)

the perturbational estimate for the i"' root. We emphasize here that the

subscript on e is now a root index and not an iteration label, as in

Section 5.2. The -^arch mesh is shown below.

-i interval-

For the ground state, it is straightforward to prove that the perturbational

estimate is an upper bound for the actual root. For any other state, the

root can lie above e.. However, we assume that the i root remains between

e, , and ei+,« Since the i root is more likely to be below e , the search

procedure begins by checking if the determinant changes sign between the
m m

mesh points e. and e . If it does change sign, then the root is In this

interval. If the determinant does not change sign a call is made to a sub-

program (described below) to determine whether the number of roots in this

interval is 0 or 2. If it is zero, then the root lies above e. and an

upward search is made from this point. If the number of roots is two, than

a downward search is made from e.. Note the following features of the new

search procedure:

- If the i root e. lies above e,, then the lower limit for the

(i+1) interval is moved from e to e. + DEL, where DEL is read

in as input.

If j is the highest root, and lies above its estimated upper
m

bound, e ., then a search for It is

where DE is again read in as input.

bound, e ., then a search for It is made between e. and e. + DE,
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Once a root is determined to be in a given interval, a search for

it is made by dividing the interval into a finer mesh. The number

of sub- intervals is determined by the input parameter MD.

The subprogram to determine whether the number of roots in a given

interval is 0 or 2 uses a simple algorithm based on the assumption that the
th mm

i root remains between e, , and e.... This is done by counting the

number of roots up to a given interval. If N is the number of roots in the

i interval, then it is straightforward to show that N is determined by

the condition

i - 1 < T1 N. < I

5.3.4 The Least Self-Consistent Root Scheme

The least self-consistent (LSC) root scheme is a procedure used to

speed the convergence of the iterative SCF method [96]. In each iteration,

after all the roots have been obtained, the least self-consistent root

(LSCR) is determined. In this context, the LSCR is defined as the root with

maximum deviation in density, relative to its previous value. If the maxi-

mum density deviation is greater than a certain threshold value (Z2), then

the root is recalculated in the new potential and the process repeated a

number of times (JC). We note here that Z2 and JC are read in as input, and

that Z2 is doubled after each iteration. We also note that for JC<0, the

LSCR procedure is skipped. Each time a root is recalculated, its new

density Is used to define a new potential, which is used for the next

calculation. However, to stabilize the procedure, the density is averaged

by mixing the new density value with the old one, in a manner similar to the

potential averaging discussed in Section 5.2. If p and p , , are the

new and old densities respectively for the 1 root, then the density used

for evaluating the new potential is
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th
ictor for the :

the acceleration factor.

where a. is the mixing factor for the i root, and is also referred to as

To speed the convergence further, provision is made to increase or

decrease the acceleration factor of a given root, depending on the behaviour

of that root. If, in a given iteration, the i root is recalculated more

than once, then a check is made to see if the corresponding energy level

changes monotonicaliy, or oscillates. If it oscillates, then a is in-

creased, otherwise it is decreased. Let 6, and 6- be the changes in the i

energy level in two consecutive cases. Then the acceleration factor is

changed according to the following scheme:

a, = 0.75 x a, if 6!" x 6* > 0

= 0.25 x (1 + 3ax) if 6* x 6* < 0

The LSCR scheme has led to a very large reduction in the number of

Iterations needed for convergence, and consequently a considerable reduction

in execution time. For example, for the MnO, ion, it took only eight Itera-

tions for the calculation to converge, and the total execution time was

reduced to 263 s. In contrast, the original code took 43 iterations and

611 s. Thus, the execution time was reduced by 57%. However, we should

note that this reduction is not wholly due to the LSCR scheme, but is also

due to the improvements in the root-searching scheme described In

Section 5.3.3. We also note that in the LSCR scheme, the least

self-consistent roots are recalculated a prescribed number of times after

each iteration, as described above.

5.3.5 The Dynamic Core Allocation Scheme

In the original version of the program, arrays were dimensioned

for the particular example of a permanganate ion (MnO ) with T symmetry,

and these dimensions had to be changed when a different molecule or cluster

was considered. In addition to the large number (122) of arrays involved,

the problem is further complicated by the fact that their dimensions are

determined by various factors, including the number of atoms, the number of

species, the number of partial waves considered for each specie, the number
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of irreducible representations for the particular symmetry considered, the

number of eigenvalues involved, etc. Furthermore, for some arrays, the

dimensions are not initially known, but are determined during execution, as

the arrays are defined. To overcome these problems, and also to avoid the

tedious task of changing the dimensions of all the arrays in each subroutine

each time a different cluster is considered, we have modified the program so

that only a few changes are required. This is done using the dynamic core

allocation technique, and writing the arrays in an expandable blank common

block. In this scheme, those arrays whose dimensions are predetermined are

allocated once in the main overlay, and their location and sizes are then

passed to the subroutines, using pointers and initially defined parameters.

For those arrays whose dimensions are determined during execution, it is

possible to determine their locations and sizes after they have been de-

fined. However, this has not yet been instituted. In this case, an esti-

mate is initially read in and, whenever this is exceeded, execution stops

and a flag is printed to indicate where the problem occurred. A larger

estimate is then read in and the program rerun.

5.3.6 Miscellaneous

5.3.6.1 The Unsymmetrized Secular Matrix

We mentioned at the beginning of Section 5.3 that one way to mini-

mize core usage is to reduce the storage requirements of the unsymmetrized

secular matrix. In the original version of the MSXct program, the elements

of this matrix are defined in one subroutine and stored in a two-dimensional

array. These matrix elements are later used in another subroutine to set up

the much smaller symmetrized matrices that are used in the determination of

the molecular orbital energies and wave functions. Although only one two-

dimensional array is involved, it remains a problem because the size of the

unsymmetrized matrix increases rapidly with the size of the cluster. For

example, in the case of the permanganate ion, the size of the unsymmetrized

matrix is 30 x 30. For a 13-atom zirconium cluster, it is 214 x 214 and

thus requires over 45 000 words of storage, or near.ly half the available core
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on the CDC computer. To overcome this difficulty, we avoid storing the

complete unsymmetrized matrix. Instead, only the diagonal elements are

defined once and stored in a one-dimensional array, while the off-diagonal

elements are calculated as they are needed.

5.3.6.2 Calculation of Total Energy

A subroutine to evaluate the total molecular or cluster energy in

the MSXot method was written and incorporated into the new version of the

program. Expressions for the total energy were given in Section 4.

5.3.6.3 Initial Numerical Atomic Orbitals

To initiate the SCF procedure in the MSXa method, the molecular

density used for the initial molecular potential is constructed from a

superposition of atomic orbitals. The latter may be analytical Kartree-Fock

orbitals on either an STO or GTO basis, or numerical orbitals. In the case

of numerical orbitals, a separate program was available [13] to generate the

atomic orbitals. It is based on the Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) program [57J,

modified to allow for

- use of a different exchange potential parameter a

- a radial mesh consistent with the one used in the MSXa program

- the option of using the Latter tail correction [57].

In the original format, the HFS and MSXa programs were run separa-

tely, with the output from the HFS program stored on a file, which was then

read in by the MSXa program. To avoid this complication, the atomic orbital

program was incorporated into the MSXa program as a separate overlay.

A complete description of MSXALPHA is presented in Appendices D

through G.
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6. RESULTS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In the preceding sections and Appendices D through G, we have

presented a detailed description of a computer program, MSXALPHA, developed

to carry out a quantum-mechanical analysis of the electronic structure and

energies of molecules and clusters. This program is based on the

multi-scattering-Xa (MSXa) method, which is a fast and accurate method for

such molecular calculations. The program was developed to enable us to

carry out a first-principles quantum-mechanical study of point defects, as

part of a continuing effort to develop a reliable method for calculating

point-defect properties in metals for radiation-damage studies. In this

section we present some of the results we have obtained using MSXALPHA.

Although the MSXa method is a very fast computational method for

molecular calculations, and has great potential for treating large molecules

and clusters, our initial applications were to small systems. This was

necessary to obtain experience and expertise in molecular and cluster calcu-

lations in general, and the MSXa method in particular.

The two systems that we considered were the methane molecule (CH^)

and a foul—atom zirconium cluster. (The MnO^ case is considered in

Appendix G.2.). The methane molecule was chosen to check the new routine,

incorporated in MSXALPHA, to calculate the total molecular or cluster ener-

gy. This will be described in Section 6.2. Analysis of zirconium clusters,

with and without defects, is required for radiation-damage studies. How-

ever, since very little is known about zirconium clusters, a systematic

approach, beginning with a small cluster, is required to gain an understand-

ing of the general behaviour. As a first step, we have chosen a four-atom

Zr cluster; the results are described in Section 6.3.
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6.2 METHANE

Calculations for the methane molecule (CH,^), using the MSXa

method, were carried out to determine its total energy as a function of

internuclear separation for the breathing mode (simultaneous variation of

the four C-H bond lengths). From such an analysis, we can obtain the equi-

librium configuration, the binding energy and the symmetric harmonic con-

stant, and compare them with the calculations and experimental data of

others.

The symmetry point group of CH^ is T . For the MSXa calculations,

the ratit. of the MT sphere radii for carbon and hydrogen was kept constant

at 7:3, which is close to the ratio of their covalent radii, ~ 2.4. The

exchange potential parameters are ot_ = 0.759 and ocu = 0.978. The maximum
C ri

value of the partial-wave index, A, used in the wave function expansion was
i. = 1 for the MT spheres and region III. A calculation with Z =2 for
max max

the C sphere showed no appreciable difference. In the present calculations,

the carbon Is level was considered as a frozen core. However, once conver-

gence was attained, this level was recalculated using the final SCF poten-

tial. The behaviour of the energy levels as a function of the C-H bond

length R is given in Table 6.2/1.

We note that, for the T point group, the symbols used for the
d

molecular orbitals are Aj, A2, E, T 2 and Tj for the irreducible representa-

tions Tyt r2, r^2' ^15
 an<^ ^25. respectively. Sometimes lower-case letters

are used, i.e., aj, a2, e, t2and tj.

The results of the total-energy calculations are summarized in

Table 6.2/2. In addition to the total energy, the table also gives the

kinetic energy term and the various components of the potential energy term.

A plot of the total energy E(R), as a function of the C-H bond length R, is

shown in Figure 6.1. As can be seen, the potential has a minimum, which is

a reflection of the fact that the molecule forms a stable bound state. To
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TABLE 6.2/1

MSX<* MOLECULAR ORBITAL ENERGIES FOR CHU AS A FUNCTION OF THE

C-H BOND LENGTH R. THE Ia1 ORBITAL IS THE CARBON Is FROZEN-CORE

LEVEL RECALCULATED IN THE FINAL SCF POTENTIAL

0.

1.

1.

1.

1.

(A)

9

0

09352

2

3

-20

-20

-20

-20

-20

Energy

lai

.2255

.2819

.3089

.3281

.3380

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

Levels

2ai

.45697

.40972

.36919

.32621

.28871

[Ryd*)

lt2

-0.838867

-0.812841

-0.788461

-0=760417

-0.734278

* 1 Rydberg = 13.5 eV

TABLE 6.2/2

MSX" TOTAL ENERGY E FOR CHU AS A FUNCTION OF THE C-H BOND LENGTH R.

THE OTHER SYMBOLS HAVE THE FOLLOWING MEANINGS: T IS THE KINETIC

ENERGY TERM, U THE ELECTRON-ELECTION COULOMB REPULSION, U THE

EXCHANGE TERM, U THE ELECTRON-NUCLEON ATTRACTION AND U THE NUCLEON-

NUCLEON REPULSION. U U + U,, + U
Xa er

+ U IS THE TOTAL POTENTIALnn
ENERGY, AND E = T + U.

(A)

0.9

1.0

1.09352

1.2

1.3

86

84

83

82

81

T

.1270

.5262

.4402

.4728

.7670

69

66

64

61

59

U
c

.5494

.5145

.1333

.8322

• 9994

Energy (Ryd)

ux.

-16.1409

-15.5852

-15.1416

-14.7082

-14.3665

U

-252

-245

-239

-234

-230

en

.103

.036

.605

.398

.265

32

29

26

24

22

U
nn

.5428

.2885

.7837

.4071

.5296

-166

-164

-163

-162

-162

U

.152

.818

.830

.867

.103

-80

-80

-80

-80

-80

E

.0247

.2920

.3894

.3941

.3355
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-80.1 -

5 -80.2-
PS

w

-80.3

-80.4

1.0 1.2 1.4

FIGURE 6.1: MSXa Total Energy E(R) for CH4 as a Function of C-H Bond Length
R. The solid line represents the parabolic fit given by
Equation (6.2.1).
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determine the resulting equilibrium properties, we fit a parabolic function

of the form

E(R) = aR2 + bR + c (6.2.1)

around the minimum. The constants a, b and c are determined by fitting the

above function to the three lowest points, at R = 1.09352, 1.2 and 1.3 A.

The values obtained are given in Table 6.2/3 and the resulting function is

shown by the solid line in Figure 6.1.

The minimum value, E , of the energy occurs at the point R , given
dE ° °

by dR = °* ThuS>

R = -b/2a (6.2.2)
o

E = aR2 + bR + c (6.2.3)
o o o

Equation (6.2.1) is only valid close to the minimum and it is instructive to

rewrite it as

w = ax2 (6.2.4)

where <o = E(R) - E and x = R - R • Equation (6.2.4) represents a harmonic
o o

oscillator for the symmetric (breathing mode) vibration, with a force con-

stant a.

The calculated equilibrium energy E , equilibrium C-ti bond length
o

R , and quadratic force constant a are summarized in Table 6.2/4. Also

included, for comparison, are values from the calculations and experimental

data of others. The discrepancies between our MSXa results and those of

Danese [80] may be due to the following:
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TABLE 6.2/3

VALUES OF THE CONSTANTS a, b AMD c OBTAINED IN THE PARABOLIC

FIT E(R) = aR2 + bR + c AROUND THE MINIMUM OF THE METHANE

TOTAL ENERGY, SHOWN IN FIGURE 6.1

a

(Ryd/A2)

3.052

b

(Ryd/A)

-7.044

c

(Ryd)

-76.34

TABLE 6.2/4

EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES OF CH,f . R AND E ARE, RESPECTIVELY, THE C-H BOND

LENGTH AND TOTAL MOLECULAR ENERGY AT EQUILIBRIUM. ALSO SHOWN IS THE

FORCE CONSTANT a FOR THE SYMMETRIC (BREATHING MODE) VIBRATION

MSXoc [Present

MSXa [80]

Hartree-Fock

Experiment

Work]

[97]

1

1

1

R
o

.154

.116

.094^

E

(Ryd)

- 8 0

- 8 0

-80

-81

. 4 0

.24

.33
*

.04

6

6

5

a

(dyn/cm)

.7 x 105

.2 x 105

.2 x 105*

See reference [98]
See reference [99]
See reference [100]
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in our calculations we have treated the carbon Is level as a fro-

zen core;

the ratios of the carbon and hydrogen MT sphere radii are slightly

different;

there may be differences arising from the parabolic fitting of the

energy curve to obtain the equilibrium configuration.

The general conclusion from the results in Table 6.2/4 is that the equili-

brium bond length and total energy we obtain are in fairly good agreement

with other calculations and with experimental results. The force constant

is higher than the experimental value, but compares favourably with the
*

value of 7.4 x 10b dyn/cm calculated by Newton et al. [100].

6.3 ZIRCONIUM

The crystallographic data for zirconium are from reference [101].

The stable form of Zr below 862°C is the a phase, whose crystal structure is

hexagonal close-packed. The unit cell is shown in Figure 6.2. The lattice

constant is a = 3.23115 A and the (c/a) ratio is 1.5931, which is only 2.5%

less than the "ideal ratio" of (8/3) = 1.633. The atomic number is 40 and

its exchange potential parameter is a = 0.704. The data are summarized in

Table 6.3/1, which also gives the electronic configuration of the Zr atom.

Since Zr is a fairly heavy atom, the computational time was expec-

ted to be substantially longer than for the permanganate ion or the methane

molecule. Therefore, we started with the smallest possible cluster: the

atoms labelled 1,2,3 and 4 in Figure 6.2. We also assumed the ideal ratio

for (c/a), which means that the four atoms are at the corners of a tetrahe-

dron. Thus, the atoms are equivalent, and the point group is T,. This

four-atom cluster will be referred to as Zr^.

* 1 dyn = 10 uN
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c

1

\ ^
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2T 1
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j 1
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1 11 1
1 1
1 11 '
1 '

FIGURE 6.2: Unit Cell of Hexagonal Close-Packed Zirconium
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TABLE 6 . 3 / 1

DATA FOR ZIRCONIUM

Crystal structure

Lattice constant a (A)

(c/a) ratio

Atomic Number Z

Exchange Parameter a

Electronic Configuration

Hexagonal Close Packed (hep)

3.23115

1.5931

40

0.704

Is 22s 22p63s 23p63d104s 24p64d25s 2

TABLE 6.3/2(a)

MSXtt MOLECULAR ORBITAL ENERGIES FOR lrw, AS A FUNCTION OF

THE INTERATOMIC SEPARATION R.

Orbital

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Level

l 3 l

lt2

2 s •>

2t2

le

It!

3t2

3*1

4t2

2e

5t2

Occupation

2

6

2

6

4

6

6

2

6

4

4

Energy (Ryd)

Interatomic Separation R (A)

1.8

-3.9528

-3.4630

-2.4934

-2.3333

-2.2386

-1.8201

-1.6368

-0.5811

-0.4408

-0.0838

-0.1939

2.0

-3.7361

-3.4647

-2.3847

-2.2356

-2.1637

-1.9042

-1.7948

-0.4724

-0.3491

-0.1269

-0.1570

2.4

-3.5032

-3.4303

-2.1514

-2.0664

-2.0359

-1.9424

-1.9043

-0.2767

-0.1920

-0.0904

-0.0882

2.6

-3.5378

-3.5015

-2.1555

-2.0998

_O "'IT1

-2.0271

-2.0045

-0.2730

-0.2104

-0.1380

-0.1321
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In our Initial calculations, we kept all the shells frozen except

the outermost 4d and 5s shells. However, we discovered that the extent of

Influence of the 4s and 4p shells was so large that their electronic charge

could not be confined within the MT spheres- Thus, for all the calculations

reported here, only the Is, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p and 3d are considered part of the

frozen core. The remaining levels, 4s, 4£, 4d and 5s, were allowed to mix

to form the molecular orbitals.

Since very little is known of the molecular structure of Zr clus-

ters, our first task was to establish how the atomic levels combine to form

the molecular orbitals, as the atoms are brought together to form the clus

ter. In particular, it is necessary to ensure that all levels are accounted

for and no orbitals are missed. To do this, we examined the behaviour of

the molecular orbitals as a function of the Interatomic separation R. Since

we only need the qualitative behaviour, it is sufficient to consider the

molecular orbital energies obtained from the initial calculations

(ISTER = 0 ) . The results are shown in Figure 6.3 (a) - (c). We note that

the atomic s levels (4s and 5s) split into the molecular orbitals A^ and T2.

The p levels split into one Aj, one E, two T2 and one T^ molecular orbitals.

Finally, the d levels split into one A^, two E, three T2 and two Tj molecu-

lar orbitals. To check that all levels are accounted for, we note that the

atomic s level is singly degenerate, the p level 3-fold degenerate and the d

level 5-fold degenerate (not including spin degeneracy). Thus, for the

four-atom cluster, there are 4 s levels, 12 p levels and 20 d levels. The

degeneracies of the molecular orbitals A^, E, T2 and T-^ are I, 2, 3 and 3,

respectively. Hence, the total degeneracies of the' molecular orbitals ori-

ginating from the atomic s, p and d levels are 1 + 3 = 4 ,

1 + 2 + 2 x 3 + 3 = 12, and 1 + 2 x 2 + 3 x 3 + 2 x 3 = 20, r e s p e c t i v e l y .

Thus, a l l l eve l s a re accounted fo r .

Having determined the initial molecular orbitals in an ISTER = 0

run, we proceed to fill these orbitals with the number of electrons in the

cluster, and then carry out the SCF procedure (ISTER = 1) to obtain the

final self-consistent molecular orbitals. The results obtained are summa-

rized In Tables 6.3/2 (a) and (b). We have separated the results into two
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-0.2-

2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0

FIGURE 6.3(a): Evolution of the Atomic 4s and 5s Levels into the Molecular
Orbitals Aj and T2 for Zri,, as a Function of the Interatomic
Separation R
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FIGURE 6.3(b): Evolution of the Atomic 4p Levels into the Molecular
Orbitals Aj, E, T2 and Ti for Zru> as a Function of the
Interatomic Separation R
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-0.8

2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 4.0 00

FIGURE 6.3(c): Evolution of the Atomic 4d Levels into the Molecular
Orbitals A.it E, T 2 and TL for Zru, as a Function of the
Interatomic separation R
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TABLE 6.3/2(b)

MSX« MOLECULAR ORBITAL ENERGIES FOR Zru, AS A FUNCTION OF THE

INTERATOMIC SEPARATION R

Orbital

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Level

lai

lt2

2ax

2t2

le

Iti

3t2

3al

4t2

4a2

2e

5t2

Occupation

2

6

2

6

4

6

6

2

6

2

4

2

Energy (Ryd)

Interatomic Separation R (A)

2.8

-3.5812

-3.5634

-2.1729

-2.1385

-2.1278

-2.0965

-2.0831

-0.2779

-0.2339

-0.??08

-0.1773

-0.1683

3.2

-3.6521

-3.6480

-2.2112

-2.1994

-2.1960

-2.1859

-2.1813

-0.3271

-0.2623

-0.2734

-0.2197

-0.2073

3.6

-3.6971

-3.6962

-2.2425

-2.2387

-2.2376

-2.2344

-2.2329

-0.3660

-0.2753

-0.2694

-0.2377

-0.2263
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tables because the level occupations, initially determined from the

ISTER = 0 run, change slightly as the interatomic separation R changes. As

shown in Tables 6.3/2 (a) and (b), the difference is that, in

Table 6.3/2(b), an additional level (the Ua^ orbital) is occupied. We also

note that, for R = 1.8 and 2.0 A, the 2e level is above the 5t2 level-

However, the former is fully occupied, whereas the latter is only partially

occupied. This inconsistency arose because the level occupations that were

determined initially from the results of the ISTER = 0 run, which had the 2e

level below the 5t2, flipped during the SCF iterative procedure. Since, at

present, MSXALPHA has no mechanism to change the level occupation, the re-

sults for these two cases will have a certain error. Clearly, changes, to

determine the level occupation consistently will have to be incorporated

into the program. This will be discussed further in Section 6.6 below.

The shifts in the energies of the frozen-core levels are obtained

by recalculating these levels in the final SCF molecular potential; the

results are given in Table 6.3/3. As expected, the recalculated levels tend

to the atomic HFS limit as the interatomic separation R increases.

The results of the total energy calculations for Zrk are given in

Table 6.3/4, and a plot of the total energy as a function of the interatomic

separation R is shown in Figure 6.4. For comparison, Figure 6.4 also shows

the total energy using the atomic values for the frozen-core energy levels,

i.e., without taking into account the level shifts in the presence of the

final SCF molecular potential. In this case, the results are clearly un-

physical, since they indicate a strong attraction as the interatomic sepa-

ration decreases. The reason for this is that the core repulsion has not

been properly taken into account. A simple way to include these effects is

to recalculate the frozen-core levels in the presence of the final SCF mole-

cular potential. As shown in Figure 6.4, when this is done, a dramatic

change in the behaviour of the total energy as a function of R occurs, show-

ing a strong core-repulsion as R decreases. This sharp increase in energy

at short distances is reminiscent of the exponential behaviour of the Born-

Mayer approximation [102]. It is thus interesting to fit the interaction

energy to the Born-Mayer form
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TABLE 6 .3/3

ENERGIES (IN RYD) OF THE FROZEN-CORE LEVELS FOR Zn,. HFS VALUES ARE THE

ATOMIC VALUES CALCULATED BY THE HARTREE-FOCK-SLATER METHOD. THE VALUES

RECALCULATED IN THE FINAL SCF MOLECULAR POTENTIAL OF THE MSXa METHOD ARE

JHOWN AS A FUNCTION OF THE INTERATOMIC SEPARATION R

Level

Is

2s

2P

3s

3p

3d

HFS

-1279.77

-174.732

-160.308

-28.4956

-23.0624

-13.1121

1.8

-1278.81

-173.851

-27

-22

-12

3.413

8603

4233

4505

2.0

-1279.07

-174

-159

-27.

-22.

-12.

.062

.632

9647

5297

5679

MSXa

Interatomic Separation

2.4

-1279.28

-174.242

-159.819

-28.0491

-22.6155

-12.6611

2.6

-1279.41

-174.363

-159.941

-28.1515

-22.7183

-12.7651

2.

R (A

8

-1279.49

-174

-160

-28.

-22.

-12.

.444

.022

2255

7923

8401

)

3.2

-1279.60

-174

-160

-28.

-22.

-12.

.561

.139

3317

8987

9473

3.6

-1279.66

-174

-160

-28.

-22.

-13.

.622

.200

3893

9563

0053
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TABLE 6.3/4

MSX" TOTAL ENERGY E FOR Zr,,, AS A FUNCTION OF THE INTERATOMIC SEPARATION R.

THE OTHER SYMBOLS HAVE THE SAME MEANING AS IN TABLE 6.2/2

p

(A)

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

.8

.0

.4

.6

.8

.2

.6

T

28375

28339

28308

28297

28297

28293

28291

.9

.0

.2

.5

.7

.2

.7

U
c

17456.9

16879.6

16024.8

15684.6

15394.7

14925.6

14564.3

°Xc

-894.

-891.

-888.

-887.

-886.

-885.

-885.

Energy (Ryd;

£

775

782

575

481

722

698

119

U
en

-78885.

-77714.

-75988.

-75J13.

-74745.

-73820.

-73105.

3

1

4

7

9

0

1

U
nn

5644.

5079.

4233.

3907.

3628.

3175.

2822.

44

99

33

69

57

00

22

U

-56678.7

-56646.3

-56618

-56608

-56609

-56605

-56603

.8

.9

.4

.1

.7

E

-28302

-28307

-28310

-28311

-28311

-28311

-28312

.8

.3

.6

.4

.7

.9

.0
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o

-28.32

-28.34

-28.36

-28.38

•

_

-

-

o
1

1

•

0

1 1

i

•

o

1

o

1

1

o

1 1

1 1

o -

-

-

-

1

2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2
R(X)

FIGURE 6.4: MSXa Total Energy for Zr4, as a Function of the Interatomic
Separation R= The circles represent the results without taking
into account the shifts in the frozen-core levels due to the
molecular potential. Note that as P. increases, the results
tend to the infinite separation limit (horizontal broken
line).
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V(R) = Ae-BR (6.3.1)

where V(R) is the pair-wise interatomic potential given by

E(R) - E(°°)
V(R)

N
(6.3.2)

where E(R) is the total cluster energy at separation R, E(<=) is the total

energy of the separated atoms, and N is the number of bonds in the cluster.

For this calculation for Zr^ , N = 6 and E(») = 4E , where E is the total
a a

energy of the Zr atom. Since the exchange parameter, a, for atoms is chosen

such that the total Xa energy is equal to the HF one, we may take E to be
9.

-7078.0 Ryd, which is the HF value given by Fischer [20]. Since there are

only two unknowns in Equation (6.3.1), we use the two smallest values of R

to determine them. The resulting values of A and B are given in

Table 6.3/5, and a plot of V(R) is given in Figure 6.5.

TABLE 6.3/5

VALUES OF THE CONSTANTS A AND B OBTAINED IN THE EXPONENTIAL BORK-MAYER

FIT V(R) = Ae FOR THE INTERATOMIC POTENTIAL V(R)

A

(Ryd)

535.25

B

(A-l)

3.2529

7. DISCUSSION

7.1 TOTAL ENERGY

The results of our MSXa calculations on the methane molecule (CH^)

and a four-atom zirconium cluster (Zr^) were given in Sections 6.2 and 6.3,

respectively. For CHL, , the results obtained are in fairly good agreement

with other calculations and with experimental data.
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0-5-

2.0 2.4 3-2 3.6

FIGURE 6.5: Interatomic Potential V(R), Obtained from the MSXa Results for
Zr^. The solid line Is the Born-Mayer fit of
Equation (6.3.1).
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For Zr^, we noted that unphysical results were cbtained for the

total energy when the shifts in the energies of the frozen-core levels in

the presence of the final SCF molecular potential were not taken into ac-

count. Specifically, these results showed that the total energy decreased

as the interatomic separation, R, decreased from 3.6 to 1.8A, as shown in

Figure 6.4 (for an ideal ratio, the value of R corresponding to the equili-

brium bulk value is ~ 3.2 A ) . Clearly, this behaviour is not physically

correct since the trend would lead to a collapse of the cluster. The pro-

blem can be traced to the >.ct that the energy changes of the inner shells

of Zr, which were frozen In the above calculations, had not been taken into

account. Since the short-range core-core repulsion acts to prevent the

clus!"er from collapsing, it is important that the shifts in the frozen-core

levels be considered. As noted by Johnson [49], the charge densities of the

frozen-core orbitals can be kept fixed, and their final "chemically shifted"

energies recalculated in the SCF potential without introducing appreciable

error. When this is done, the behaviour of the total energy is drastically

changed, as shown in Figure 6.4. The results are now physically acceptable

since they show a strong short-range repulsion (this is more clearly seen in

Figure 6.5).

The absence of a minimum in the total energy is not unphysical,

since it only implies that the four-atom cluster does not form a stable

bound complex. Since we do not have experimental data for Zr^, we cannot

say that these results are wrong. However, we should point out that the

above calculations were carried out in the MT approximation and, as pointed

out in Section 3, this can introduce errors in the calculation of the

binding energies of small non-symmetric molecules.

It is interesting to compare our results on Zr^ with the work of

Delley et al. [103] on small copper particles. Using the LCAO-Xa approach,
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they investigated the equilibrium geometry, binding energy and electronic

structure of Cu2, tetrahedral Cu^, and fee Cu 1 3 and Cu 7 9 clusters. We note

here that, although both the MSXa and LCAO-Xa methods use Slater's Xa poten-

tial, the MT approximation is not made in the latter method. Their results

show that all the clusters form bound complexes and that the binding energy

increases with cluster size. In particular, they find that the binding
_l/3

energy per particle decreases linearly with N where N is the number of
_l/3

atoms in the cluster. Since the parameter N is proportional to the

surface-to-volume ratio (if a fixed volume is associated with each atom in a

spherical cluster), they conclude that the increase in binding energy with

cluster size is due to surface effects (surface tension). These surface

effects should also manifest themselves in calculations using the MSXa

method. Thus, to obtain a more accurate picture of the Zr-Zr interaction

using ths MSXa method, we need to consider larger clusters. In addition to

a better treatment of surface effects, the larger the cluster, the smaller

the error due to the MT approximation.

7.2 THE VIRIAL THEOREM

The virial theorem expresses the relationship between the kinetic

energy, T, and the potential energy, U, of a lystem, viz:

T = - |U (7.1)

For atoms, it can be rigorously proved that the Xa method satisfies the

virial theorem (for details, see reference 14). For the MSXa method,

Johnson [49] notes that the virial theorem is satisfied to a high degree of

approximation. For a molecule or cluster with more than one type of atom, a

deviation in the virial theorem for the MSXa case is expected because of the

use of different exchange parameters, a, for the various types of atoms. It

is thus interesting to examine how well the virial theorem is obeyed In the

cases of CH4 and Zr^. Table 7/1 gives the values of T and - |U, and the

percentage deviation A in the virial relation of Equation (7.1). It is

clear that the virial theorem is satisfied extremely well for Zr^. For CHtj,

although the agreement is not as good, it is still fairly satisfactory.
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TABLE 7 / 1

VIRIAL THEOREM AND THE MSXtt METHOD. GIVEN ARE THE PERCENTAGE DEVIATIONS,

A. FROM THE VIRIAL RELATION T = -fU (EQUATION (7.1)) FOR CH^ AND Zr^.

FOR CH4, R IS THE C-H BOND LENGTH, WHEREAS FOR Zru, IT IS THE Zr-Zr

INTERATOMIC SEPARATION

0

1

1

1

1

R

(A)

.9

.0

.09352

.2

.3

CH,,

T

(Ryd)

86

84

83

82

81

.1270

.5262

.4402

.4728

.7670

-lu
(Ryd)

83

82

81

81

81

.0760

.4090

.9150

.4335

.0515

(

3

2

1

1

0

A
%)

.5

.5

.8

.3

.9

R

(A)

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

.8

.0

.4

.6

.8

.2

.6

T

(Ryd)

28375.

28339.

28308.

28297.

28297.

28293.

28291.

Zi

9

0

2

5

7

2

7

-iu
(Ryd)

28339.

28323.

28309.

28304.

28304.

28302.

28301.

4

2

4

5

7

6

9

(

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

A

%)

.13

.06

.004

.02

.02

.03

.04
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7.3 TOTAL AND SINGLE-PARTICLE ENERGIES

One of the major problems in evaluating the total energy of a

many-electron Interacting system is the determination of the electron-elec-

tron Coulomb repulsion term. As mentioned earlier (Section 4), this term

involves a six-dimensional integral over the electronic charge densities,

which is numerically very difficult to evaluate accurately. In the MT ap-

proximation, a simplification is afforded because the six-dimensional inte-

grals reduce to two-dimensional ones. However, in certain cases, the errors

introduced by the MT approximation may be appreciable. Other numerical

techniques for overcoming this problem are still fairly complex. We now

examine a simple expression for the total energy, obtained by

Politzer [104], in which the electron-electron interaction term is elimi-

nated.

The starting point for the Politzer relation is the Thomas-Fermi

theory. According to this theory, the energy of a neutral atom Is given

by [105]

where Z is the atomic number and ifj is the derivative of the screening func-

tion at the origin. When $'o is determined by the Thomas-Fermi procedure,

the above formula is in error by as much as 33% [104]. However, when the

more accurate HF wave functions are used, the errors are reduced to about 2%

[104,105]. Since $ I = U /Z2, where U is the electron-nuclear interaction
en en

energy [104], this means that

E = — U (7.3)
atom 7 en '

is a good approximation to the energy of a neutral atom, provided an accu-

rate value of U is avails
en

empirically by Fraga [106].

rate value of U is available. Equation (7.3) had previously been obtained

The extension of Equation (7.3) to molecules is discussed by

Politzer, who finds that the general expression for atoms and molecules Is
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E " 7 (Uen + 2 °nn> (7'4>

where U is the nuclear-nuclear repulsion energy. For the ground states of

neutral molecules, Equation (7.4) was tested for 56 molecules by

Polltzer [104], who found that it was extremely well satisfied (the average

error was 1.15%). In another study on excited states of diatomic molecules

and ions, he found that Equation (7.4) was in error by IX - 3% for 156 dif-

ferent ionic and low-lying excited states [107] .

The usefulness of the Politzer relation (Equation (7.4)) lies in

the fact that it does not involve the complex electron-electron interaction

term. Although its derivation is not rigorous, it has been tested on a

large number of molecules and ions, as mentioned earlier. Using HF wave

functions, the expression was found to be satisfied to a high degree of

accuracy. It is thus interesting to check how well the Politzer relation i >

satisfied in the MSXa method. This is shown in Table 7/2, using our results

for CH^ and Zr4, where the percentage deviation is given by A. Note that

the Pulitzer relation is fairly well satisfied.

We now examine an interesting application of the Politzer expres-

sion, involving the relationship between the orbital energies and the total

energy of a many-electron system. For the HF method, Ruedenberg [108] has

shown that Equation (7.4) can be used in conjunction with the virial theorem

(Equation (7.2)) to give the following expression for the total energy in

terms of the orbital energies e,

E = f £ n l E l (7.5)

where n is the occupation of the i orbital. We refer to this expression

as the Politzer-Ruedenberg relation. The derivation of the above equation

begins with the HF expression for the total energy

n.s. + U - U (7.6)
i i nn ee
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TABLE 7/2

A COMPARISON, FOR CHU AND ZrUt OF THE MSXg TOTAL ENERGY AND THAT OBTAINED

USING THE POLITZER RELATION OF EQUATION (7.4). A IS THE PERCENTAGE

DEVIATION AND R HAS THE SAME MEANING AS IN TABLE 7/1

(

0.

1.

1.

1.

1.

A)

9

0

09352

2

3

Energy

MSXa

-80

-80

-80

-80

-80

.0247

.2920

3894

3941

3355

(Ryd)

Politzer

-80

-79

-79

-79

-79

.1503

9110

VJC;

5359

3739

(

0

0

0

1

1

%)

.16

.47

.80

.07

.20

(A)

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

.8

.0

.4

.6

.8

.2

.6

2

Energy (Ryd)

MSXa

-28302.8

-28307.3

-28310.6

-28311.4

-28311.7

-28311.9

-28312.0

Politzer

-28969.9

-28951.8

-28937.9

-28927.9

-28923.8

-28915.7

-28911.7

2.36

2.28

2.22

2.18

2.16

2.13

2.12
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Now, since E = T + U, the virial theorem in Equation (7.1) can be rewritten

as

E = $U = J(U + U + U ) (7.7)
ee en nn' v '

Hence -j x Equation (7.4) - 2 x Equation (7.7) gives

\ E = U - V (7.8)
3 nn ee v '

Substituting (U - U ) from Equation (7.8) into Equation (7.6) gives
° nn ee

Equation (7.5).

For the MSXa method, the total energy cannot be written entirely

in terms of the orbital energies. However, an analogous expression can be

derived in a similar fashion. The total energy, E, in the MSXcc formalism is

discussed in detail in Section 4. Combining Equations (4.7) and (4.13)

gives

E = V 1 r? e + U + U + U + U - /'p(r)V(r)dr (79)
/ • l i c Xct en nn ./ — — —

Using Equations (4.2) to (4.5) and (4.9) to (4.11), we can rewrite the last

term in Equation (7.9) as

|p(r)V(r)dr = U ^ + 2Uc + j U ^ (7.10)

Hence

E = V n.e. - U - -r Uv + U (7.11)
Z i l c 3 Xo nn

Now, since U = U + U , we can rewrite Equation (7.11) as
ee c Xt

E = y n.e, + (U - U ) + -| Uv (7.12)
/ • i i nn ee 3 Xa
i
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Finally, using Equation (7.8) and rearranging the terms, we obtain the

Politzer-Ruedenberg relation for the MSXa case

E = ! Z niei + UXa <7'13>
i

To our knowledge, this derivation is original, and should be compared with

the HF result in Equation (7.5).

It is interesting to note that, although the Politzer relation is

fairly well satisfied, the Politzer—Ruedenberg relation shows much greater

deviations, as indicated In Table 7/3. The larger deviations result from

the combination of the errcrs in the Politzer relation and the virial theo-

rem, which are used to derive the Politzer-Ruedenberg relation. These

errors limit the usefulness of the latter.

8. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this report we have described the development of a computer

program, MSXALPHA, based on the multi-scattering-Xa formalism. The MSXa

method is a fast and accurate method for the quantum-mechanical analysis of

the electronic structure of molecules and atomic clusters. MSXALPHA is

based on an original code [13], which was improved and extended to make

practical its application to larger clusters and heavier atoms, needed for

defect studies in metals. The main improvements made to the original code

are as follows:

- An increase in speed by improving the root-searching scheme (in-

cluding a new search procedure and removal of the atomic and

muffin-tin zero poles in the secular determinant) and introducing

the least-self-consistent-root scheme.

- A reduction in storage requirements by putting the program in an

overlay form and introducing a bit-packing scheme for a prohibi-

tively large three-dimensional sparse matrix.
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TABLE 7/3

A COMPARISON, FOR CHî  AND Zr^, OF THE MSXg TOTAL ENERGY AND THAT OBTAINED

FROM THE POLITZER-RUEDENBERG RELATION OF EQUATION (7.13). A IS THE

PERCENTAGE DEVIATION AND R HAS THE SAME MEANING AS IN TABLE 7/1

R

0.9

1.0

1.09352

1.2

1.3

Energy (Ryd)

MSXct

-80.0247

-W.2920

-80.3894

-80.3941

-80.3355

Polltzer-

Ruedenberg

-88.7381

-87.9757

-87.2720

-86.5149

-85.8552

A

(%)

10.9

9.6

8.6

7.6

6.9

R

(A)

1.8

2.0

2.4

2.6

2.8

3.2

3.6

Energy (Ryd)

MSXcc

-28302.8

-28307.3

-28310.6

-28311.4

-28311.7

-28311.9

-28312.0

Politzer

Ruedenberg

-26077.7

-26099.1

-26111.6

-26132.8

-26148.5

-26170.5

-26182.6

A

(%)

7.9

7.8

7.8

7.7

7.6

7.6

7.5
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Introduction of a dynamic core-allocation scheme to simplify the

dimensioning of a large number of arrays tfhen different types of

clusters are involved.

Incorporation of a routine to evaluate the total molecular or

cluster energy.

- Incorporatioi of the atomic Hartree-Fock-Slater program to

evaluate the Initial numerical atomic orbitals.

MSXALPHA was tested by analyzing the MnO^ ion. Good agreement was

obtained with previous calculations [13] . As a result of the improvements,

both execution time and core requirements were reduced to less than half

their original values. In addition, MSXALPHA was applied to two other

systems:

The methane molecule, used to check the routine for calculating

total energy. The results compared favourably with other

calculations and with experimental data.

- A four-atom zirconium cluster was considered as the first step In

establishing an understanding of the properties of Zr clusters. A

major feature of the results is a realization of the importance of

taking Into account the energy shifts of the frozen-core levels in

the determination of the total energy.

Further improvements to the MSXALPHA code are possible and the

following are recommended:

(1) Root-search procedure: The root-search procedure (and, hence,

execution speed) can be improved by using a rigorous scheme to

determine the number of roots within an energy Interval, as

suggested by Case and Yang [109J. Below, we outline the main

features of an approach.
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The linear homogeneous equations (3.4.45) and (3.4.46) can be

written in matrix form as

M(e)_A = 0 (8.1)

where 14 is the secular matrix (defined in Equation (3.4.48)) and Â

is a vector of the coefficients for the partial-wave expansion of

the wave function. The dependence of the secular matrix on the

energy, e, is explicitly indicated in Equation (8.1). The search

for the roots of the secular determinant (i.e., the molecular

orbital energies) is equivalent to finding the zero eigenvalues of

the eigenvector equation

M(e)£ = \C (8.2)

where X is the eigenvalue and Ĉ  the eigenvector. Thus, each mole-

cular orbital energy corresponds to an energy at which one of the

eigenvalues passes through zero. Fortunately, as shown by Case

and Yang [109] , the eigenvalues pass through zero in only one

direction, viz:

d\
de \=0 < 0 (8.3)

Thus, the number of negative eigenvalues becomes an important

parameter. If the number of negative eigenvalues at energies e^

and e2 are n^ and n2, respectively, then the number of roots of

the secular determinant between e^and z^ is simply (n2 - nj).

(2) MTZ pole: At present the order of the MTZ pole in the secular

determinant is obtained numerically for each irreducible represen-

tation and then used to remove the pole. An alternate approach is

to determine analytically the order of Lhe pole of the full unsytn-

metrical matrix. The pole can then be removed before the matrix

is block-diagonalized. The MTZ poles arise because of the poles
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in the elements of the secular matrix, which in turn are due to

poles in the spherical Neumann functions, n (x), and the modified
(1)

spherical Hankel functions of the first kind, k^ (x), where

x = <r. Near the MTZ (xr+O) both functions diverge as
A+l

1/K [110]. It is then straightforward to show that the factors

[tn(e)]"1 (Equations (3.'•.34) and (3.4.35)) and G ^ . U ) (Equa-

tions (3.4.23) and (3.4. :4)), which enter into the elements of the

secular matrix, have the following singular behaviour near the

MTZ

GT
J.J!(e) ~ i- , K -• 0 (8.5)
LL n

where n — Z" , and SL" Is the maximum value of SL" appearing in
max max

the sums in Equations (1 4.23) and (3.4.24). Once the order of

the pole of a matrix element is determined, it can be removed

using the same procedure as that for the atomic poles, (a similar

procedure is described by Case and Yang [109]).

(3) MT approximation: The main disadvantage of the MSXa method is in

the use of the MT approximation, especially for small non-symmet-

rical molecules. A number of ways to overcome this were discussed

in Section 3.5 (see also Section 4). Another approach involves

using the final SCF charge density to evaluate the total energy

before it is symmetrized into the MT form (then, the angular in-

formation is not discarded). As pointed out in Section 4, a pro-

blem then arises in the evaluation of the six-dimensional inte-

grals for the Coulomb term. It would be worthwhile to Investigate

fast and efficient ways to evaluate such integrals. Among these

are

the Monte Carlo method

the Diophantine method developed by Haselgrove [111] and Con-

roy [112].

the charge-parrlctoni.ig method of Cook and Karplus [113].
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(4) Level occupation: In Section 6.3, we mentioned a problem, encoun-

tered with Zrh for R = 1.8 and 2.0 A, wherein the two highest

levels flip during the SCF iteration. We pointed out that a

scheme should be incorporated into MSXALPHA to determine, consis-

tently, the level occupation. The simplest approach would be to

include, initially, additional unoccupied higher orbitals. All

these levels would then be recalculated at each iteration and

their occupations adjusted accordingly. Clearly, a disadvantage

is the extra execution time to determine levels that may not be

occupied; an effort should be made to devise a more efficient

algorithm.

(5) Renormalization of the frozen-core charge: In studying the pro-

perties of clusters as a function of interatomic separation R,

problems can arise with the containment of the frozen—core charge

within the MT spheres, as R decreases. To overcome this, the

norraalized-atom approach [114,115] can be used. This involves

truncating the frozen-core wave functions at the MT sphere sur-

face, and renormalizing (scaling) them within this sphere to con-

serve the total charge. This procedure preserves the shape of the

wave functions within the MT spheres.

In incorporating into MSXALPHA the changes described in Section 5,

certain features in the original code were deleted for simplicity . These

features are useful and could be implemented in MSXALPHA without difficulty.

They are as follows:

(1) The bracketing method, using subroutine BRAKET [13]. This should

be implemented as an alternative to subroutine EVALUE for deter-

mining roots.

(2) The recalculation of frozen-core levels, using subroutines FROZEN

and FZCORE [13] . As in the original code, this can easily be

implemented as another mode (ISTER = 4) of operation of MSXALPHA.
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(3) Calculation of the virtual energy levels (ISTER = 2). This mode

of operation is required in the transition-state calcula-

tions [13,14] for the excitation properties of molecules.

(4) Continuation of the SCF calculations (ISTER = 3 ) . It is usually

convenient to run the SCF calculations in stages in which a speci-

fied number of iterations are carried out and the intermediate

results stored on file. The ISTER = 3 mode is then used to con-

tinue the calculations [13].

To conclude, we briefly consider the application of MSXALPHA to

defect studies. From the cluster point of view, certain properties of point

defects can be deduced by comparing calculations with and without their

presence. For metals, relatively small clusters would be needed because, as

mentioned earlier, the mobile electrons in metals move to screen the defect,

thus causing the perturbation to be quite localized. However, for accurate

quantitative calculations, the rest of the crystal must be considered. The

major difficulty Is in setting up the boundary conditions in order to join

smoothly to the rest of the crystal. One method is to use the hybrid ap-

proach (mentioned in Section 1), and another is the supercell

method [116,117].

The MSXa method has been successfully us^d, for a variety of mole-

cules and clusters, to study the physical and chemical properties of many

substances. Improvements In the MT approximation and in program efficiency,

together with development of faster computers, will increase the usefulness

of the method.
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APPENDIX A

POTENTIAL IN THE MUFFIN-TIN APPROXIMATION

The MT approximation for the muli.i-stattering-Xa (MSXa) method Is

described in Section 3.3. Here the derivation of the expressions for the MT

potential in regions I, II and III (see Figure 3.1) is presented [A.I].

In the self-consistent-field (SCF) method, the molecular orbitals

obtained at each iteration are used to generate electron densities, which in

turn are used to construct the potential for the next iteration, with the

process repeated to convergence. To start the iteration, atomic orbitals

are used. These may be analytical Hartree-Fock orbitals in an STO or CTO

basis, or numerical functions of, say, the Herman-Skillman type. As a

consequence of this initial approximation, the potential in the first itera-

tion is treated in a manner different from that in subsequent iterations:

Potential for the First Iteration

To initiate the SCF procedure, atomic wave-fun-.tions are used to

generate the initial electronic density. In general, the radial extent of

the atomic orbitals is much greater than MT radii, and the contribution to

the potential due to the overlap of the atomic orbitals must be considered.

For an isolated atom, the density p at a point r with respect to the centre

of the atom is given by

j

where $ . is the wave function of the j orbital and n. is its occupation.

The density is spherically averaged and is then denoted by p(r), where r is

the radial distance. It is frequently more convenient to use the radial

density defined by
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ff(r) = 4irr2p(r) (A.2)

In the treatment of the potential, the convention is adopted that the test

charge is negative and electron densities are positive.

A. REGION I

For a point r. = r - R. within the i MT sphere, the Coulomb

potential is given by

real
atoms

VL ( r l> - Tlc ( ri>
5*1

where the first term on the right-hand side is the contribution due to the

charges associated with the i atom, and has the following form:

-2Z y f a (t)
v*-<ri>"~T~ +- J o-1(t)dt + 2 / - ^ - d t (A.4)

l

where a is the electronic charge due to the i atom and Z is the

corresponding nuclear charge. The first term on the right-hand side of

Equation (A.4) is the contribution due to the nucleus, the second is that

due to the electronic charge within the sphere of radius r., and the third

is from the charge outside this sphere.

The second term in Equation (A.3) r ep re sen t s the c o n t r i b u t i o n s

from a l l the o ther atoms, where V. ( ^ j - f r j ) i s given by tVie L'dwdin

cc-expansion forruula for s p h e r i c a l components [A.2] :

f v j c ( t ) t d t
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The third term in equation (A.3) is due to the stabilizing field

(SF) charge Z and is given by
or

The Xa exchange correlation potential at a point r within the i

MT sphere is given by

1/3

Vix(r.) = - 6a.
32nT *

(A.7)

where a,(r ) is the electronic charge density and contains contributions

from the i atom as well as from all the other atoms, i.e.,

real
atoms

( A > 8 )

where a.(R •|r
1) ^

s gi-ven by an a~expansion formula for o. analogous to

Equation (A.5).

Finally, the total potential at a point r within the i MT

sphere is the sum of the Coulomb and exchange correlation terms:

V[(rt) - V^Crp + V^Cr.) (A. 9)

B. Region II

The main difficulty in evaluating the Coulomb potential in region

II is the complicated topology of this region. To overcome this, the total

charge distribution Is decomposed into three components, shown schematically

in Figure A-l. The initial charge density, shown on the left, consists of

the following:
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in the i MT sphere we have a spherically symmetric electron

charge density a.(r) flnd a nuclear charge Z . For evaluating the

potential outside the sphere, this charge distribution is

equivalent to a point charge q , at the centre of the sphere,

whose magnitude is equal to the total charge within the sphere

(Gauss' law). Thus

bi

qi = Z± ~ I a1(r)dr (A.10)

a constant charge density p in region II.

- a spherically symmetric charge density p (r) in region III.

The above charge distribution is equivalent to the sum of the three

component distributions shown on the right in Figure A-l. These are:

(1) a constant electron charge density p inside the Watson sphere.

(2) a point charge Q. at the centre of the i MT sphere, which is

equal to q., plus a term to cancel that part of (1) within the I

sphere, i.e.,

Qi = «! + 3* bi ? n < A' U>

(3) the charge distribution p (r) outside the Watson sphere.

The contributions of these terms to the Coulomb potential are now

considered separately:

(1) The potential inside the Watson sphere due to this contribution is

given by
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r
(1) 2_ f
c r J

dt

2-
Since aTT(r) = 4ur p we have

II

where r Is the distance from the centre of the Watson sphere.

(2) The contribution from the i point charge Q is

(A.12)

(A.13)

The distance r is relative to the centre of the i sphere.

(3) The potential inside the Watson sphere resulting from this

component is given by Gauss' law:

2 a m ( t )
dt (A.14)

The average Coulomb potential is simply the sum of the averages of

the components

-II = -(1) + -(2) + -(3) (A.15)

For the first contribution we have

l_ f

II

II

real,
species

(r)dr -

Watson
sphere

(r)dr (A.16)

sphere
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The integrals are taken over spherical regions and are straightforward to

evaluate. For the f irst integral, we have

Watson
spni

(1 1 L w it 2% „ i '>
K ' ( r )d r = _ p I f f <3b ~ r > r d r s i n e d e

3

sphere o o o

, 16 wb5

4u - w
— pii'-r-

To evaluate the second set of integrals in Equation (A.16), it is convenient

to express V with respect to the centre of the MT spheres. For the i

sphere, the coordinate transformation, shown in Figure A-2, is

-i = - ~ -iw ( A- 1 8 )

Hence, V inside the i sphere is

" T- P u ( 3 b w " A -Ril~2 r i R i w

and its integral over the i sphere is

b TC 2n

^ c o . 8 l )

sphere o o o

2
• r dr sinG d0 d(J>
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Thus the final result for this contribution is

3Q
II

real.
species

3 5-,
4.5 V 1 ,,.2 2,bi bi-s- b - / v.l (3b -R. )-5 -z— I5 w *—' i p w iw'3 5 J (A.21)

The average Coulomb potential in region II arising from

contribution (2) is expressible in a form analogous to Equation (A.16):

V<2> = 1
c Q.

II

real
atoms

.«"<£,-.-
Watson
sphere sphere

'(r)dr (A.22)

where

real
atoms

-2Q,
(A.23)

th
where r. is the position vector relative to the centre of the i sphere.

Denoting the first integral in Equation (A.22) by I , and the second by I ,

we have

h - Z <-2v / id 7-dr

Watson
sphere

iwl

- ZE
i j

sphere

(A.24)

(A.25)

We will need the integral

b

o o o

^

J

(A.26)
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which may be evaluated directly by expanding the denominator in terms of

spherical harmonics (See, for example, reference A.3)

I = V 4T[ . -±- V Y (r ) Y *(r ) (A.27)
jr —r .1 /. (2 4+1) 4+1 /. jyn —i 4m j

~J 4=0 r> m=-4

where r<(r>) is the smaller (larger) of the lengths r and r ..

Substituting Equation (A.27) into Equation (A.26) it is straightforward to

show that

bi r 2

I = 4it / — dr. (A.28)

o

Using this in Equations (A.24) and (A.25) gives

„ 2
i (bw - -r

I 2
 = 4 l t > <Ub< + T >. ^ - \ (A-30)

Substituting the above expressions into Equation (A.22) we get

real
atoms

Finally, since the potential inside the Watson sphere due to component (3)

is a constant (Equation (A.14)), its contribution to the average potential

is simply

-(3) /" 2 aIII ( t )

vc ~J — ^ r — d t
b

w
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To evaluate the exchange correlation potential in region II, we

need the average charge density p in this region, which is given by

N-N -N

where

NI

the sum of the total number of electrons of the neutral atoms

plus the stabilizing field charge Z .

real, b
species i

Z f I
v. / a, (r)dr is the sum of the electronic

i o

charges in the atomic spheres, where a. is the density in the

i sphere due to all the atoms (Equation (A.8)).

N = / 0 (r)dr where o is the charge density outside the

b
w

Watson sphere, and consists of contributions from all atoms,

i.e.,

real
atoms

where o.(R. Ir) is the charge density in region lit due to

the i atom, and is given by an a-e;cpansion formula

analogous to Equation (A.5).

The average Xoc exchange potential in region II is then immediately

written as:
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where aT is the Xa parameter for region II. This is normally taken as the

weighted average of the atomic species:

real, real
species species

( A- 3 5 )

The contribution to the average potential in region II due to the

SF charge Is

Hence, the average MT potential in the interatomic region is

vTT = v
1 1
 + v

1 1
 + v "

II c x SF

. real, f _
i6, 2:.. . . '"ci" I . . b 3 b5

3QII
I-:- z ̂ K-^4-4-

real r
atoms I ,3

11 L

2a (t) f^ _ •] 1/3 2Z
(A.37)

L. J - J . I V / H, J, J. I LT

b W

w

C. REGION III

In the first iteration, the tail behaviour of the Initial atomic

orbitals in region III must be taken into account. Let us first consider
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the centre of the i atom as a reference point. The Coulomb potential in

region III due to charges in the i sphere and at a distance r.̂  from Its

centre is

2cr(t) 2Z,

(A.38)

r.
1

LSwdin's a~expansion is now used to make the Watson sphere the reference

system. Thus

real,
species

i* o

2 Z

real,
species

r+R, t
iw

i >w fa r r ai(x) 1 2zi
V / [li *!<*>*<+/ -Vdxjtdt-^ir-R. ~ o

1W

(A.39)

The exchange potential is simply

= ~ 6 aIII 2 2
32n r

1/3

(A.40)

where a is usually assigned the same value as that of the most outlying

atoms.

The Coulomb potential due to the SF charge is

TTT ~2ZSF
(A.41)
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Thus the total potential in this region is

2a (t) 2Z

W r> " 7

real,
species

i/ o

r+R
iw

2R. r
iw

r-R.

2 r r 2 0 i ( x ) 2ziT 7 ai(x)dx + J ̂ ~̂ x tdt" -r

- 6a
III

2 Z SF
2

32tt
(A.42)

Potential for Subsequent Iterations

The following model of the charge distribution is used to evaluate

the potential for subsequent iterations:

(1) Inside the Watson sphere a constant electronic charge density p

exists, which Is again defined by Equation (A.33) but with N and

N given by

real
species

(A.43)

III
a£II(r)dr (A.44)

where a and a are obtained directly from the previous iteration.

(2) Within each atomic sphere I, an electronic charge density p.(r)

p__ exists.
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(3) Outside the Watson sphere, an electronic charge density p (r)

exists.

These contributions are considered individually for each region.

A. Region I

For a centrally located atom, Equation (A.12) shows that, for a

point within the Watson sphere, the Coulomb potential from contribution (1)

is

CD PIT 2 2
Voc ( r ) = ~ 3 L L ( 3 b w - r > ( A- 4 5 )

For a non-central atom, i, the a-expansion formula gives

Pl 2

iw

(I) Pll f 2

which reduces to Equation (A.45) for i = o

For contribution (2), the potential within the i sphere due to
th

the i atom is

bi

Vic (ri} r J 0i ( t ) d t + J ~l dt 3 (3bi ri }
ri

2Z.
- —*• (A.47)

i

The first two terms are electronic terms due to p.(r). Notice that the

upper limit of the second term is b and not <» as in Equation (A.4). The

third term arises from p and the fourth from the electron-nuclear

attraction.
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Next we must pick up terms due to the effects of all the other

spheres j # i with point charges Q. given by Equation (A.11). The cr

expansion formula gives the spherically symmetric contribution of Q within

the i sphere as

-2Q.
—-J- (A.48)
R

The contribution from (3) is a constant

(3) f 2alll(r)
Vic ( ri ) V —^ dr (A-49)

b
w

The exchange potential for the i sphere is meiely

rt J
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Adding these various terms and including the SF contribution we obtain

r r 2 < Ji ( t ) 2zi

real
atoms- E ; r

w

-dr

T 3 ^(r^

B. Region II

The average potential expression Is the same as that given for the

first iteration, except N and N in Equation (A.33) are now given by

Equations (A.43) and (A.44).

C. Region III

Using the centre of the Watson sphere as the reference point,

contribution (1) gives

vu) ( r ) = 2 tAin (A.52)
Similarly contribution (2) is

real
species

vc2)<r> • - f T. v ^ <A-53>
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The contribution from (3) is

r »
,-xs •> r r 2<J (

c (r) " j a ( t ) d t + J ~^lj
b
w

Adding these contributions to the exchange potential and the SF

term, we have as the final expression for the potential in this region

real
species

2 f 4n ,3 -
ixi SF

i

± d t
y t

'b r
w

1/3

32rc2 r 2
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FIGURE A-l: Schematic Representation of the Decomposition of the Total
Charge Distribution
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Wat.son
sphere

FIGURE A-2: Coordinate Transformation for the MT Sphere Integrations in
Equation (A.16)
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF EXPANSION THEOREMS

In this appendix the derivation of the expansion theorems given in

Section (3.4) is outlined [B.I]. We start with the well-known plane-wave

expansion (see for example, reference B.2).

(B.I)

using real spherical harmonics. Thus we can express the following plane

wave in the two equivalent expansions:

1 V^V-^V-) (B>2)

L

and

where

L= L2 ~ Li

and L represents the usual angular momentum quantum numbers A and m. If we

multiply both sides of Equation (B.2) by YL(k.), integrate over the solid
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angle dQ(k) = sin8 d0 d<ji , and use the orthonormality of the spherical

harmonics, we can write

f iJL-Cla-JL!) , l
Je * YL(k)dQ(k.) = 4ui JA(kr)YL(£) (B.5)

Applying the same procedure to Equation (B.3), we find

J e ~ ~2 ~X YL(k)dQ(JO = (4n)
2 £ £ iX'"A"lL(L' ,L")

L1 L"

• V ^ W ^ W ^ V ^ (B-8)

where we have introduced the quantities

I (L',L") = J Y (_k)Y (k_)Y (k)dQ(k) (B.7)

Setting Equation (B.5) equal to Equation (B.6), we can write

JA(kr)YL(;r) = 4n £ ** "* J ] *"* IL ( L'' L"- )

L' L"

• i (kr *) i (kr )Y (r )Y (r ^ ^g g\

This is the expansion theorem, (3.4.19), if we recognize that the integral

(B.7) is invariant under a permutation of indices, i.e.,

I (L',L") = I ,(L,L') (B.9)

A similar procedure applied to the expansion

L

-SL
where -t«(x) = i Ja(ix) i s t n e modified spherical Bessel function, leads to

the relation
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L1 L"

• iJl,(kr2)ir(kr1)yLl(r2)YL..(£1), (B.ll)

which is the expansion theorem (3.4.16).

To derive the theorem (3.4.14), we use the well-known

spherical-wave expansion

ikr

where h is the Hankel function of the first kind. For k*ik, this

expression becomes

-kr

L
X (krl)1i(kr2)YL(il)YL<i2)> V r 2

where k ^ ^ x ) = (-i)~A h^ X\ix) is the modified Hankel function of the first

kind. Thus, for the following spherical wave, we can write two alternative

expressions

\r2-Ll-L3\ = 4TC I ) ("lAf )(kr)iA(kr3)YL(£)YL(r3), r>r3 (B.M)
L

and

where r, ,, = £ -r_„• From expansion theorem (B.ll) it follows that
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Substituting this into Equation (B.15) we obtain

^ E "r'^W^ Z Zk|r2-r1-r,|

Setting Equation (B.17) equal to Equation (B.14) we arrive at the identity

L1 L"

which is the expansion theorem (3.4.14). Expressions (3.4.15), (3.4.17) and

(3.4.18) can be derived in a similar fashion.
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APPENDIX C

THE SYMMETRIZED MSXa SECULAR EQUATION

In this appendix we discuss how molecular symmetry is used to

block-diagonalize the MSXa secular matrix. This is done using

group-theoretic techniques to rewrite the secular equation in a symmetrized

form, as described by Diamond [C.I]. To simplify the discussion, we will

consider a molecule made up of one type of atom, and exclude the Watson

sphere and region III. The extension to the more general case Is

straightforward.

We begin with a brief review of the MSXa wave functions and

secular equations described in Section 3.4. For e < V , for example, the

wave function in regions I and II (Equations (3.4.1) and (3.4.4)) can be

rewritten as follows:

T. CL *L&> ̂

Urn

where

r, = r - R. (C.5)
i x

and 0 is the unit step function defined as

9(x) = 0 for x < 0

= 1 for x > 0
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An alternative expression for the wave function in region II

(Equation (3.4.12)) can be written with respect to a given atom j as

Ai *L& (c-6)
Am Xm

relationship between the coefficients B^ and A"? in Equation (3.4.22)

reduces to

j'A'm'

where G , , is given by Equation (3.4.23) for the case with no Watson

sphere. The matching of the wave function and its derivative at the spheri

cal boundaries separating regions I and II leads to the following relation

between B̂ 1 and AJ1 (Equation (3.4.32))

where t.(e) is given by Equation (3-4.34). Combining Equations (C.7) and

(C.8) gives

j'A'm'

which represent the secular equations corresponding to Equation (3.4.45).

Finally, the molecular-orbital energies are obtained by the roots of the

secular determinant:

-1

We now describe how molecular symmetry is used to rewrite the

secular equations in Equation (C.9) in a symmetrized form. In treating the

molecular point group symmetry, we follow the notation of Tinkham [C.2].
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Each operation of a symmetry point group corresponds to an orthogonal

coordinate transformation R acting on the position vector _r. The effect of

the symmetry operation R on a function f(r) is described by an operator P

such that

PRf(£) = f(R *£) (C.ll)

where R is the inverse of R, i.e., RR = R R = 1. The basis functions

1 for the irreducible representations T of the symmetry group have the
K
following transformation properties [C.2]

P
R

 f x ~ t-> ' x f x vtv V

Now, the eigenfunctions corresponding to a given eigenvalue form a basis for

an irreducible representation (IR) of the symmetry group [C.2]. However,

this is not taken into account in the expansions (C.I) and (C.2) for the

wave function. Thus, to exploit the molecular symmetry, we need to do the

following:

(a) obtain the linear combinations of the functions <J>o and x» that

transform as basis functions for the r .

(b) form symmetrized expansions for cb and <ii and derive the

resulting secular equation.

These two tasks are described in detail below,

(a) Basis Functions for T

Consider the transformation properties of the functions **>:! under

the symmetry operation R. We have

v L ^ > - 4 <E>IR~^-iji> v < R~^- v e (-bj- - IR~V-ijP

= RJ < e , | r - RBjp Y ^ (E~ (r - RR j))8(b j - |r_ - RR . j ) (C.13)
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since R Is an orthogonal transformation. Because the molecule is unchanged

by the symmetry operation R, the atom j must be moved into a position ori-

ginally occupied by some equivalent atom i, i.e., RK. = R.. Also, for a

molecule consisting of equivalent atoms, the radial functions Rj: and the

sphere radii b are independent of j. Hence we may write
j

The transformation properties of the spherical harmonics are well

known [C.2]:

D

where the matrices D (R) can be explicitly determined. Combining

Equations (C14) and (C.15), we see that

m'

/ • in m t, m

(A)
where the last equality defines the matrices d (R)• By similar arguments,

a completely analogous equation for the functions xj! c a n be written.

Equation (C.16) states that, for fixed X, the functions <b „ form a
(I) (I) im

basis for a representation d of the symmetry group. If d happens to

be irreducible, then no further simplification is possible by group-theor-

etical considerations. If d is reducible (the situation of interest

here), we write, symbolically [C.2],

(C17)

where nj is the number of times that the IR V appears in d
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To construct basis functions for V out of the functions $-'

(fixed I), we apply the projection operator [C.2]

(a) T-I (a) *
PXX " Ca Z r U <R> PR (C-1

where C is a known constant, to each of the <J> . In this way one obtains

nj independent functions, each of which transforms according to the X

column of the IR r' (i.e., like the function f£a' of Equation (C.12)).

From Equations (C.16) and (C.18) it follows that these functions may be

written in the form

r(«> _

The elements of the matrix S are easily calculated from the known matrices

d and T • Also, in an analogous fashion, one may construct similar

basis functions from the v :

:L> n = l'2> 'n!C) (c-20)

We note here that the rows of S corresponding to different values of n may

be orthogonalized, and all rows normalized, without affecting the
-(a)

transformation properties of the $ . . That is, we require that
xnA

S I L Son'Xm = 6nn' <C'21>
jm

(b) Symmetrized Secular Equation

We now derive the symmetrized secular equation corresponding to a

given IR of the symmetry group. Each eigenvalue corresponding to the

IR T has a degeneracy equal to g , the dimension of V • The associated

degenerate eigenfunctions i]>̂  , X = 1,2,....,g , transform as in

Equation (C.12). In region II we expand <K: in terms of the functions Xj ?
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-(a) Y-. -(a) -(a)

* = Z Aln\ HnX (C-22)
Jin

where A* are coefficients to be determined. Due to the degeneracy of the

<K , it is sufficient to consider a single X, and henceforth, for
A.
notational convenience, we shall drop the indices a and X. Using
Equation (C.20), the above equation can be rewritten as

Z X*n Z *lnjL&
In jm

Z kL*L& ( c - 2 3 )

where

A? = V Ao sf (C.24)
Jim £_, An Jlnm v '

n

Similarly, using Equation (C.19), the wave function in region I can be

written as

where

V 1 c:? $;? (r) (c.25)
jlm

= z
The last expressions for the wave functions in Equations (C.23)

and (C.25) have the same form as the expansions for the unsymiaetrized case

in Equations (C.I) and (C.2). Hence, we may derive the same set of linear

homogeneous equations (C.9) for the unknown coefficients A. as was done fo

Ajr . Substituting the expression (C.24) for A^ in these equations, and
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noting that t̂  is independent of j for the type of molecule considered here,

we obtain the following set of linear homogeneous equations:

1-1z z
A'n' j'm1

Multiplying the above equation by S , summing over j and m, and using

Equation (C.21), we obtain the symmetrized secular equation

( r T - 1

\~" J f. \ I ~

A'n1 ' L J

where

:•«•">= I

The energy eigenvalues are then obtained from the roots of the symmetrized

secular determinant

5 ° (C30)

The simplification achieved in the symmetrized form of the theory

can be illustrated by considering the tetrahedral molecule P^. According to

Diamond [C.I], if the wave function expansions in Equations (C.I) and (C.2)

are truncated at Z = SL = 1, then the size of the secular determinant
max

(CIO) in the unsymnietrized case is 16x16. On the other hand, in the sym-

metrized form of the theory, the same eigenvalues may be found by evaluating

secular determinants Equation (C.30) corresponding to the irreducible repre-

sentations T 9, A, , T. and E of the group T • The dimensions of these deter-

minants are only 3x3, 2x2, lxl and lxl, respectively.
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APPENDIX D

STRUCTURE AND FLOW OF MSXALPHA

D.I. INTRODUCTION

In Appendices D through G, a complete description of MSXALPHA is

presented. In this section, we describe the overall structure and flow of

the program. This is followed by a detailed description of the subprograms

in Appendix E, and of the common blocks in Appendix F. Appendix G discusses

the input requirements of MSXALPHA and presents two examples used as test

runs.

D.2. PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The main physical feature of MSXAI.?HA is the overlay structure,

which includes a main overlay, five primary and five secondary overlays,

whose principal functions are outlined in Section 5.3.1.

The structure of MSXALPHA is shown in Figures D-l(a)-(f), which

give the layout of the main and primary overlays. As an additional aid, the

subprograms comprising each overlay are given in Table D-2/1.

Table D-2/2 indicates where each subprogram is called, Table D-2/3

gives the locations of the common blocks, and Table D-2/4 indicates where

the various files (tapes) used in MSXALPHA appear.

D.3. PROGRAM FLOW

At present the running of MSXALPHA has been divided into two

raodeg, to be executed independently. An input parameter, ISTER, is used to

determine the mode of operation:
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(1) Initial Calculations (ISTER = 0 ) . In this mode, the constituent

atomic charge densities are superposed to give the starting mole-

cular electronic density for the iterative SCF procedure. Using

this density, the initial molecular potential is evaluated and

stored on a file for use in a subsequent run. Next, a search for

molecular orbital energies is made, and execution stops. Eigen-

vectors are not calculated in this mode.

(2) SCF Calculations (ISTER = 1 ) . In this mode, the initial molecular

potential calculated in a previous run (with ISTER = 0) is read in

and used to start the iterative SCF calculations for the molecular

orbital energies and wave functions.

In describing the flow of MSXALPHA, it is convenient to consider

the execution as occurring in two steps:

(1) The dynamic core allocation step, in which core memory for arrays

is dynamically allocated. This is described in Appendix D.3.1.

(2) The execution step, which consists of one of the two running modes

mentioned above. The initial (ISTER = 0) and SCF (ISTER = 1)

modes are described in Appendix D, Sections D.3.2 and D.3,3,

respectively.

The above structure is summarized in the overall flow chart shown

in Figure D-2.

D.3.1 Dynamic Core Allocation

The dynamic allocation of core is the first step of MSXALPHA. As

mentioned in Section 5.3.5, the dynamic core allocation (DCA) scheme is

designed to simplify the task of dimensioning the large number of arrays

whose dimensions change with cluster size and type. The array dimensions

are determined by various factors, such as the number of irreducible repre-

sentations (IR), the number of partial waves', the number of atoms, etc. The

symbols for the most common indices of the arrays are:
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ia index of sphere, including the Watson sphere.

id index of partial wave (A,in).

ie index of eigenvalue.

if index of a symmetrized basis function in an IR.

ih index of spherical harmonic used in the construction of the unsym-

raetrized matrix elements.

iX = I + 1, where X is the partial-wave index,

imb index of radial mesh point for the MI spheres.

iml index of radial mesh point needed for the calculation of the ini-

tial density and potential.

ir index of the IR.

is index of the specie, including region III.

In the DCA scheme, arrays are written into an expandable blank

common block in the main overlay. To allocate appropriate space for each

array, the maximum values of the array indices are initially read in (and

stored in COMMON/MAXD/). Pointers are then set up in a labelled common

block (COMMON/IPNTR/) to specify the position of each array in the blank

common block. The arrays, their pointers and maximum indices are then

passed to other overlays and subroutines where they are used via the common

blocks, or as formal parameters. The two advantages of the DCA scheme are:

(I) Arrays are dimensioned at one place, and we avoid the tedious task

of changing the dimensions in each subroutine when a different

cluster is considered.
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(2) The maximum values of the array indices are read in as data, so

that changing array dimensions is reduced to changing input data.

As discussed in Section 5.3.5, the maximum values of some of the

indices (e.g., if, ih) are not initially known, but are determined during

execution. In these cases, estimates of the maximum values of the indices

are read, and checks are made to ensure that they are not exceeded during

execution. If an Index exceeds its estimated value, execution stops and a

flag is printed to identify where the problem has occurred. A description

of the flags used in MSXALPHA, and their locations, are given in Appendix H

(which also includes arrays not dynamically allocated). We note here that

this is a temporary stop-gap solution. A more efficient way to solve this

problem would be to determine the maximum indices, allocate array space, and

set up pointers automatically during execution. Note also that the DCA

scheme has not yet been implemented for overlay (5,0).

The flow chart for the DCA scheme is shown in Figure D-3 and con-

sists of the following steps:

(1) Read in dimensions of arrays. The maximum values of the array

indices to be dynamically allocated are read in. An explanation

of these variables is given below:

MIS maximum number of species, including region III

= maximum value of the index, as mentioned earlier.

MIR maximum number of IR's

= maximum value of ir.

MIA total number of spheres, including the Watson sphere

=maximum value of la.

MIL maximum value of (A + 1), where I is the partial-wave index

=maximum value of 11 •
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MIE total number of eigenvalues to be determined in the SCF

calculations

= maximum value of ie.

MIMB maximum number of radial mesh points for the MT spheres

= maximum value of imb.

MI maximum dimensions of the arrays, LQN, LMDEX and LABAT, in

the blank common block. A description of all the arrays in

this block Is given in Appendix F.

MIML maximum number of radial mesh points needed for the calcu-

lation of the Initial density and potential.

= maximum value of iml.

MLATMAX maximum number of partial waves

= maximum value of id.

MNDL maximum dimension of RM in the blank common block.

M200 maximum number of mesh points for the energy search interval

in subroutines BRUTE and EVALUE.

MNSERCH maximum dimensions of EXMINI, EXMAXI, EMSHO and IEXSYM in the

blank common block.

MLASNTA maximum first dimensions of LQNA, LMDEXA and LABATA in the

blank common block.

MIF maximum number of symmetrized basis functions in an IR

= maximum value of if.

MIH maximum number of spherical harmonics used in the construc-

tion of the unsymmetrtzed matrix elements

= maximum value of ill.
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As an example, we give here the values of these parameters for the perman-

ganate ion, used in the test-run calculations to be discussed in

Appendix G.

MIS = 3 MIR = 5 MIA = 6 MIL = 4

MIE = 9 MIMB = 150 MI = 104 MIML = 250

MLATMAX = 30 MNDL = 50 M200 = 200 MNSERCH = 4

MLASNTA = 30 MIF = 20 MIH = 12

(2) Set up pointers. Pointers are defined to specify the position of the

first element of an array in the blank common block. The pointer for

the (1+1) array is defined as:

IPNTR(I+1) = IPNTR(I) + n m.

j J

where m . is the j dimension for the I array. The dynamically allocated

arrays in the blank common block are listed in Table D-3.1/1, together with

the maximum values of their indices. The pointer for the I array is given

by IPNTR(I).

In TABLE D-3.1/1, we have introduced the quantities:

MIL2 = MIL + MIL

MILL = MIL2 - 1

MIEP = MAX(MIE,2)

MILP = MAX(MIL,3)

MILS = MAX(MIL,MIS)

A description of the dynamically allocated arrays will be given in

Appendix F.

(3) Allocate core memory. The size of the blank common block is

determined, and core memory for it is allocated using the system

routine CHNGEX, as follows:
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the size of the required core memory (INC) is given by the total

requirement for the dynamically allocated arrays plus the amount

(INCG) required for the bit-packing scheme described in Section

5.3.2, i.e.,

INC = IPNTR (IMAX) + INCG

where IMAX is the maximum index of IPNTR used, and an estimate of

INCG is read in.

the required core is allocated using the system logical function

CHNGEX (A,INC,IFW,ISP,IDO)

where the arguments have the following meaning:

A is the array in the blank, common block.

INC is the amount of core memory required.

IFW is a variable set to zero before the call to CHNGEX. If the

allocation is successful, IFW is returned with the value of

the position of the first word of the allocated core. Thus

the first available word for the dynamically allocated arrays

is A(IFW), and the pointers must then be redefined relative

to IFW, i.e.,

IPNTR(I) = IPNTR(I) + IFW

ISP is an output variable representing the remaining core avail-

able.

IDO is an input parameter specifying the operations CHNGEX is to

perform. For MSXALPHA, IDO = 0, which requests a new expand-

able block.
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The logical function is returned with the value .TRUE, if the

allocation is successful, and .FALSE, otherwise.

If the allocation is not successful, execution stops and the pro-

gram rerun later when user demand for core memory is low. If it is success-

ful, subroutine MAIN is called to carry out the MSXa calculations in one of

the two modes described in the following two sections.

D.3.2 Initial Calculations (ISTER = 0)

The flow chart for the initial calculations Is shown in Figure D-A

and consists of the following steps:

(1) Input Data. Through overlay (1,0), subroutine INDATA is called to

read the data cards and calculate the following quantities:

(a) the data about the symmetry of the molecule, by calling sub-

routine DATAXL (overlay (1,1)), DATATD (overlay (1,2)), or

DATAOH (overlay (1,3)).

(b) the coefficients of the symmetrized basis functions through a

call to subroutine SYMBFN (overlay (1,4)); the real spherical

harmonics that are not used in the construction of the sym-

metrized basis functions are eliminated by subroutine REDUCE

(in overlay (1,5)).

(c) the data needed for integration (radial mesh, number of inte-

gration points, etc.) via subroutine PREPOT (in overlay

(1,5)).

(2) Atomic Hartree-Fock-Slater Orbitals. If numerical atomic charge

densities are to be used to generate the initial molecular charge

density, the atomic Hartree-Fock-Slater program (overlay (5,0)) Is

called to calculate the atomic orbitals.
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(3) Initial Potential. Subroutine INPOTL (overlay (2,0)) is called to

generate the initial molecular charge density and potential.

(4) Store Potential. Subroutine ODUMP is called to store on file the

initial molecular potential, for future use.

(5) Energy-Independent Quantities. Subroutine 1NCALC (overlay (3,0))

is called to calculate the following:

(a) the coefficients Qn of the real spherical harmonics (subrou-

tine COEFQ).

(b) the real spherical harmonics (subroutine SPHHMC).

(c) sums of products of the Gaunt integrals and the real spheri-

cal harmonics.

(6) Order and Parity of MTZ Poles. Subroutine OPOLE is called to

determine numerically the order and parity of the MTZ pole of the

secular determinant for each irreducible representation.

(7) Search for Energy Levels. Subroutine BRUTE is called to search

for the energy levels. The eigenvectors are not calculated.

D.3.3 SCF Calculations (ISTER = 1)

The flow chart for the self-consistent-field calculations is shown

in Figure D-5 and consists of the following steps:

(1) Input Data. Same as for ISTER = 0.

(2) Energy-Independent Quantities. Same as for ISTER = 0.

(3) Initial Potential. The initial molecular potential, stored after

the ISTER = 0 ruri, is read in by subroutine IDUMP.
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(4) Main Iteration Loop, (a) In the first iteration (ITER = 1), the

order and parity of the MTZ poles are obtained through a call to

subroutine OPOLE. Using input estimates to set up the search

mesh, eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined by subroutine

PICKUP. (b) For a subsequent iteration (ITER > 1), the potential

is calculated by subroutine POTENT, using charge densities ob-

tained from the previous iteration. Using perturbation theory,

estimates of eigenvalues are then calculated by subroutine PERTE.

In turn, these estimates are used in subroutine EPMESH to set up

an energy mesh for root searching. Subroutine PICKUP is then

called to calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

(5) Subiteration Loop for the Least Self-Consistent Roots. For JC > 0

(where JC is read in), the least self-consistent roots are recal-

culated.

(6) Convergence Test. The convergence criterion used is that the

absolute difference between the new and old eigenvalues is below a

certain threshold (= THRSH which is read in as input) for all the

roots. If the levels did not converge, control returns to state-

ment 70 and the iteration continues.

(7) Recalculate All Roots. If the LSCR procedure was used (JC > 0),

all the roots are recalculated in the new self-consistent field

potential.

(8) Store Self-Consistent Field Potential. Once convergence has been

reached, and foL IWRITE > 0, the self-consistent field potential

is stored on file by subroutine ODUMP for future use.

(9) Total Energy. Subroutine ETOTAL is called to calculate the total

molecular or cluster energy.
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TABLE D-2/1

SUBPROGRAMS COMPRISING EACH OVERLAY

Overlay

( 0 , 0 )

( 1 , 0 )

( 1 . 1 )

( 1 , 2 )

(1,1)

(1,1)

(1,5)
(2,0)

O,H)

U,0)

< • > . < ) )

ADJUST

EI'MKSH

MAIN

I'ERTE

]'KINT2

S I UPC

SllPA

INDATA

[1ATAXL

riATATD

IMTAOH

MAIN14

MAIN15

INI'OTL

BETAN

OTR

MA IN 30

BF.SH.\N

l.OCBH

CURLS

TAL?

Subprograms In Overlay (Listed

BKUTE

E1O7AL

MSXA

1T.RTN

!'R1NT3

K1MPT

M A 1 N I 0

M A 1 N 1 1

M A I K 1 2

M A I N 1 3

S'i'MBXN

MAIN20

CKCOE

1 I I K L

I'lll.PRO

1IUSSTÏ

MA1N40

1 TOT

I'OTSL

BTON

KVA1.UE

NKOOTS

PICKUP

S

SORT

Kl.lll 'Cï

OI'LSPA

COKFQ

INT:A!.C

sriuiMC

11TKMNT

MATE

INSL5

R1KLS

Alphabetically)

hHKlUR

IOUl'MP

NTOB

POTENT

S I.V PA

SORTE

KAI:TI.»

U M H I N

KICKN

SYMMAT

' I A I N 5 0

SOM

liCNVLS

INTER2

0P01.E

PKJNT1

S1MPB

STOID

[.L:HMET

I.I.CHOI.

(^Al!S

NSIXPT

1
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TABLE D-2/2

CALLING ROUTINES FOR SUBPROGRAMS

"^Subprogram '
^ \ i- x ~~ >-

^ v W ^ V. UJ O ^ H
C a l l i n g ^ V g £ | g | 5 ^ S S
R o u t i n e \ < " « o o O Q Q a

BRUTE

CDSLS

CKCOE x

DENSTY X

DTKMNT X X X

ECNVLS

EPMESH
F.TOTAL

EVALUE

CKOMET X 1
INCALC x

INDATA
IODUMP

1 INPOTL

1 1NSLS

INTF.R2

MAIN j( L

MAIN10
MA1N11 X

MAIM1?

MAIK13 x

MA INK

HAl'S.']1)

^ AINJO
MAINIU "

NAINill
>IA/N¥« " x

MATE

MSU — —

NXlWTS

OI'OI.E

•EKTE"

"TESTS
I'ICKL'P

~POfEKT - ~ " ~

I'HKIMIT
S

SI MIT
STCill) v |

T T 5 f > « r ' •- • - - - -

•

c/i x —* J.' â  — u *"
-J ;ri yi < L.J J ij J f-
> u J U J H ~ J H H t / i r -J • * " <
^ c r o < u o D ; CCJJ U Q
tj; •-* a- j - .-* <; x < j H ^ -^ X

y

X X

X X

.... - . >L

X

1 "

i

— . -\._.

:nlF
continued.
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TABLE D-2/2 (continued)

\Siit)|.rop,ram ")

c . n i i i m T X . £ S ri S £ & S i : K 2 8 S 3
Kouti i i f \ ^ 2 £ £ 5 n " 3 i S S i z a

BRUTK

CDSLS

CKCOE x

UENSTV

OTRMNT X

E1JNVLS X

F.PMESH

ETOTAL

HVA1.UK

I;I-:IIMI:T x

1NCAI.C

INOATA

IODUMP

IS'I'OTL X

1NSI.S

1NTEK2

MATN x

MAIN10 <

MAIN1 1

MAINI2

MA IN1 )

MA 1N14

MA I N I ' )

MA IN!1 II v

MAIN id

MAI ' ; . ' I [ I

HMti'ill X

MA I'K

MSXA

NKOOTS

Oi 'u l . l .

'KHTK

'KRTH 1

1'ICKIiP X

POTENT

SIMI'C

S T l l l l i ' 1 1 ] j

- - : - : : : : , . . .

J: J .-" -:],: ...".; ^ : ̂

u < 3 < ;Ki B 3 3 3 3 w

o o o c o -: r, o c z> o ^. c-

s

X

1
I X

x :•. :•. :< >.

X

x >; >'. >: >; x

: I { I ._
• i l l

i j ) ~

1 • -

i

i ! >.

j j
j v ' .--

i i j
. . . . . . j . . . .

I j -
• 1 1 • • - • • • • • • - • - -

j

continued.
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TABLE D-2/2 (concluded)

^^Suhprogram

N . O H -< ^ W
\ -f. o ; J o t — f- o t / <

^ v . ^ Cu c/̂  c i* y ;z> p*

C a l i i n c \ cc j H w ^ f - a c / 3 :

R o u t i n e > y CL &. c ^ o - c - c i . a i o o r j i / i

BKUTE
CDSLS

CK'COE X

HENSTY x x

DTKMNT X
ECNVLS

El'MESH

ETOTAL X X

EVALIIE

CEOHET

J^LAlt
1 NDAJVV

IODI1MP 1

INI'OTL x y

INS1.S

INTER2

M A ! " x X
MA IN1U

MAIN 11

MA I HI 2

MAIN 13

MAIN14

MA 1N15 X 1 X

MA I N 2 0 j

MAlKii) . j
.-SAlS'ilL . . __ _

MA!NiO v x

MATE X

MSXA "I
~~NJ<0l)TS 1

. Ol'OLJi . . . . . . . . j . ..

P E R T N

• I C K l H ' X

P O T E N T y v v

" I ' K I C I ' O T " • - • • • " - - • "v

s
SIMI'C X
STO1I)

. [ . . .._ |_. |. .... ..
• • - • - • - _ • [ - _ • ^ - - -_

1 "1

O H a: 2 c p- <
°- fc - " i ; - ^ " ^ • ? £
« " d o c L M j f; >-
WJ <j-. \f) \r. u" </i u: [/) u-. t/i

X

x_

X

1 y

X _

:7;r"r-^::::::E
...... _. ___

V

. . . . . . _ . .

• - - - - • - • - -



TABLE D-2/3

LOCATIONS OF THE COMMON BLOCKS
(THE LAST COLUMN. //, REPRESENTS THE BLANK COMMON BLOCK)

N . Common
X^sluck

^ ^ < t-

Locn t ion \ ^ < G

ADJUST X

UKSHAN X

liKUTK X

CDSLS

aw.vq x
UATAOH x

DATATD X

DATAXL X

[ILOf,7)K jj_

1ITKMNT X

KCNVI.S X

KICKS
KTOTAL X

KVALUE x

GAUS

CEUMET x
INCALC x

INDATA X X :

INI 'OTI. X

TKSI.S

INTER2

,MA1N_. . . __ X. X v

MA] M O

'MAI'M I

M A I M ; _

MA I N I )

MA I N 1 4

-MAJMli
MAI.WO

MAIN (0

M.MS/.M
MAIN V:
M.ATI; j x

MS 1 HPT

MSXA

NKI'dTS

OI'OI.K

T'KKTE " " ; "

I'Kura _ x
I'ICKlil' v X

I'llTKNT X
TOTSI. — " " ' - •

Ki:m'ci:
RI:SI.K

Sl'HIIMC X j
SYMHI'S X

SVM1AT

O O ~. tn

V V

X X

X X

X X -\

X

y

X

X
X X

I

- •

-

-

i 
IE

L
E

X
Y

Z
IP

N
T

R

x
X

X

-

- ; ;

-

y

-

a.
c

-

X

-

-

X

X

X

„

'-

rl
H
a.

X

-

-

XJ

V

\-

V

X

\;

?: y-

1

1
V

—

V

1

-

-

a.

X

•

-

ca

X

-

X_

X

-

-

-

-

• -

X

-

X

-

rC,

H

«,

V

V

V

••

X

-

X

v

v

X

y

1 ! 
1 

i 
i 

! i

X

y

\ ;

, •

V

y

I

v

V

y

> •

v

-

i

X

'-

- 1 -

V

-

V

-

X

1
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TABLE D-2/4

LOCATIONS OF FILES (TAPES) USED IN MSXALPHA

\ F I L E «

Location >N

ADJUST X

BFSHAN
BRUTE
CDSLS x x

DATAOH
DATATD
»AÏAXL

DENSTY v X
DLOGDR
DTRMNT
ECNVLS

ElflKN
ETOTAL X
EVALUE

GAUS
KEOMET

INCA1.C
INDATA y
IODIIMP x X

_mi'OTL_ . . . . . _ X
INS1.S x

TNTËRÏ _...._..

J A K ™ _ _ _
MAIN ;.; v x

MA IN 50

MSINPT X X X

^ A ' r\_l x_ __ x̂  x X_
OI'ULE

PERTE v
PERTN

PICKUP
POTENT
PKHl'ÜT

PR1NT1
PRINT2""
PHINT3
"SYMJll'N" " ' " " 1

6 7 8 9

* y

l •--

X X X v

}- ....._ ...

i
_.J J l ... _..

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- •

—

—

i i
 i I

 
I 

I

_
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TABLE D-3.1/1

DYNAMICALLY DIMENSIONED ARRAYS IN THE BLANK COMMON BLOCK

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

2 1

22

23

24

2 5

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

33

37

38

)9

ARRAY

IWA(MIS)

LM(MIS)

NAT(MIS)

b(MlS)

XINIT(MIS)

IXM(MIS)

NB(MIS)

NL(MIS)

AW(MIS)

CVA(MIS)

RNH;'MIS)

ZZ(NIS?

IOT(MIS)

RINOUT(MIS)

ALPOM'fMIS)

DE.\'SF£(MIS)

FNRMLZ(MIS)

NAMSCE(MIS)

Al. l ' fHIS+l)

VI)1FFM(M1H+I)

ISI . (MIS-I )

l .MAX(HIS-l)

FCHRCE(MlS-l)

TCHRCF. (M7S-1)

EVl(MIE)

F.V2(MIF.)

FV3(MIE)

IRCI(MIE)

F.V(MIE)

I R I ; ( M I K )

CNI)V(MIE)

CNl)K(MIE)

OCC.UP(HIE)

EI)ELT(MIE)

FD(MIE)

11)1 ( M l t )

OCET(MIE)

AVVT(MIE)

DI'MfHIi:)

4

4

4

4

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

59

60

61

62

63

64

h r)

( i d

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

1

2

3

4

ARRAY

INDEX3(M1E+1)

INDEX4(M1E+1)

1NI1EX8(MIK+1)

..>HM1A)

qq(MIA)

IDK(MIA)

NWF(MIR)

NWFA(MIR)

ND(MIR)

NPOLE(MIR)

Ml'OLE(MlR)

NTM(MIR)

ICG(HIR)

CABDUL(MIL)

EX(MIL)

ANM(4,M1S-1)

RHF(M11.,M1S)

TD(N1L,M1S)

ET(Mlh.MIR)

NT(MIK)

l«:[)(i , .MlA)

IRfMIA.MIA)

AT)(MIA,HIA)

DETPtMIR.Z)

ANN(M1R,2)

DET(M1R,2)

WR0NSK(MIS,MIL,2)

BF.S3(MILL,MIA,MIA)

HAN3(MII.I.,HIA,MTA)

RMIN(MIS-l)

NUf:(MIR)

l i : i (MlK,MlEP)

SCMP(M1MB,MIS)

DFC(MIMB,M13)

SCMO(HIMB,M1S)

R<;(MIHB,M1S)

VV(H1MB,H1S)

I'T (M1HB.M1S)

VOLI)(MIMB,MIS)

8

8

H

88

89

90

9

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

04

l)>

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

7

8

9

(1

1

2

ARRAY

VVO(MIMB.MIS)

LQN(MI)

I.MDI:X(HI)

l.AHAT(MI)

ItUT(MIA)

LAST(MIA)

RL(MILP)

VTA(MIHL)

VTB(MIML)

VTC(MIML)

VTD(MIHL)

P(MIMB,MILS)

RnO(HIML,MIS)

LMOM(MLATMAX)

MMOM(MLATMAX)

l.B(MLATMAX)

RM(MSDL)

BF.S2(MIL2,MNDL)

HAN2(MII 2,MN!)L)

B [ . i « ; ( H l I . , M I S )

III.(H:(M11.,M1S)

RLOC(MIL,M1S)

E.\(M200)

EXMINHMNSERCH)

EXMAX1(MNSERCH)

EMS!10(MNSERCH)

IEXSYM(HNStRCH)

INITA(MIA,MIR)

LASTA(MIA,MIR)

LQNA(MLASNTA,MIR)

LMPEXArm.ASNTA.MIR)

l.ABATA(MLASNTA.MlR)

1SPA(M1R,MIF,MIH)

C:OEF(MIR,M1F,M1H)

ISP(MIR,MIF,MIH)

LQ(MIR,MIF)

NMSP(H1R,MIF)

NCF(MIR.MIF)
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FIGURE D-l: Structure or MSXALPHA (a) The Main Overlay
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FIGURE D-l (continued): (c) Primary Overlay (2,0)
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FIGURE D-l (continued): (d) Primary Overlay (3,0)
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FIGURE D-l (continued): (e) Primary Overlay (4,0)
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FIGURE D-l (concluded): (f) Primary Overlay (5,0)



Dynamic Core Allocation

ISTER = 0

Initial Calculations

ISTER = 1

Self-Consistent Field Calculations

FIGURE D-2: Overall Flow Chart
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Read in diraensiatis of arrays

r

Set up pointers for arrays

\ 1

Allocate core using the

sub-program CHNGEX
i

Is enough

core available?

Call subroutine MAIN

FIGURE D-3: Flow Chart for the Dynamic Core Allocation Scheme
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IWPUT DATA
CALL OVERLAY (1,0)

USING NUMERICAL
NO

V . ATOMIC ORBITALS? s^~

» YES
1

ATOMIC HARTREE-FOCK-SLATER ORBITALS

CALL OVERLAY (5,0)

1

INITIAL POTENTIAL

CALL OVERLAY (2,0)

STORE POTENTIAL

CALL ODUMP

ENERCY-INDEPENDENT QUANTITIES

CALL OVERLAY (3,0)

ORDER AND PAKITV OF fITZ POLES

CALL OPOI.E

SEARCH FOR ENERGY LEVELS

CALL BRUTE

STOP

FIGURE D-4: Flow Chart for the Initial Calculations
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0-

INPUT DATA

CALL OVERLAY (1,0)

ENERGY-INDEPENDENT QUANTITIES

CALL OVERLAY (3,0)

ITER - 0

READ IN INITIAL POTENTIAL

CALL 1DUMP

HER = JTER + 1

POTENTIAL I1SINC DENSITY FROM PRKVIOI'S ITERATION

CALL POTENT

ESTIMATE EIGENVALUES US INI". PEKTI'RBATION THEORY

CALL PF.RTE

FIGURE D-5: Flow Chart for the Self-Consistent Field Calculations
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< ^ ITER > 1? ^ >

X

NO

ENER<;Y MESH

CALL F.PMESH

1

1

ORDER 4 F

MT7. PO

ARITV OF

LES

CALL OPOLE

FIND EIGENVALUES

CALCULATE AND NORMALIZE EIGENVECTORS

CALL PICKUP

SUBITERAT1ON LOOP FOR

LEAST SELF-CONS I STF.NT ROOTS

FIGURE D-5 (continued)
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NO
— • • -

YES

RECALCULATE ALL ROOTS IN THE

SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD POTENTIAL

STORE SF.LF-CONSISTKNT FIELD POTENTIAL

CALL OMJMP

CALCULATE TOTAL ENERGY

CALL ETOTAL

FIGURE D-5 (concluded)
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APPENDIX E

SUBPROGRAMS OF MSXALPHA

In this Section, a detailed description of the subprograms of

MSXALPHA is presented in alphabetical order. Calling routines for each

subprogram have been given in Table D.2/2.

For each subprogram, a description of its function is given, tc-

gether with an explanation of some of the variables appearing in its argu-

ment list. As discussed in Appendix D for the DCA scheme, the dynamically

allocated arrays are passed to the various routines through subprogram para-

meter lists. Thus, for some routines, the number of variables in their

parameter lists is very large, and it is not feasible to describe them all

for each routine. Furthermore, some arrays appearing as arguments of a

given subprogram are not used in that subprogram, but are merely being

passed to other routines. Thus, we present an explanation of only the es-

sential arrays for each subprogram. A complete description of all the dyn-

amically allocated arrays, which are contained in the blank common block, is

given in Appendix F. Similarly, the parameters specifying the dimensions of

the dynamically allocated arrays, and which are also being passed to the

subprograms as variables in the parameter lists, will not always be descri-

bed. A detailed explanation of all these variables has been given in

Appendix D.3.1. To simplify matters, the dynamically allocated arrays and

the array dimensions not described in the subprogram are listed, and the

reader is referred to Appendix F, or Appendix D.3.1, for their description.

(1) SUBROUTINE ADJUST (I,NB,SGMP,PT,MIMB,MIS)

FUNCTION: this routine is used in the least-self-consistent-root (LSCR)

scheme to subtract the previous contribution of the LSCR to

the total charge density.
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ARGUMENTS: - index of the LSCR.

NB - array to store the number of radial mesh points

in each muffin-tin (MT) sphere.

SGMP array to store the total charge density in each

MT sphere.

PT work area to store the previous contribution of

the LSCR to the total charge density.

MIMB, MIS - dimensions of SGMP and PT.

(2) SUBROUTINE BESHAN (E,X,LMAX,BES,HwN)

FUNCTION: calculates the spherical Bessel function, j.(x), and spheri-

cal Neumann function, n.(x), for e > V , or the modified

spherical Bessel function, i (x), and modified spherical

Hankel function of the first kind, k̂  (x), for

e < V , as described in Section 3.4

ARGUMENTS: - energy relative to the MT zero = e - V
II

— argument of the four functions mentioned above

= Kr, where K = / [E| anc' r i s the radial dis-

tance.

LMAX - maximum value of the orbital quantum number X..

OUTPUT: BES - BES(1+1) = j (x) or i (x)

HAN - HANU+1) = n»(x) or
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FORMULAE: (i) E < 0

BES(l) = sinh(x)/x

BES(2) =-[si.nh(x) - xcosh(x)]/x

HAN(l) = e~X/x

HAN(2) = -(l+x)eX/x

Z
^-i, Z = BES.HAN

(ii) E > 0

BES(l) = sin(x)/x

BES(2) = [sin(x) - xcos(x)]/x2

HAN(l) = -cos(x)/x

2
HAN(2) = -[cos(x) + xsin(x)]/x

Z
ZX = ~Zl-2 + (U~l~> ^T> K = BES.HAN

(3) FUNCTION BETAN (P,Q)

See subprogram CKCOE.

(4) SUBROUTINE BRUTE (IPR.INT, DETP, LM, RWF, ANN, DET, WRONSK, EV,

IRG, NWFA, 1GG, IGF, EX, EXMINO, EXMAXO, EMSHO,

IEXSYM, M2OO, MIR, MIL, MIS, MIEP)
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FUNCTION: using subroutine EGNVLS, it determines the eigenvalues by

checking for changes in the sign of the secular determinant

in a brute-force, mesh-wise manner. The search is made

NSSRCH times (for different symmetries and/or different ener-

gy ranges), where NSERCH is an input parameter and is stored

in COMMON/VJUNK/.

ARGUMENTS: IPRINT - passed to subroutine DTRMNT where it controls

the level of printout.

EX - array to store the energy mesh points.

EXMINO(I) - minimum energy scanned in the I search, where

I = 1,2, ..., NSERCH.

EXMAXO(I) - maximum energy scanned.

EMSHO(I) - search interval.

IEXSYM(I) - label of the irreducible representation (IR)
th

for the I search.

OUTPUT: eigenvalues are stored in EV, with the corresponding IR

labels in IRG.

Dynamically allocated arrays: DETP, LM, RWF, ANN, DET, WRONSK, NWFA, IGG,

IGF.

Dimensions of arrays: M200, MIR, MIL, MIS, MIEP.

(5) SUBROUTINE BTON (IB,INDEX,LWD.N1S)

See subroutine STOID.

(6) SUBROUTINE CDSLS (NSTOP,DY,TITRE,BAR,DVF)
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FUNCTION: tabulates the atomic wave functions, optionally punches the

self-consistent atomic potential multiplied by r, and calcu-

lates the integrals

V 2
( r ) r N M d r

where R is the radial wave function.

ARGUMENTS: NSTOP - this is set equal to zero if no trouble

appeared in the iterative process. If NSTOP^O,

the input data needed in CDSLS are read, but no

calculation is carried out. Then it is possi-

ble to perform the next case in the event of a

many-calculation run.

DY - array for the one-electron wave functions.

TITKE - see subroutine INSLS.

BAR - array for the heading.

DVF array for the self-consistent potential.

(7) FUNCTION CKCOE (K.L1,M1,L2,M2)

FUNCTION: computes the Condon-Shortley coefficients [E.I]

sine d9

ARGUMENTS: K. = k, LI = Z , Ml = m , L2 = J> , 1-12 = m

This subroutine calls the following subprograms:

Function BETAN - calculates the complete Beta function for inte-

gers and half integers.
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Subroutine LEGPOL calculates the coefficients of the finite poly-

nomial part of the unnormalized associated

Legendre functions.

Subroutine POLPRO - constructs the product of two polynomials.

Function FACTLR - calculates the ratio of two factorials.

The entire set of routines in (7) was obtained from the Quantum Chemistry

Program Exchange at the University of Indiana [13].

(8) SUBROUTINE COEFQ(LMN,Q)

FUNCTION: calculates the coefficients Q of the real spherical

harmonics

j'cosMij)

( sinMiJi

, m > 0

, m < 0

where M =|m|and

/2TKJ7 , M=0

ARGUMENTS: LMN

U+ M ) !

maximum value of A.

blank common array containing the calculaced

coefficients with

0? = Q(i)

where i = SL(l+l) + m + 1.
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(9) SUBROUTINE DATAOH(IC,IPRINT,RP.CF.NAT.RCD.ND,MIA)

FUNCTION: this routine generates the symmetry information of the

molecule or cluster for the octahedral point group 0,.

ARGUMENTS: IC - array of the transformations of atom positions

by the symmetry operations of the group.

IPRINT

RP j

CF )

parameter controlling the level of printing.

- see subroutine SYMBFN.

NAT(i) •- number of atoms of the i specie.

RCD(i,j) - i cartesian coordinate of the j MT sphere,

i = 1,2,3 for the x,y,z components, respec-

tively.

ND(i) degeneracy of the i irreducible representa-

tion.

MIA - second dimension of RCD.

(10) SUBROUTINE DATATD(IC,IPRINT,RP,CF,NAT,RCD,ND,MIA)

FUNCTION: generates the symmetry information of the molecule or cluster

for the tetrahedral point group T,.
d

ARGUMENTS: the meaning of the arguments is the same as that for sub-

routine DATAOH.
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(11) SUBROUTINE DATAXL (ID.IC.IPRINT.RP.CF.LM.NAT.RCD.ND,M1A)

FUNCTION: generates symmetry information of the molecule or cluster for

24 point groups given below.

ARGUMENTS: ID - parameter specifying the symmetry point group.

It takes one of the values 1 to 24 for the

groups

C2. C3, C4, C6,D2, D3,D4,D6,

C2v' S v ' C4v' C6v' °2h' S h ' C4h' C6h'
D2h' °3h' D4h' D6h' D2v' D3v' °4v' D 6 v.

respectively.

LM(i) -- maximum value of the partial-wave index 2. for

the i specie.

The other arguments have the same meaning as for subroutine DATAOH.

(12) SUBROUTINE DENSTY(ISYM.KSYM.N,IPRINT,IWA,LM,NAT,RWF,FD,B,NB,

NAMSCE,CNDV,CNDE,OCET,AWT,XINIT,ZZ,IXM,DPM,

DENSFE,FNRMLZ,TD,SGMP,RG.VV.PT,OCE,RL,VTA,VTB,

VTC,VTD,P,BES2,HAN2,BLOG,HLOG)RLOG,LQ>NMSP,MIR>

MIF,MIL,MIS,MiMB,MILS,MIL2,MNDL)

FUNCTION: this routine calculates the coefficients C^ of the wave func-
L j

tions in regions I and III, in terms of the coefficients Ar

of the wave function in region II, using the relationships in

Equations (3.4.41) (3.4.44). The coefficients CJ and AJare
L, Li

subsequently used to compute the electronic charge density-

ARGUMENTS: ISYM - label of the IR to which the quantities

currently being calculated belong.
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KSYM label of the first IR that is accidentally de-

generate with the current IR. If there is no

accidental degeneracy, then KSYM = ISYM.

number of basis functions belonging to the cur-

rent IR.

IPRINT - parameter controlling the level of printout.

RWF(L,IS) - radial wave function at sphere of specie IS for

L = i. + 1.

FD(I) - acceleration factor for the I level used in

the LSCR scheme.

NAMSCE(IS) - a two-letter symbol for the IS specie.

CNDV(I)
th

shift in potential for the I level used In

the perturbational normalization of the wave

function.

CNDE(I) - shift in the I eigenvalue due to the

corresponding change, CNDV(I), in potential.

Used in perturbational normalization.

OCET(I) - occupation of the I level.

AVVT(I) - value of the MT zero, V , after the I level

has been recalculated in the LSCR scheme.

DPM(I) maximum deviation in the charge density of the

I level.

OUTPUT: SGMP(J,IS) - the electronic charge density of specie IS at

the raesh point J in logarithmic space x = lnr.
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It is calculated by adding the contribution of

each level after it has been determined.

Dynamically allocated arrays: IWA,LM,NAT,B,NB,XINIT,ZZ,IXM,DENSFE,FNRMLZ,

TD,RG,W,PT,0CE,RL,VTA)VTB,VTC,VTD,P,BES2,

HAN2,BLOG,HLCG,RLOG,LQ,NMSP.

Dimensions of arrays: MIR,MIF,MIL,MIS,MIMB,MILS,MIL2.MNDL.

PROCEDURE: In the explanation given here, reference is made to points in

the subroutine DENSTY marked by comment cards:

CA UNNORMALIZED DENSITY (DNS)

2
Subroutine DLOGDR calculates rR. The quantity (rR) is then

stored in DNS(J,L,IS), where J represents the mesh point in

logarithmic space, IS = specie index and L = Z + 1. The

total density, TD(L,ISJ, in the atonic sphere of specie IS is

then computed and used for normalization.

CB NORMALIZED DENSITY (SGMP;>

The coefficients C are calculated in terms of Â  . The
lj Li

previously calculated unnormalized electron density is stored

in P(J,IS). The normalization constant is the Inverse of the

unnormalized total electron density TSIG. P(J,IS)*WEIGHT

(where WEIGHT = occupation number of current orbital/TSIG) is

the final normalized density stored in SGMP(J,IS).

(13) SUBROUTINE DLOGDR (E,DX,RATIO,ISP,V,IWA.LMjB.NB.XINIT.ZZ.RG,AWS,

PP, QP,Q,P,MIMB,MIS,MILS)

FUNCTION: this routine solves the radial Schrodinger equation

AW+1J[ ,l_d_ 2 d_

r2 dr
 r dr
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using the Runge-Kutta-Milne method. The logarithmic deriva-

tive of the radial wave function, R , at the MT sphere is

also calculated.

ARGUMENTS:

DX

- energy relative to MTZ = e - V .

increment of x = lnr. The sign of DX is

positive for outward integration and negative

for inward integration.

RATIO threshold value in Milne integration. It is of

the order 104 to 105.

ISP - specie index.

V - potential relative to MTZ.

LM(is) - maximum value of & for the is specie.

B(is) - radius of sphere for the is specie.

NB(is) - number of integration points for atomic species

for region III.

XINIT(is) - practical zero on the logarithmic scale

(x = lnr) for atomic spheres, or practical

infinity, for region III.

ZZ(is) - atomic number for specie is.

RG array of the radial mesh points of the MT

spheres.

PP,QP,Q - work area.

MIMB,MIS,MILS - dimensions of RG and P.
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OUTPUT: ANS(lt) - computed logarithmic derivative of the radial

wave function with lJt = SL + 1.

P(i,ijl) - value of the product rR (r) at the i mesh

point with li. = I + 1.

(14) SUBROUTINE DTRMNT (IWA,LM,NPOLE,MPOLE,RWF,ANN,DET,WRONSK,B,IR,IXM,

NB,BES3,HAN3,NWF,NWFA,OCCUP,NAT,TD,CABDUL,EX,

IGF,SGMP,RG,W,PT,RL,BS,HN,BLG,HLG,F,RM,BES2,

HAN2,BL0G,HL0G,RLOG,INITA.LASTA,LQNA,LMDEXA,

LABATA,ISPA,C0EF,ISP,LQ,NMSP,NCF,MIL2,MNDL,

MLASNTA.MIF,MIH.MIL,MIS,MIR,MIA,MILL,MIEP.MIMB,

MILS)

FUNCTION: calculates eigenvalues and eigenvectors using Gaussian eli-

mination with complete pivoting. Subroutine GAUS is called

to calculate the eigenvalues. If eigenvectors are needed,

EIGEN is called and the electron density is calculated using

DENSTY-

ARGUMENTS: NPOLE(ir) - order of the MTZ pole of the secular
th

determinant for the ir irreducible represen-

tation (IR).

MPOLE(ir) - parity of pole

DET(ir.j) value of the secular determinant for the ir

IR at the lower (j=l) and higher (j=2) mesh

points.

th

It is important to note that NPOLE and MPOLE are used to remove the MTZ

poles when only eigenvalues are calculated.

Dynamically allocated arra/s: IWA,LM,RWF,ANN,WRONSK, and B to WCF.

Dimensions of arrays: MIL2 to MILS.
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(15) SUBROUTINE EGHVLS(ID,ISYMO1,ISYMO2,IPRINT,DETP,PET,EV,IRG,NWFA,

ANN.I^G.IGF.EX.MIR.MIEP)

FUNCTION: determines whether there is a root In a given energy

interval. This is done for irreducible representations (IR)

ISYMO1 to ISYMO2. If a root is found, it is stored in EV(I)

and its IR label in IRG(I).

ARGUMENTS: ID - index of the energy mesh at the lower energy.

ISYM01 - Index of the first IR scanned for eigenvalues.

ISYM02 - index of the last IR scanned.

IPRINT - printing option for DTRMNT.

Dynamically allocated arrays: DETP,DET,NWFA,ANN,IGG,IGF,EX.

Dimensions of arrays: MIR,MIEP.

(16) SUBROUTINE EIGEN (N)

FUNCTION: computes the secular determinant and the eigenvector with

complete pivoting. ZERO, which is stored in COMMON/EGS/, is

used as a parameter to check, for division by zero.

ARGUMENT: N - number of rows or columns of the matrix whose

determinant and eigenvector are to be

evaluated. The matrix is stored ir. the array A

in COMMON/TWA40/.

OUTPUT: the eigenvector is stored in VEC(I) in C0MM0N/TWA40/ and DET.

the value of the determinant, is in COMMON/EGS/.
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(17) SUBROUTINE EPMESH (MIE,MIR,NRTL,IRG1,EV1,EFD,ET,NT,NTM)

FUNCTION: using perturbational estimates of the roots, this routine

sets up the energy mesh for the root-searching procedure', as

described in Section 5.3.3.3. The i mesh point e. is given

by

p th
where e. is the perturbational estimate of the i root

evaluated in PERTE, and 6 is a suitably chosen positive

constant. The mesh is set up for each irreducible

representation.

ARGUMENTS: MIE.MIR - dimensions of ET.

NRTL - total number of roots.

IRGl(i)

EVl(i)

th
- IR label of the i root.

EFD - = 6.

i nesh point for the j IR.

NT(ie) - mesh index ox the ie root.

NTM(j) - number of roots for the j IR.

(18) SUBROUTINE ETOTAL (DFC,PT,SGMP,NB,IWA,B,AD,ALP,AW(Cq,CVA,IDG,IGD,

QQ.RNYU.ZZ.SGMO.RG.W.VTA.VTB.VrC.VTD.OCCUP.EV,

MIA.MIMB.MIS)
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ARGUMENTS:
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this routine evaluates the total molecular or cluster energy

E in the MT approximation. The expressions used to

evaluate E are given in Section 4. We note that the
Xa

constant term due to the energies of the frozen—core levels

is not included in E .

DFC to EV - blank common block arrays described in

Appendix F.

MIA to MIS dimensions of arrays (see Appendix 0.3.1).

OUTPUT: - kinetic energy term.

UC — electron-electron Coulomb repulsion term.

UX - exchange energy cerm.

UEN electron-nuclear interaction term.

UNN nuclear-nuclear repulsion terra.

EXA - total energy E = T+UC+UX+UEN+UNN.
Xa

(19) SUBROUTINE EVALUE (EMIN.SMAX.DELTE,IRREP,IDIREC,IPRINT.DETP.DET,

EV,IRG,NWFA,ANN,IGG,IGF,EX,M200,MIR,MIEP)

FUNCTION: this subroutine searches for an eigenvalue belonging to the

irreducible representation IRREP in the energy range EMIN to

EMAX. The method used is similar to that exploited in

BRUTE.

ARGUMENTS: EMIN - lower energy bound of the search interval.

EMAX upper energy bound.

DELTE - energy mesh size.
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IRREP - label of the irreducible representation.

[ = + 1 for upward search.
IDIREC - |

- - 1 for downward search.

IPRINT - printing option passed to DTRMNT and INTER2.

OUTPUT: EV(I) - anergy of the I 1 eigenvalue.

IRG(I) - label of the irreducible representation of the

I eigenvalue.

Dynamically allocated arrays: DETP,DET,NWFA,ANN,IGG,IGF,EX.

Dimensions of arrays: M200,MIR,MIEP.

(20) FUNCTION FACTLR (E,M)

See Function CKCOE.

(21) FUNCTION FPOT (R,Z,WA)

FUNCTION: analytical approximation of the Thomas-Fermi potential for

free atom or ion.

ARGUMENTS: R - mesh point at which the potential is calcu-

lated.

Z - atomic number.

WA - = Z - number of electrons.

(22) SUBROUTINE GAUS (N)

FUNCTION: evaluates a determinant using the Gaussian elimination

procedure with complete pivoting.
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ARGUMENT: the degree of the matrix whose determinant is

evaluated. The matrix is stored in the array A

in COMMON/TWA40/.

OUTPUT: DET the value of the determinant is stored in

COMMON/EGS/.

(23) SUBROUTINE GEOMET (YY,LMOM,MMOM,LB,MILLS,MIA)

FUNCTION: this routine calculates the quantities

to be stored as SF(INDSF(IND23,INDAT,L)). Here, IND23

= [L>(L>-l)/2 + L < ] , where L-^L^ is the larger (smaller) of

the values [£(1+1) + m + 1] for (Jl2,m2) and (A3,ni3);

INDAT = [I>(I>-l)/2 + !<], where I>(I<) is the larger

(smaller) of atomic indices (i,j); and L = A. + 1.

As described in Section 5.3.2, the storage requirements for

the above quantities increases prohibitively quickly with

cluster size, and a bit-packing scheme is used to efficiently

store and retrieve them. We also note that SF is stored in

the blank common block, and INDSF is no longer used.

ARGUMENTS YY - array of the real spherical harmonics.

th
LMOM(i) - Ji.-value of the i spherical harmonic.

th
MMOM(i) - m-value of the i spherical harmonic.

LB(i)

MILLS

MIA

values of [£(A+1) + m + 1] after renumbering the

spherical harmonics to exclude those not used.

dimensions of YY. MILLS = MILL*MILL.
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(24) LOGICAL FUNCTION GTR(M1,M2)

FUNCTION: GTR is set to .TRUE, if JMlj > JM2 j > and .FALSE, otherwise.

(25) LOGICAL FUNCTION IDEL(I1,I2)

FUNCTION: IDEL is set to .TRUE, if II = 12, and .FALSE, otherwise.

(26) SUBROUTINE INCALC (DETP,LM,RCB,ANN,DET,WRONSK,BES3,HAN3,YY,RL,VTA,

VTB,VTC,VTD,LMOM,MMOM,LB,MIR,MIA,MIS,MIL,MILL,

MILLS)

FUNCTION: this subroutine controls the calculation of the following

energy-independent quantities:

(a) real spherical harmonics.

(b) sums of products of Gaunt integrals and real spherical

harmonics.

ARGUMENTS:

To do this subroutine, COEFQ, SPHHMC, and GEOMET are called.

In additiori, some arrays are initialized here.

DETP
ANN
DET
WRONSK
BES3
HAN3

- arrays in the blank common block initialized in
this subroutine.

YY array for the real spherical harmonics.

MILLS - 1st dimension of YY (= MILL*MILL).

Dynamically allocated arrays: LM,RCD,RL,VTA,VTB,VTC,VTD,LMOM,MMOM.LB.

Dimensions of arrays: MIR,MIA,MIS,MIL,MILL.
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(27) SUBROUTINE INDATA (IWA,LM,NAT,RCD,NDG,B,IR,NB,NL,XINIT,AD,ALP,IDG,

IGD,ZZ,EV,IRG,ND,RMIN,NAMSCE,EDELT,OCCUP,LQN,

LMDEX,LABAT,RM,EXMINI,EXMAXI,EMSHO,IEXSYM,FD1,

MIE,MIA,MI,MNDL,MNSERCH)

FUNCTION: (i) controls the reading of the data cards.

(ii) generates the data pertinent to the symmetry of

the molecule or cluster by calling subroutine

DATAOH, DATATD or DATAXL and subroutines SYMBFN

and REDUCE.

(iii) calculates data for the integration (radial

mesh, number of integration points, etc.)

through a call to PREPOT.

Dynamically allocated arrays: IWA to FDI-

Dimensions of arrays: MIE to MNSEKCH.

(28) SUBROUTINE INPOTL (IWA.NAT.B,IXM,NB,NL,XINIT,«JD,ALP,AW,CQ,CVA,IDG,

IGD,QQ,RNYU,ZZ,ANM,ISG,LMAX,FCHKGE,TCHRGE,SGMP,

DFC,SGMO,RG,VV,VTA0,VTB0,VTC0,VTD0,RG0,MIA,

MISMI,MIMB,MIS,MIML)

FUNCTION: (1) using numerical or analytical atomic orbitals

in an STO or GTO basis, this routine computes

the electron density due to the frozen-core

electrons, the electron density due to the

valence electrons, and the total electron

density. The densities are defined as
2 2

a = 4nr R (r), where R(r) is the radial part of

the atomic orbital.
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(11) the potential energies corresponding to the

calculated total densities are calculated (sub-

routine SIMPA is used).

(iii) the initial molecular density and the initial

molecular potential are constructed using the

LSwdin a-expansion technique (subroutine SIMPC

is used).

(iv) the constant intersphere potential, V , is

calculated.

ARGUMENTS: MISM1 - second dimension of ANM(= MIS - 1).

Dynamically allocated arrays: IWA to RGO.

Dimensions of arrays: MIA, MIMB, MIS, MIML.

(29) SUBROUTINE IKSLS (NSTOP.TITRE)

FUNCTION: reads, controls and prints the input data for the Hartree-

Fock-Slater atomic calculations.

ARGUMENTS: NSTOP - in this subroutine, NSTOP Is set equal to 0 if

there is no error in the input data, and to 1

or 20 if the input data are in error. The

value I means a slight error, but it is

possible to read the input data for the next

case in the event of a many-calculation run.

NSTOP = 20 creans a severe error and the run is

ended.

TITRE - array for the symbols representing the atomic

orbitals (S,P,D,F ) .
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(30) SUBROUTINE INTER2 (ISYM,IPRINT,X,Y,RT,NORT,ZERENG,ANN,DET,

IGF,MIR,MIEP)

FUNCTION: Interpolates for an eigenvalue, using an iterative procedure.

The method used is essentially a modification of the Regula

Falsi method and is based on the following algorithm (see

Figure E-l):

if 0 t h e n

>: = ( V

(x., F.): = (x 1 + 1, F.+i)

if F. *F > 0 then

' A*Fi-l>

« W
where A = F /(F. + F )

For a detailed discussion of the method, see reference E.2.

ARGUMENTS: ISYM - label of the irreducible representation to

which the calculated level belongs.

IPRINT - controls printing.

X(1),X(2) - the abscissas (energies).

Y(1),Y(2) - the ordinates (values of determinant).

ZERENG - required accuracy of the interpolated eigen-

value.
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OUTPUT: RT(1) - the eigenvalue obtained.

NORT - = 1 if the eigenvalue with the required

accuracy was x>ind in MAXTRY iterations

(MAXTRY = 24).

= 0 otherwise.

Dynamically allocated arrays: ANN, DET, IGF.

Dimensions of arrays: MIR, MIEP.

(31) SUBROUTINE IODUMP (NAT.NB.NL.EVl,EV2,EV3,IRG1,EV,IRG,OCCUP,DFC,

SGMO,RG,VV,VTD,MIMB,MIS)

FUNCTION: this subroutine has two entry points:

(i) ODUMP - entering the routine at this point causes dumping, on

a sequential file #2 of all the data that will be needed to

continue the calculations (the frozen-core electronic densi-

ties, the potentials, the eigenvalues).

(ii) IDUMP - entering at this point causes reading from a sequen-

tial file #1. The data were dumped during previous calcula-

tions. The total number of electrons is calculated by adding

the occupation numbers of the molecular orbitals, and by

integrating the frozen-core densities.

Dynamically allocated arrays: NAT to VTD.

Dimensions of arrays: MIMB, MIS.

(32) INTEGER FUNCTION JUMPIN (M1.M2.M3)

FUNCTION: this subprogram is used to assign a jump label corresponding

to a set of three indices of real spherical harmonics. It
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is used in GEOMET to express trie Gaunt integrals, over the

real spherical harmonics, in terms of the Condon-Shoriley

coefficients. The values of JUMPIN are shown below, where

+(-) indicates positive (negative) values for the arguments

M1.M2 and M3.

Ml

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

M2

-

-

-

0

0

0

+

+

+

-

-

-

0

0

0

+

+

+

-

-

-

0

0

0

+

+

+

M3

-

0

+

-

0

+

-

0

+

-

0

+

-

0

+

-

0

+

-

0

+

-

0

+

-

0

+

JUMPIN

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
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(33) SUBROUTINE LEGFOL (N,M,CD.NP,ONEM)

See Function CKCOE.

(34) SUBROUTINE LOGBH (E,EK,X,LMAX,BES,HAN,BLG,HLG)

FUNCTION: calculates the logarithmic derivatives of i (x) and k̂  (x)

for E < 0, and those of j (x) and n (x) for E > 0 (cf.

subroutine BESHAN).

ARGUMENTS: - energy relative to the MT zero V = A W .

EK

= x = Kr is the argument for the four functions

mentioned above.

LMAX maximum value of the orbital angular momentum

quantum number JI-

BES BESU+1) = i (x) for E < 0

= JA(x) for E > 0

HAN HAN(£+1) = It: (x) for E < 0

OUTPUT:

n (x) fcr E > 0

BLG(I) = l ^ i

HLG(I) r

where I = I + 1.
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FORUMLAE: Z~J^ ^ 2. (x) = K

where Z is one of the four functions above and

if = J IFI = EK. For o = 0 we have:

(i)

(ii)

E < 0

io(x) dr

ko
1}(x) d r

E > 0

1
jo(x)

1
no(x)

SUBROUTINE

d j
dr

d n

d? °

MAIN

>(x) - -

,(x> = -

(ET.NT,

i

i

i

K

(x)

(x)
o

kl
(1)(x)

k k<l>00

jx(x)

jo(x)

NTM,FD,FD1,N

RWF,ANN,WRONSK,DETP,AD,DPM,INDEX3,INDEX4,INDEX8,

VDIFFM, IGF,St;MP,DFC,SGMO,RG,VV,PT,VOLD,VVO,VTA,

VTB,VTC,VTD,P,MIE,MIR,MIL,MIS,MIA.MIEP.MIMB,MILS,

M200)

FUNCTION: this subroutine controls the whole flow of MSXALPHA after the

dynamic core allocation step. Normally it would be the "main

program" but, because of the overlay structure and the re-

quirements of the DCA scheme, it is contained in a subrou-

tine. The subroutine has two branches for (1) the initial

calculations and (2) the SCF calculations, which run inde-

pendently and are described in Appendix D.3.2 aiid D.3.3,

respt.••vely.
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Dynamically allocated arrays: ET to P.

Dimensions of arrays: M1E to M200.

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

PROGRAM MAIN

MAIN

MAIN

MAIN

MAIN

MAIN

MAIN

MAIN-

MAIN

MAIN

50

10

11

12

13

14

15

20

30

40

Program MAINnn is used to recall

the pointers of the dynamically

allocated arrays needed in overlay

(m,n). The pointers are then used

to pass these arrays down to the

subprograms of that overlay.

FUNCTION: this subprogram controls the flow of the Hartree-Fock-Slater

part of the calculations for the numerical atomic orbitals.

When the iterative process has converged, the mean values of
2 3

r , r, 1/r and 1/r are calculated, as well as the total
energy and the overlap integrals.

(46) SUBROUTINE MATE (LQN.LMDEX,LABAT,IN1T,LAST,LM,NAT,RWF,BES3,HAN3,

CABDUL,EX,BES2,HAN2,BLOG,HLOG,RLOG,MIL2,MNDL,IVC,

MIS,MIL,MIA,MILL,I,J,EMXIJ,EMXJI)

FUNCTION: this routine calculates the elements of the unsymmetrized

secular matrix M. It has two entry points:

(1) MATED in this ^art all the diagonal matrix elements

M(I,I) are calculated and stored in EMX(I) in

C0MMON/TWA40/

(2) MATEO this part calculates the upper off-diagonal

matrix eltment M(I,J) with J > I. Its

transpose is then easily obtained using the
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relationships in Equations (3.4.49) -

(3.4.52).

PROCEDURE: the matrix elements are evaluated using expressions given in

Section 3.4. As described in Section 5.3.3.1, the atomic

poles in the diagonal matrix elements are removed by multi-

plying the elements of the corresponding row by the appro-

priate Wronskian, such as that in Equation (5.3.6). The

poles are removed when only eigenvalues are determined. They

are not removed when eigenvectors are calculated.

ARGUMENTS: LQN(i) - Jl-value of the i spherical ha-jonic.

LMDEX(i) - = [SLUL+l) + m + 1] for the i spherical

harmonic.

LABAT(i) - label of atom to which the i"

harmonic belongs.

th
spherical

INIT(ia) - initial row (column) of matrix elements of M
th

corresponding to the ia atom.

LAST(ia) - final row (column).

RWF(i£,is) - radial wave function at MT sphere.

BES3 - three-dimensional array containing the

spherical Bessel function j for e > V , and

the modified spherical Bessel function i for e

HAN3

< VII
Calculated in DTRMNT using BESHAN.

three-dimensional array containing the

spherical Neumann function n. for e > V , and

the modified spherical Hankel function of the

first kind k for E < V
II
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CABDUL - array containing the Wronskians used to

eliminate the atomic poles.

EX - array containing the diagonal matrix elements

before the removal of the atomic poles.

BES2 - two-dimensional storage for BES3.

HAN2 - two-dimensional storage for BES2.

BLOG logarithmic derivative of BES2 at sphere

boundary.

HLOG logarithmic derivative of HAN2 at sphere

boundary.

RLOG logarithmic derivative of RWF at sphere bounda-

ry.

MIL2

MNDL

- dimensions of BES2 and HAN2.

IVC

MIS

MIL

MIA

MILL

(= 0 if eigenvectors not calculated.

>> 0 if eigenvectors are calculated.

dimensions of RWF,BES3,HAN3,BLOG,HLOG and

RLOG.

- row index of M(I,J).

- column index of M(I,J).
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EMX1J - = M(I,J).

EMXJI - = M(J,I).

(47) SUBROUTINE MSINPT (BAR.DY)

FUNCTION: once the atomic Hartree-Fock-Slater calculations for the

numerical atomic orbitals are completed, this routine is

called to prepare data consistent with the MSXa program.

ARGUMENTS: BAR - array for the heading.

DY - array for the one-electron wave functions.

(-8) PROGRAM MSXA

FUNCTION: this subprogram carries out the DCA step described in

Appendix D.3.1. If core allocation is successful, it sets up

arrays for subroutine MAIN, which controls the rest of the

computation.

(49) FUNCTION NROOTS (N,ISYM,DET,ET,IGF,MIR,MIE,MIEP)

FUNCTION: in an interval where the determinant doe., not change sign,

this routine determines whether there are two roots, or no

roots, in that interval. The method used is described in

Section 5.3.3.3.

ARGUMENTS: N - index of the lower mesh point of the interval.

I.SYM — symmetry of roots under consideration.

DET,ET,IGF - blank common arrays described in Appendix F.

MIR.MIE,
MIEP — dimensions of above arrays (see

Appendix D.3.1).
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OUTPUT: NROOTS - = number of roots.

(50) SUBROUTINE NTOB (INDEX,JW.JB.N1S)

See subroutine STOID.

(51) SUBROUTINE OPLSPA (NDEG,NPTS,X,Y,W,Q,TUWYLO)

FUNCTION: this subroutine interpolates the values of an unknown func-

tion given at NPTS points by a polynomial of degree NDEG.

ARGUMENTS: NDEG — degree of the polynomial used for fitting.

NPTS - number of points at which the values of the

unknown function are given.

- independent variables.

- dependent variables.

- weighting factor (put W(I) = 1).

Q(K) - coefficient of the term of degree K-l.

TUWYLO - put TUWYLO = 0.

OUTPUT: the coefficients q in

NDEG+1

y Z '

k=l

are in Q(k).

k-1

This subroutine may be found in reference 50.
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(52) SUBROUTINE OPOLE(NPOLE,MPOLE,DET,IGF.MIR.MIEP)

FUNCTION: this subroutine determines numerically the order and parity

of the MTZ pole of the secular determinant for each IR.

Details of the method are given in Section 5.3.3.2.

ARGUMENTS: NPOLE(I) - order of pole for the I IR.

MPOLE(I) - parity of pole for the I IR.

Dynamically allocated arrays: DET,IGF.

Dimensions of arrays: MIR.MIEP.

(53) FUNCTION PALP (D1,D2,D3,D4)

FUNCTION: using Pratt's scheme, this function determines the conver-

gence-acceleration factor, a(r), for the atomic Hartree-

Fock-Slater calculations.

PROCEDURE: given the initial and final values of the potentials V.(r)

and V (r), respectively, for the m iteration, the initial

value for the next iteration V. (r) is defined by:

m+1 m m
Vt (r) = a(r)Vi(r) + [l-a(r)]Vf(r)

Writing

then a(r) =

Vj(r) -

V™(r) - Vm(r) -

0.5 if p(r) > 0.5

|3(r) if 0 < P(r) < 0.5

0 if p(r) < 0
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ARGUMENTS: Dl

D2

D3 = V^r).

D4 = V f(r).

OUTPUT: PALP = a(r).

(54) SUBROUTINE PERTE^NAT.NB.EVl.EVa.OCET.AVVT.RG.W.PT.VOLD.VTD.P,

MIMB,MIS,MILS)

FUNCTION: to obtain an estimate of the eigenvalue, using first-order

perturbation theory.

o th
PROCEDURE: let e. be the i eigenvalue corresponding to the potential

V.(r) in the j t h sphere and V° in region II. If P° (r) is
•'th

the corresponding normalized radial function in the j
—o

sphere and qT is the total charge in region II, then the

first-order perturbational estimate, e?, for a new potential

V.(r) and V ^ is given by [E.3]:

p o —o — —o
e = e + a (V - V )
n A ITT »*TT * T T '

all spheres

dr

where r and r denote the first and last points of integra-

tion, respectively. The sum Is taken over the atomic spheres

and region III. The integrals are calculated using Function

SIMPB.
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ARGUMENTS: I - label of the eigenvalue under consideration.

EV3(I) - old value of the I eigenvalue = e .

OCET(I) - occupation of the I eigenvalue.

AVVT(I) - old value of the intersphere potential V (we

note here that the intersphere potential

depends on I when the root is being

recalculated in the LSCR scheme described in

Section 5.3.4). The new value, V , is in

C0MM0N/V/.

W array for the new MT potential V.(r).

PT

VOLD

array for the old normalized radial density
]2

- array for the old MT potential V.(iO

OUTPUT: the calculated estimate of the eigenvalue e. is returned in

Dynamically allocated arrays: NAT,NB,RG,VTD,P.

Dimensions of arrays: MIMB,MIS,MILS.

(55) SUBROUTINE PERTN (INITNO.NROOTS,IPRINT,NB,EV3,IKG1,EV,CNDV,CNDE,

EDELT,RWF,ANN,DET,WRONSK,IRG,NWF,NWFA,DETP,IGG,

IGF,VV,WO,EX,M200.MIL,MIS,MIR,MIEP,MIMB)

FUNCTION: calculates the shifts ir. eigenvalues due to a small change in

the potential. The shifts are required in the perturbational

calculation of the normalization constant. The method is

described in Appendix I.
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ARGUMENTS:
INITNO (
NROOTS J

define the eigenvalues for which the shifts are

to be determined. The calculations are done

for levels numbered INITNO+1,

INITNO+2,....', INITNO+NROOTS.

IPRINT - controls printing.

OUTPUT: the shifts in potential and eigenvalues are returned in

CNDV(I) and CNDE(I), respectively, where I varies In the

range specified above.The values are used in subroutine

DENSTY.

Dynamically allocated arrays: NB.EV3.IRG1,EV,EDELT,RWF,ANN,DET,WRONSK,IRG,

NWF, NWFA, DETP, IGG, IGF, VV, W O , EX.

Dimensions of arrays: M200.MIL,MIS,MIR,MIEP.MIMB.

(56) SUBROUTINE PICKUP(MEXPAN,IPRINT,II,DET,ET,NT,NTM,FD,EV1,EV2,EV3,

IRG1,EV,IRG,EDELT,NB,CNDV,CNDE,RWF,ANN,WRONSK,

NWF,NWFA,DETP,IGG,IGF,VV,VV0,EX,M200,MIR,MIE,

MIL,MIS,MIEP.MIMB)

FUNCTION: this routine controls the determination of eigenvalues and

eigenvectors in the SCF calculations (ISTER=1). The eigen-

values are determined by EVALUE, and PERTN is used to normal-

ize the eigenvectors. In addition, the acceleration factors

for charge density averaging used in the LSCR scheme are

adjusted, as described in Section 5.3.4.

ARGUMENTS: MEXPAN - not used.

IPRINT - parameter controlling the level of printout.

Passed to DTRMNT.

II - index of the root being calculated.
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DET(ir,j) - value of determinant for the ir IR at the

lower (j=l) and higher (j=2) mesh points.

th th
ET(i,ir) - i mesh point for the ir IR of the root

search mesh (see Section 5.3.3.3).

NT(ie) - mesh index of the ie root.

NTM(ir) - number of roots for the ir IR.

FD(ie) - acceleration factor for the ie root used in

the I SCR scheme.

OUTPUT: the eigenvalue is stored in EV3(I1). The parameters needed

for eigenvector normalization, CNDV(Il) and CNDE(Il), are

used in DENSTY to evaluate the normalized charge density.

Dynamically allocated arrays: EVl,EV2,IRGl,EV,IRG,EDELT,NB,RWF,ANN,WR0NSK.,

NWF,NWFA,DETP,IGG,IGF,VV,VVO,EX.

Dimensions of arrays: M200,MIR.MIE.MIL,MIS,MIEP.MIMB.

(57) SUBROUTINE POLPRO(C,NC,D,ND,PR,NPR)

See Function CKCOE.

(58) SUBROUTINE P0TENT(IWA,B,NB,AD,ALP,AU,CQ,CVA,IDG,IGD,QQ,RNYU,Z2,

SGMP,SGMO,RG,W,VTA,VTB,VTC,VTD,MIA,MIMB,MIS)

FUNCTION: calculates the MT potential using expressions given in

Section 3.3.

PROCEDURE: the density used in evaluating the potential depends on

whether density averaging, as described in Section 5.2, is
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used. If averaging is not done (MAVER=0), tr'ue density is

SGMP, otherwise it its F*SGM0 + (1-F)*SGMP, where SGMO and

SGMP are the old and new densities, respectively, and F the

weighting factor.

W(i,j) - potential at the i mesh point for the j

specie.

A W - the MT zero V « It is stored in COMMON/V/.

Dynamically allocated arrays: IWA.B.NB.AD.ALP.AW.CQ.CVA.ILG.IGDjQQ.RNYU.ZZ,

RG ,VTA,VTB,VTC,VTD.

Dimensions of arrays: MIA.MIMB.MIS.

(59) POTSL (DV.D.R.PAS.NP.Z.ION)

FUNCTION: tabulates the potential in the atomic Hartree-Fock-Slater

calculations.

ARGUMENTS: DV — array for the potential.

array for the electronic charge density.

array for the tabulation points.

PAS - interval of the logarithmic mesh.

NP - number of tabulation points.

atomic number.

ION - Z minus the number of electrons.
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(60) SUBROUTINE PREPOT(IWA,LM)NAT,RCD)B>IXM,NBtNL,XINIT,AD>ALP,AW,CQ,

IDG,IGD,RNYU,ZZ,RMIN,NAMSCE,RINOUT,ALPOUT,RG,

RGO,MIA,MIMB,MIS,MIML)

FUNCTION: calculates quantities needed for the evaluation of the

potential in INPOTL or POTENT.

OUTPUT: the quantities IXM,NB,NL,AD,CQ,RG and RGO are in the blank

common block, w! Lie XFAC.SFC.VII and AVC are in COMMON/POT/.

Dynamically allocated array?: rWA,LM,NAT,RCD,B,XINIT,ALP,AW,IDG,IGD,KNYU,

ZZ,RMIN,NAMSCE,RINOUT,ALPOUT.

Dimensions of arrays: M1A,MIMB,MIS,MIML-

(61) SUBROUTINE PRINT1 (NOF,A,H)

FUNCTION: this subroutine prints the N elements of a one-dimensional

array A on file //NOF in the following way (for, say, N=17):

1 5 9 12 15

2 6 — 10 — 13 16

3 7 — 11 14 17

(62) SUBROUTINE PRINT2(NOF,A,Nl,N2,II,JJ)

FUNCTION: this routine prints a two-dimensional array of degree (II,JJ)

on file //NOF in the following way:
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

_9 10̂  JJ

II

ARGUMENTS: A - array to be printed.

N1,N2 - dimensions declared in calling program.

II,JJ - dimensions actually used.

(63) PRINT3 (NOF,A,N1,N2,N3,II)JJ,KK)ID,N)

FUNCTION: this subroutine prints a three-dimensional array in the same

form as PRINT2.

ARGUMENTS: A - array to be printed.

N1,N2, - dimensions declared in calling program.

N3

II,JJ, - dimensions actually used.

KK
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ID

= 1 elements A(N,j,k) are printed.

= 2 elements A(i,N,k) are printed.

= 3 elements A(i,j,N) are printed.

N - the Index that is fixed in printing (other two

are running indices).

(64) SUBROUTINE REDUCE (IPRINT.NWF.LQN.LMDEX.LABAT.LAST,INITA.LASTA,

LQNA,LMDEXA,LABATA,ISPA,ISP,NCF,MI,MIA,MIR,

MLASNTA.MIF.MIH)

FUNCTION: this subroutine eliminates those real spherical harmonics

that are not used in constructing the symmetrized basis

functions. This serves to reduce the size of the matrix in a

given irreducible representation. For details see

Appendix J.

ARGUMENTS: IPRINT - parameter controlling the level of printout.

NWF(ir) - number of symmetrized basis functions in the
th

ir IR.

MI — not used.

OUTPUT: quantities calculated here are the reduced variables of
th

similar names for the ir IR. They are INITA(ia,ir),

ISPA(ir,if,ih), LABATA(l,ir), LASTA(ia",ir, ) , LMDEXA(i.ir),

and LQNA(i,ir), where i is the index of a spherical

harmonic.

Dynamically allocated arrays: LQN,LMDEX,LABAT,LAST,ISP,NCF.

Dimensions of arrays: MIA,MIR,MLASNTA,MIF,MIH.
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(65) SUBROUTINE RESLS(NC,NSTOP,TEST,NES)

FUNCTION: solves the Hartree-Fock-Slater equation for the atomic

orbitals.

ARGUMENTS: NC - orbital under consideration.

NSTOP is set equal to zero if no trouble appears in

the solution of the HFS equation. If any trou-

ble appears, NSTOP is set equal to the label of

the instruction1, below which, in subroutine

RESLS, the explanation of the trouble is

given.

TEST

NES

relative precision to be reached for the one-

electron energy E. Modification of e is dis-

continued if I A E / C U TEST.

maximum number of trials to obtain this pre-

cision.

(66) FUNCTION S (I,ELE,INDEX,NW.LWD)

See subroutine STOID.

(67) SUBROUTINE SIMPA (H,N,F,R,VTA,VTB)

FUNCTION: this routine calculates the quantity

f(t)dt +
f(t)

dt

by Simpson's method, with equal mesh widths in logarithmic

space x = In r.
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ARGUMENTS: H increment of x = In r.

- index of the mesh point corresponding to

practical infinity.

f(r±).

VTB — work area.

OUTPUT: the results are stored in VTA(i). The integration is done

via the transformation

r In r

/ f(t)dt = I t f(t)dx.

o -«>

(68) FUNCTION SIiiFB(IA, IB,H,F)

FUNCTION: calculates the integral

f(r)dr
f(r) dx.

"IA
In r

IA

ARGUMENTS: IA

IB

index of the mesh point nf the lower limit.

- index of the mesh point of the upper limit.

increment of x = In r.

integrand f(r).
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NOTE: in this function there are several branches that depend upon

the number of mesh intervals to be integrated over. The

number of mesh intervals, with the corresponding branch label

and procedure used, are shown below:

(69)

FUNCTION:

Number of

mesh intervals

0
1
2
3

4 or more
(even number)
(odd number)

SUBROUTINE SIMPC (ORG,

Branch

label

4
3
2
1

5
21
22

A,B,H,F,ANS)

This routine calculates the integral

B
x /~f(r)dr

A

In B

J" f(r)dx
In A

Procedure

the result is zero,
trapezoidal method.
Simpson's method.
Simpson's method for x, ,
X2»X3» Simpson's method
for xQ, x^ after
interpolation.

same as label 2.
same as label 1.

where A, B are not necessarily mesh points.

ARGUMENTS: ORG practical origin in logarithmic space

x = In r.

lower limit of integration.

upper limit of integration.
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- increment of x = In r.

ANS - value of integral.

NOTE: A and B are not necessarily values located at mesh points.

Let A be located between IA and IA+1, and B between IB and

IB+1. Four cases are treated, depending on the values of

D = A-IA and D = B-IB relative to the half-width h = H/2:

(1) D < h, D < h: I
An

(2) D < h, D > h; I =

(3) DA > h, Dfi < h: I =

(4) D > h, D > h: I =

The calculations of the first three cases are determined by

labels 1,3,2, respectively (no label is given for the fourth

case). The integrals over a region less than a mesh width

are calculated by the function SUPA.

IB

J
IA

IB+1

J
IA

IB

IA+l

IB+1

A
IA+l

ArJJ
IA

A

B
/

+ j
J
IB

A

/ "
IA

IA+l

A

IA+l

/ -

IB+1r
J
B

B

IB

IB+1

/"

B
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(70) FUNCTION SIMPT(IA,IB,H,F,AMS)

FUNCTION: this function evaluates the Integral

r_ In r

OUTPUT:

S(D f(r)d*

IA
In r

IA

th
where r_ is the radial distance for the I mesh point, with

I ranging from IA to IB.

ARGUMENTS: IA

IB

- index of the lower-limit mesh poin*-

- index of the upper-limit mesh point.

- increment o." x = In r.

- integrand f(r).

= ANS(l) for IA < I < IB.

= SIMPT for I = IB.

(71) SUBROUTINE SOM (R,DP,M,NP,PAS,DA)

FUNCTION: uses Simpson's rule to evaluate the integral

B

r M
/ f(Or dr

with the assumption that

f(r) + Ar for r •»• 0.
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ARGUMENTS: R - array for the tabulation points.

DP - array for the function f(r).

M - power of r in the integrand above.

NP - is such that B = R(NP).

PAS - interval of the logarithmic mesh.

DA - must be set equal to K when calling SOM, and

returns with the value of the integral.

(72) SUBROUTINE SORT (IA,A,N)

See subroutine STOID.

(73) SUBROUTINE SORTB (A,N)

FUNCTION: this routine sorts an array in ascending order.

ARGUMENTS: A - the array to be sorted.

N - number of elements to be sorted.

(74) SUBROUTINE SPHHMC (LMiJ,R,Q,Y,C,S)

FUNCTION: this routine calculates the real spherical harmonics

(cosMij>, m > 0

>, m < 0

M
where M=|m and the coefficients Q are computed in COEFQ.
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ARGUMENTS: LMN — maximum value of A.

cartesian components of £ in Y (_r). i = 1,2,3

for x,y,z components respectively.

value of the coefficient Qo with i

m + 1] .

C,S - work arrays.

OUTPUT: the spherical harmonics Y_ are stored in Y in the indexed

form Y(£(£+l) + m + 1)

FORMULAE:

— —T^2~ L

cosm<(>

U + m ) P - (x-m) xP

2 cos(m-l)(ti cosij) - cos(m-2)<j>

sinmi)) = 2 sin(m-l)'J) cos<J> - sin(m-2)(j)

Yj(O.O) = 0 for I * 0, m * 0

Y} (6,0) = 0 for m*0

In the above, P is the Legendre polynomial and P the
0associated Legendre function. We note that P s P
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(75) SUBROUTINE STOID(NXYZ,NNZ,LWD,IWORK,INDEX,NW)

FUNCTION: this routine is used in the bit-packing scheme, described in

Section 5.3.2, to compact the indices of the sparse matrix

into bits in a word.

ARGUMENTS: NXYZ - size of the three-dimensional sparse matrix.

NHZ - number of non-zero elements.

IWU number of bits in a word.

IWORK - array containing the non-zero elements and

their indices.

INDEX - a two-dimensional array containing the indices

of the non-zero elements in bit—packed form.

UV - the maximum number of words into which the

indices can be bit-packed is 2*NW.

This subroutine Is part of a package developed [E.4] for the

bit-packing scheme. The other routines in the package are:

SUBROUTINE BTON an assembler language routine used in packing.

SUBROUTINE NTOB an assembler language routine used in un-

packing.

FUNCTION S a function that recalls the elements of the

sparse matrix.

SUBROUTINE SORT a subroutine that sorts an integer array with

tagging.
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(76) FUNCTION SUFA(H,FH,L,M,F)

FUNCTION: evaluates Integrals over a fraction of a mesh width, using

the trapezoidal method. The integration is carried oat

between points I,K or K,J, as shown in Figure E-2, where I

and J are mesh points. The value of the integrand at K,

F(K), is determined by linear interpolation of F(I) and

F(J).

ARGUMENTS: = ~TT, where A is the mesh width (see

Figure E-2).

FH region of integration, A or B.

I if FH = A.

J if FH = B.

J if FH = A.

I if FH = B.

value of integrand at the I mesh point

FORMULAE: (i)

F(K)

SUPA

FH = A:

(ii)

F(K)

FH = B:

[F(J) -

+ F(K)]

+ [F(J)

F(J) - [F(J) -
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y [F(K) + F(J)]

= B - F(J)] ~

Both cases can be reduced to the same expression

FH
FH { F(L) + [F(M) - F(L)] —SUPA

(77) SUBROUTINE SYMBFN (IC.IRTJ, IPRINT.RP .CF.IWA.LM.NAT.NWF.NWFA.ND.LQN,

LMDEXSLABAT,INIT,LAST,LB.COEF,ISP,LQ,NMSP,NCF,

MIA,MLATMAX,MIR,MIF,MIH,MLASNTA)

FUNCTION: constructs the symmetrized basis functions corresponding to

the molecular symmetry (see Appendix J).

ARGUMENTS: IC - array of transformations of atom positions by

the symmetry operations.

IRU array specifying which irreducible

representations are not needed (cf. Card 19 in

Appendix G).

IPRINT - parameter controlling the level of printout.

RP - array of the matrix representation of the

symmetry operators, I.e., RP(m,n,ir) is the n

matrix element of the m symmetry operator in

the ir IR.

th

CF - array of coefficients of spherical harmonics.

OUTPUT: NWF(ir) - number of symmetrized basis functions in the

ir IR.
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NWFA(ir) - same as above after L'dwdin contraction.

LQN(i) - i-value of the 1 spherical harmonic.

LMDEX(i) - value cf [£(£+1) + m + 1] for the i spherical

harmonic.

LABAT(i) - label of atom to which the i spherical

harmonic belongs.

INIT(ia) - initial row (column) of elements of the unsym-

metrized secular matrix corresponding to the
th

ia atom.

LAST(ia) - last row (column).

LB(i) - value of [AU+1) + m + 1] of the i spherical

harmonic alter renumbering them to exclude

those not used in determining the matrix

elements.

COEF(ir,if,ih) - coefficient of the ih component function of

the if symmetrized basis function for the
th

ir IR.

ISP(ir,if,ih) - specification for sequentially arranged

spherical harmonics.

LQ(ir,if) - .?-value of the if symmetrized function in the

irth IR.

NMSP(ir,if) - specie index for the symmetrized function.

NCF(ir,if) - number of spherical harmonics in the if sym-

metrized function.
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LATMAX - maximum value of [£(1+1) + m + 1] after renum-

bering the spherical harmonics to exclude those

not used in the calculation of the matrix

elements. It is stored in COMMON/CONST/.

Dynamically allocated arrays: IWA,LM,NAT,ND.

Dimensions of arrays: MIA,MLATMAX,MIR,MIF,MIH,MLASNTA.

PROCEDURE: the information about the molecular symmetry was previously

read in as data and stored in C0MM0N/SYM2/. In the

explanation given here, reference is made to points in

subroutine SYMBFN marked by comment cards:

C TRANSFORMATION BY SYMMETRY OPERATION

The symmetrized basis functions are constructed by the pro-

jection operator technique.

C ELIMINATION OF NULL VECTOR

If the symmetrized basis function is a null vector, it is

eliminated here.

C ELIMINATION OF DEPENDENT VECTOR

If the current symmetrized basis function is dependent upon

those previously obtained, it is eliminated here.

C DETERMINATION OF INDEPENDENT VECTORS

The independent vectors are stored. After obtaining all the

needed independent vectors, the unused indices (£,m) are

eliminated, and ISP, LMDEX and LABAT are renumbered (cf.

explanations for COMMON/SYM2/ and blank common in Sec-

tion 8).
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(78) SUBROUTINE SYMMAT (ISPA.IG.II.OW.NWF.NWFA.COEF.NCF.MIR.MIF.MIH.LQN,

LMDEX.LABAT.INIT,LAST, LM,NAT,RWF,BES3,HAN3,

CABDUL,EX,BES2,HAN2,BLOG,HLOG,RLOG,MIL2,MNDL,

IVC.MIS.MIL,MIA,MILL)

FUNCTION: this subroutine calculates the symmetrized matrix elements

corresponding to a given IR. Subsequently, Lb'wdin contrac-

tion is performed if required.

ARGUMENTS: ISPA(i,j,k) - index of the k spherical harmonic of the j

symmetrized basis function belonging to the
th

1 IR.

IG - label of the IR being treated.

/ = 1 Lowdin contraction performed.

ILOW - ]
' = 0 no Lciwdin contraction.

NWF(ir) - number of symmetrized basis functions in the

irC IR.

NWFA(ir) - same as above but for the case with Lo'wdin

contraction.

COEF(i,j,k) - coefficient of the k component function of

the j basis function for the i IR.

NCF(i,j) - number of component functions of the j basis

function for the i IR.

IVC - parameter used in MATE to specify whether

eigenvectors are calculated:
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= 0 if they are not.

> 0 if they are.

OUTPUT: the symmetrized matrix SMX is stored in COMMON/TWA40/.

Dynamically allocated arrays: LQN.LMDEX^LABAT,INIT,LAST,LM,NAT,RWF.BES3,

HAN3,CABDUL>EX,BES2,HAN2,BLOG,HLOG,RLOG.

Dimensions of arrays: MIR,MIF,MIH,MIL2tKNDL,MIS,MIL,MIA,MILL.
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F(x)

FIGURE E-l: Interpolation Using a Modified Regula Falsi Method (used in
subroutine INTER2)
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F(J)

FIGURE E-2: Integration Over a Fraction of a Mesh Width (used in function
SUPA).
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APPENDIX F

COMMON BLOCKS OF MSXALPHA

In this section, a detailed description of the variables in the

common blocks of MSXALPHA is given. The common blocks are presented in

alphabetical order with the blank common block at the end. Locations of

common blocks have been given in Table D/3.

(1) COMMON /ABDOA/

The variables In this block are all read as Input in subroutine

INDATA. DE, DEL and MD are used in the root search procedure in PICKUP, and

Z2 and JC are used in subroutine MAIN in the LSCR calculations.

DE if the highest root is above its estimated upper bound, a

search for It Is made in an interval DE above that estimate.

DEL if the i root is found above its estimated upper bound,

I.e., it is found in the (I+l)th Interval, then the lower

limit of the search interval for the (i+l)th root is set at

an energy DEL above the i root.

MD the number of subintervals into which a search interval is

divided.

Z2 threshold for the maximum deviation in the charge density

used in the LSCR scheme.

JC the number of times the LSCR scheme is applied after each

Iteration. If JC < 0, the LSCR procedure is skipped.
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(2) COMMON/CONST/

ZERO 0.0

ONE 1.0

TWO 2.0

TENM8 10

PI

PI4 4-re

LMA maximum value of H over all species.

LMM set equal to LMA.

NIG number of real (atomic) species.

NSP total number of species, including the Watson sphere

(= NIG + 1).

NTA total number of spheres, including the Watson sphere.

LATMAX maximum number of different sets of [1(1+1) + m + 1], after

renumbering the spherical harmonics to exclude those that are

not used in the calculation of the matrix elements.

(3) C0MM0N/C00D/

AR conversion factor from A to a.u. = I/a , where a
o o

= 0.5291659 A is the Bohr radius.
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(4) COMMON/CPOLE/

LPOLE logical variable indicating whether the order and parity of

the MTZ poles have been determined:

= .TRUE, if they have.

= .FALSE, otherwise.

(5) COMMON /DTM/

energy relative to the MT zero AW(= V ).

SE

NSYM maximum number of irreducible representations.

(6) COMMON /EGS/

DT temporary storage to pass the value of the determinant from

GAUS or EIGEN to DTRMNT.

DIVCHK parameter in GAUS and EIGEN to avoid a zero divisor.

(7) COMMON /IDTM/

IBRUTE = 0, calculation is done for just one irreducible IBRUTE

representation.

= 1, calculation is needed for all IR's.

ISYM label of IR when IBRUTE = 0, or the maximum number of IR's

when IBRUTE = 1.

ILOW = 1, LSwdin contraction used for secular matrix.

= 0, Lowdin contraction not used.

IVC = 0, no eigenvector calculation required.

= 1, eigenvector calculation required.
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IMSH

IPRINT

label of mesh point at which the determinant is calculated.

this parameter controls the printing of certain quantities in

DTRMNT:

= 0, do not print.

= 1, print.

(8) COMMON /IELEXYZ/

The variables in this block are used in the bit-packing scheme for

the sparse matrix INDSF described in Section 5.3.2.

IELE index of the last allocated element of the blank common block

array used in the DCA scheme.

IDEX = IELE + IPOINT, where IPOINT is the number of non-zero ele-

ments of the sparse matrix.

INEXT index of the next available element of the blank common block

array after the sparse matrix has been compactly stored-

LWD

IX
IY
IZ

number of bits in a word-

maximum indices of INDSF.

NWT actual size (in words) of each of the two bit-strings used in

the bit-packing scheme.

INC size of the blank common array allocated by CHNGEX in the DCA

scheme in MSXA.

IFW address of the first-word of the blank common block.
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(9) COMMON /IPNTR/

This common block contains the array pointers used in the DCA

scheme described In Appendix D.3.1-

(10) COMMON /LCD/

NDL maximum value of IR (ia, ia1) used for the array RM as

RM(IR(i,j)) = distance between i and j spheres.

(11) COMMON /MAXD/

The variables in this common block represent the maximum dimen-

sions of the dynamically allocated arrays, as described in the DCA scheme in

Appendix D.3.1.

(12) COMMON /0V10/

ID input parameter specifying the symmetry point group of the

molecule or cluster.

IRU input array specifying which IRs are needed (cf. Card 19 in

Appendix G).

IC array of transformations of atom positions by the symmetry

operations.

RP array of the matrix representations of the symmetry
th th

operators. RP(m, n, ir) is the n matrix element of the m

symmetry operator in the ir IR.

CF array of coefficients of spherical harmonics.
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(13) COMMON/PKP/

EFDO twice the bracketing mesh width for the energy levels (no

longer used).

THRSI1 convergence criterion for eigenvalues.

ITER iteration counter.

(14) COMMON /POT/

ALP2 the exchange coefficient a for region II, calculated as the
NAT

weighted average ._ l_, a., where NAT is the number of

atoms.

AVC coefficient of p T T, used to calculate V-. in

Equation (3.3.18).

AVZSF = 4u(ZSF/Q ), where ZSF is the stabilizing field charge and
W

Q is the volume of the Watson sphere.

w
BW = b , the radius of the Watson sphere,

w

FPB3 = 4u/3

ONE3 = 1/3

RMAX practical infinity, measured from the origin of the molecular

coordinate system.

SFC = -2ZSF/b , the constant potential inside the Watson sphere',
w

due to the stabilizing field charge.
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3 V1 3
VII = b - /_, v b. = Q /(4it/3) where Q is the volume of

region II.

2 U 3

X.FAC = -6(3/32it ) , factor used for the exchange potential.

ZSF the stabilizing field charge.

(15) COMMON/P0T2/

AVRO = p. , the average charge density in region II.

(16) COMMON/PRINTS/

The variables in this block control the amount of printed output.

Printing Is activated if they are given the value 1, and is not activated if

the value given is 0. In some cases the range of values is greater, and

then it is specified in the following:

IPRIN1 data check from INDATA and spherical harmonic information

from INCALC.

IPRIN2 spherical harmonics from INCALC.

IPRIN3 used in DATAXt, DATATD, DATAOH and SYMBFN.

IPRIN4 not used-

1PRIN5 used in POTENT and INPOTL. In the case of INPOTL (called

when ISTER = 0), setting IPRIN5 = 2 allows printing of tables

of atomic densities and potentials, and also the Initial

molecular densities and potentials.

IPRIN6 AVV and potentials expressed with respect to the MT zero

(AW).
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IPRIN7 some of the atomic data calculated by the Hartree-Fock-

Slater method are displayed by INPOTL.

IPRIN8 passed via MAIN and PICKUP to DTRMNT

= -2 minimum information.

= —1 the partial—wave charge distributions for each sphere

and each energy level are calculated and printed by DENSTY.

The eigenvectors are also printed.

> 1 tables of the radial wave functions and spherical Bessel

functions together with their logarithmic derivatives are

printed.

IPRIN9 passed via MAIN and BRUTE to DTRMNT and has same meaning as

IPRIN8.

IPRN10 used in PREPOT:

= 1 information about the calculated system, e.g., number of

atoms of each specie, radii of spheres, volumes of region I,

II and III etc.

= 2 tables of the radial mesh are printed.

IPRIN11 to IPRN18 are not used.

(17) COMMON /PSO/

This common block appears only in Overlay (5,0), which contains

the Hartree-Fock-Slater program used to evaluate the input numerical atomic

orbitals.

R array of the tabulation points.

NQN array for the principal quantum numbers.
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NQL array for the orbital quantum numbers.

NMAX the last point of tabulation of the orbital I is R(NMAX(I)).

FNE array for the number of electrons in each orbital.

EN array for the one-electron energy eigenvalues.

Ql array containing a for each orbital, where a is the first
o o

coefficient of the power series expansion near the origin of
A.+1 V i

the radial wave function R ?(r) = r" /_, a.r .

atomic number.

NORB number of orbitals.

NP number of integration points.

PAS mesh interval in logarithmic scale.

ALPHA exchange potential coefficient a.

NOTAIL 1, the Latter tail correction for the potential is not

used.

0, the correction is used.

MSXA if MSXA = 1 then data for the MSXa program will be prepared

on file #8.

IPRINT = 1, the orbital energies are printed after each iteration.

= 0, they are not printed.
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(18) COMMON /PS1/

DV array for the atomic potential.

DP array for radial wave function R or auxiliary array.

DC auxiliary array.

(19) COMMON /PS2/

NES maximum number of trials allowed to adjust the one-electron

eigenvalue in subroutine RESLS.

TEST relative accuracy desired for the one-electron eigenvalue in

subroutine RESLS.

TESTE relative accuracy criterion of the eigenvalues.

TESTY absolute accuracy criterion of the wave functions.

TESTV relative accuracy criterion of the potential.

NITER maximum number of the SCF iterations.

BAR array for the heading.

ION atomic number minus the number of electrons.

(20) COMMON /ROOT/

PAR threshold for exact root, used in EGNVLS.

NRT number of roots (eigenvalues) obtained.
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(21) COMMON /SYM/

MAXIZE maximum size of the secular matrix.

(22) COMMON /SYM2/

The quantities in this common block are either given by DATA

statements or calculated in DATAXL, DATATD or DATAOH.

IEX(U,ir) = 1 if the spherical harmonic with 1 = ijl-l id included In

the ir irreducible representation.

= 0 otherwise.

IG(ifjih,ir) index specifying the real spherical harmonics ordered

according to [i. (Jt+1 )+m+l] .

th
NCB(if,ir) number of real spherical harmonics for the if symmetrized

th
basis function for the ir IR.

IPO(i,j) label of the coordinate to which the i coordinate has been
th

changed by the j symmetry operator.

NOP number of symmetry operators.

NIREP number of irreducible represent.ations of the symmetry point

group under consideration.

(23) COMMON /TWA40/

This common block, is used mainly as a work area for subroutines in

Overlay (4,0).

VA(if) the symmetrized coefficient A for the wave function in
Li

region II, calculated in EIGEN and used in DENSTY.

VB(if) work area in EIGEN and DENSTY.
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ISWICH(if) work, area for pivoting in EIGEN.

SMX(if,if') symmetrized matrix elements, calculated in SYMMAT and used

in DTRMNT, GAUS and EIGEN.

DNS(imb,U,is) temporary storage in DENSTY.

QPRTLW(if) work area in DENSTY.

EMX(ih) diagonal elements of the unsymmetrized secular matrix, cal-

culated in MATE and used in SYMMAT.

BABDUL(ih) Wronskian used in subroutine MATE to remove the atomic pole

from the secular matrix as described in Section 5.3.3.1.

TWA area of block not used in the subroutine.

(24) COMMON /V/

AW = V-.-, the average potential energy in region II.

AVVP = A W + THR, upper bracketing of the KT zero.

A W M = A W - THR, lower bracketing.

(25) COMMON /VJUNK/

XDEL increment of x = In r.

TOTNE total number of electrons in the system-

NFC aumber of frozen-core levels.

NFCL not used.

IFRZC not used.
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the weighting factor for old potential or density.

Fl = 1 - F, the weighting factor for new potential or density.

EFD the upper bound, e , of a search interval for a root is
m p p

given by e = e + EFD, where e is the perturbational
estimate of that root.

THR half of the mesh width bracketing the MT zero.

NSERCH number of energy intervals in which the search for eigen-

values is done by BRUTE for ISTER = 0.

IMXW = n + 2, where n is the number of integration points in

region III.

ITERMX maximum number of iterations in the present run.

MDM maximum dimension of the secular matrix.

LMD 2*LMA, where LMA is the maximum value of SL used.

LMD1 LMD + 1.

NTAM1 NTA - 1.

I READ 1, the results from a previous calculation on the same

molecule are read from file //I.

0, do not read from file #1.

IWRITE 2, the results after the last iteration of the present run

are dumped on file #2 for future use.

1, the results after each iteration of the present run are

dumped on file #2.

0, no dumping.
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ILAST total number of eigenvalues.

NCL = ILAST.

ISTART set equal to the number of the first iteration of the pre-

sent run.

(26) COMMOM /V4/

AVSHFT used to calculate the shift of potential In the perturba-

tional calculation of the normalization constant.

EFDNRM the bracketing interval for calculation of the perturbed

eigenvalue by PERTN.

NRMUSD not used.

ICURR index of the currently calculated level.

ZERENG relative accuracy of the root determination, used in

INTER2.

ISCAN parameter to determine the subroutine to be used In looking

for eigenvalues by PICKUP:

= 0, EVALUE is used.

= 1, BRAKET is used (not implemented as yet).

ILOWS(i) used in the original version of the program to indicate if

Lb'wdin contraction of the secular matrix is done:

= 1 if It Is done.

= 0 otherwise.

In MSXALPHA, Lb'wdin contraction is not used, and hence the

elements of this array are set to 0 in INDATA.
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MAVER parameter to determine whether potential or density is aver-

aged in the iterative SCF procedure, as described in Sec-

tion 5.2:

= 0 if potential is averaged.

= 1 if density is averaged.

ISTER this parameter determines the mode of the present run of the

program:

= 0 for initial calculations.

= 1 for SCF calculations.

(27) COMMON /WLSC/

NMS = MIMB*MIS where MIMB and MIS are defined in

Appendix D.3.1.

LSC logical variable that determines whether a LSCR is being

recalculated:

= .TRUE, if it is.

= .FALSE, otherwise.

IPR index of the LSCR just recalculated.

(28) BLANK COMMON BLOCK

The blank common block contains the arrays that are dynamically

allocated in the DCA scheme described in Appendix D.3.1- In the following

list, the array indices are also indicated using the notation of

Appendix D.3.1.

IWA(is) = 1 if the is specie corresponds to region III.

= 0 otherwise.
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LM(ls)

NAT(is)

B(is)

maximum value of the partial wave index H for the is

specie.

number of atoms of the is specie.

radius of sphere of the is specie. Read in A and conver-

ted to a.u.

XINIT(is) practical zero on the logarithmic scale (x = In r), for

atomic spheres or practical infinity for region III. Calcu-

lated in PREPOT.

IXM(is)

NB(is)

= NB(is) + 2.

number of integration points for MT spheres and region III.

Calculated in PREPOT.

NL(is) number of mesh points needed in calculating the density and

potential in the initial calculations.

AW(is) distance between centre of sphere corresponding to specie

"is" and the origin of the molecular coordinate system.

CVA(is) electronic charge inside the atomic sphere or outside the

Watson sphere.

RNYU(is) number of atoms belonging to specie "is".

ZZ(is) the atomic number of specie "is".

IGD(is) index of the first atom belonging to specie "is".

RINOUT(is) practical zero for atomic spheres, or practical infinity for

region III. Used in PREPOT.

ALPOUT(is) a value for atomic spheres and region III. Used in PREPOT.
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DENSFE(is) electronic charge in atomic spheres and region III. Used in

DENSTY.

FNRMLZ(is) used in normalizing partial-wave charge distributions in

DENSTY.

NAMSCE(is)

ALP(i)

a two-letter symbol for specie "is".

.', NSP, it is read in as the exchange
1/3;

for 1 = I, 2,

coefficient a, and stored as i- 6a | „ | I . For

i = NSP + 1, it is the weighted average of the foregoing

quantities used for region II.

VDIFFM(i' maximum change in potential between consecutive iterations

for the atomic species and region III (i = 1, 2, ...NSP),

and region II (i = NSP + 1). Used in MAIN.

ISG(i) used in INPOTL to indicate the form of the initial atomic

orbltals for the i real specie (i = 1, 2, ..., NIG):

= 1 if the AOs are in an STO basis.

= 2 if they are in a GTO basis.

= 3 if they are numerical.

LMAX(i)

FCHRGE(i)

TCHRGE(i)

EVl(ie)

maximum value of the orbital quantum number Jl used in the A0

basis of the i real specie (i = 1, 2, ..., NIG). Used in

INPOTL.

frozen-core charge of the i real specie (i = 1, 2,

...NIG). Used in INPOTL.

total charge of the i real specie (i = 1, 2, ...:, NIG).

Used in INPOTL.

perturbational estimate of the ie eigenvalue calculated in

PERTE.
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EV2(ie) ie eigenvalue from the previous iteration.

EV3(ie) ie eigenvalue in the present iteration.

IRGl(ie) IR of the ie eigenvalue.

EV(ie) ie eigenvalue^ measured from absolute zero on the energy

scale.

IRG(ie) IR of the ie' eigenvalue.

CNDV(ie) shift in potential for the ie eigenvalue used in the

perturbational normalization of the wave function. Defined

in PERTN and used in DENSTY.

CNDE(ie) shift of ie eigenvalue due to a change in potential, used

in perturbational normalization. Determined in PERTN and

used in DENSTY.

OCCUP(ie) number of electrons occupying the ie level.

EDELT(ie) energy mesh width for the ie level, used in the

calculation of eigenvalues by EVALUE.

th
FD(ie) acceleration factor for the ie level, used in the least

LSCR scheme (see Section 5.3.4).

FDl(ie) initial value of FD(ie)

OCET(le) = OCCUP(ie), the occupation of the ie level.

AVVT(ie) value of A W after the ie level has been recalculated in

the LSCP. scheme.

DPM(ie) maximum deviation in the charge density of the ie level.

Used in the LSCR scheme.
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arrays containing master indices for the random access files

TAPE3, TAPE4 and TAPE8 respectively. Used by the system

routine OPENMS in subroutine MAIN.

CQ(ia) coefficient of Q used in the calculation of V
13. 1 J.

(Equation (3.3.18)).

QQ(ia) residual charge Q. (= nuclear charge - electronic charge)
13

inside an atomic sphere or outside the Watson sphere

(defined in Equation (3.3.20)).

IDG(ia)

NWF(ir)

index of specie to which atom ia belongs.

th
number of symmetrized basis functions in the ir IR. It is

the maximum value of the index "if" for this IR, and deter-

mines the dimension of the symmetrized secular matrix.

NWFA(ir)

ND(ir)

NPOLE(ir)

MPOLE(ir)

NTM(ir)

IGG(ir)

same as above but for the case when LSwdin contraction is

used.

dimension of the ir IR.

order of the MTZ pole of the symmetrized secular determinant
th

corresponding to the ir IR.

parity of the MTZ pole for the ir IR

number of roots belonging to the ir IR.

th
used in EGNVLS:

= 1 if root search is made for the ir"" IR.

= 0 otherwise.
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CABDUL(il) used in MATE to store values of the Wronskian needed to

remove the atomic poles from the secular determinant as

described in Section 5.3.3.1:

= value of Wronskian if eigenvectors are not calculated.

= 1 otherwise.

EX(U) diagonal matrix element of the unsymmetrized secular matrix.

Used in MATE.

ANM array containing the names of atomic species. Used in

INPOTL.

RWF(U.is) radial wave function at MT sphere. Calculated in DTRMNT

using DLOGDR.

TD(i£,is) unnormalized partial-wave charge density in atomic sphere.

Used ii. DENSTY.

ET(i,ir) i mesh point for the ir IR used in the root search mesh

(Section 5.3.3.3).

NT(ie) mesh index of the ie root.

RCD(j,ia) coordinates of ia sphere, read in A (INDATA) and converted

into a.u. (PREPOT). j = 1, 2, 3 refers to ji, y, z, respec-

tively.

IR(la,ia') used for RM(i) as RM(IR(ia, ia')) = distance between spheres

ia and ia'. Needed in DTRMNT.

AD(ia,ia') internuclear distances between atoms ia and ia' (in a.u.).

th
DETP(ir.j) value of determinant for the ir IR at lower (j = 1) and

higher (j = 2) mesh points.
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ANN(ir,j) last diagonal element of determinant for the ir IR at

lower (j = 1) and higher (j = 2) mesh points', after Gaussian

elimination.

DET(ir,j) value of secular determinant for the ir IR at lower

(j = 1) and higher (j » 2) mesh points. Calculated in

DTRMNT using GAUS or EIGEN.

WRONSK(is,iA,j) Wronskian of radial wave function and Bessel function at

lower (j = 1) and higher (j = 2) mesh points. Calculated in

DTRMNT.

BES3(i,ia,ia') modified spherical Bessel function i (for E < V ), or

spherical Bessel function j (for E > V T I ) - Calculated

DTRMNT using BESHAN. The index i represents the values

I = 0, 1, 2 , 2 X , wher
max

of the partial-wave index used.

= 0, 1, 2 , 2 i , where SL is the maximum value
max max

HAN3(i,ia,ia') modified spherical Hankel function of the first kind k

(for E < V ), or spherical Neumann function n (for
II X

E > V-._). The index i has the same meaning as for BES3

above.

RMIN(i) the minimum value of the radial variable for the i atom

(i = 1, 2, NIG) is calculated in PREPOT using

RMIN(i)/ZZ(i) as an initial estimate (in a.u.). ZZ(i) is

the atomic number of the i atom.

NDG(ir) degeneracy (dimension) of the ir IR.

IGF(ir,k) = 1, calculate determinant and related quantities for ir

IR

= 0, skip calculation-
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Z 2 2
4-rer Rjj(r). where R. is the radial

part of the wave function. Calculated in DENSTY.

DFC(imb,is) density of the frozen-core levels. Calculated in INPOTL or

read in by IDUMP.

SGMO(irab,is) electron density used in calculating the potential. If

MAVER = 1 , it is calculated as a weighted mean of itself and

the density from the present iteration SGMP i.e.,

SGMO = F*SGMO + (1-F)*SGMP where 0 < F < 1.

RG(imb,is) the radial mesh points in a.u.

VV(imb,is) potential energy relative to A W . Calculated in INPOTL or

POTENT.

PT(imb,is) charge density in atomic spheres and region III.

VOLD(imb,is) old potential.

VVO(imb,is) temporary storage for potential. Used in PERTN.

LQN(i) i-value of i spherical harmonic.

LMDEX(i) = A(i+1) + m+1 for i1" spherical harmonic.

LABAT(i) label of atom to which the i spherical harmonic belongs.

INIT(ia) initial row (column) of matrix elements of the unsymmetrized
th

secular matrix corresponding to ia atom.

LAST(ia) final row (column) of matrix elements of the unsymmetrized
th

secular matrix corresponding to ia atom.
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RL

VTA

VTB

VTC

VTD

P

work areas used in various subroutines of the program.

RGO(iml,is) radial meshes used in the initial calculations. It is cal-

culated in PREPOT and used in INPOTL.

LMOM(id) A-value of the id spherical harmonic.

MMOM(id) m-value of the id spherical harmonic.

LB(id) values of Jt(A+l) + m + 1 after renumbering the spherical

harmonics to exclude those not used in calculating the

matrix elements.

RM(k) = B(k) for k = 1, 2, NSP.

= 0 for k = NSP + 1.

= R for k = (NSP+1) + 1, (NSP+1) + 2 (NSP+1)

+ NDL, where R , = distance between the a and b spheres.

BES2(i,k) two-dimensional storage for BES3. i represents values of

I = 0, 1, 2,

RM above.

, (2i + 1 ) and k has same meaning as for
max °

HAN2(i,k) two-dimensional storage for HAN3. The indices i and k are

the same as for BES2 above.

BLOG(lH,is) logarithmic derivative of BES2 at sphere boundary. Calcu-

lated in DTRMNT using LOGBH.

HLOG(U.is) logarithmic derivative of HAN2.

RL0G(iA,is) logarithmic derivative of RWF at sphere boundary. Calcu-

lated in DTRMNT using DLOGDR.
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EX(i)
th

i energy mesh point. Calculated and used in BRUTE and

EVALUE.

EXMINI(i) minimum value of energy scanned by BRUTE.

EXMAXI(i) maximum value of energy scanned.

EMSHO(I) energy mesh width for scanning by BRUTE.

IEXSYM(i) label of IR for which the search for eigenvalue is done by

BRUTE.

INITA(ia,ir)

LASTA(ia.ir)

LQNA(i.ir)

LMDEXA(i.ir)

LABATA(i,ir)

ISPA(ir,if,ih)

These quantities are calculated in subroutine REDUCE, and

are the reduced quantities (see Appendix F) corresponding

to INIT, LAST, LQN, LMDEX, LABAT and ISP respectively, for
th

the ir IR. "i" is the index of a spherical harmonic.

COEF(ir,if,ih) coefficient of symmetrized basis function.

ISP(ir,if,ih) specification for sequentially arranged spherical harmonics.

LQ(ir,if) X-value of if symmetrized function i.i the ir IR.

NMSP(ir,if) species index for the symmetrized function.

NCF(ir,if) number of spherical harmonics in the if symmetrized func-

tion.
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APPENDIX G

INPUT AND TEST RUNS FOR MS^CALPHA

G.I. INPUT

In this section we describe the input of MSXALPHA, by giving a

detailed explanation of the variables on the input data cards. Some vari-

ables are set to the specified default values when they are not given on the

data cards•

Card 1. MIS, MIR, MIA, MIL, MIE, MIMB, MI, MIML, MLATMAX,

MNDL, M200, MNSERCH, MLASNTA, MIF, MIH,

FORMAT(15I4)

These parameters represent the dimensions of the dynamically

allocated arrays, as described in the DCA scheme in

Appendix 0.3>l•

Card 2. INCG

FORMAT(316)

This parameter is needed in the DCA scheme to allocate core

using the CDC system routine CHNGEX, as described in

Appendix D.3.1.

Card 3. IPRIN1, IPRIN2,

IPRN18

FORMAT(18I3)

IPRIN9, IPRN10, IPRN11,

These variables are used to control the amount of printed

output. They are stored in COMMON/PRINTS/ and their func-

tions are described in Appendix F.
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Card k. ID, NSP, IMXW, ITERMX, ISTER, IWRITE

FORMAT(6I3)

ID the index of the symmetry group to be treated. It takes one

of the values 1-26, respectively, for the groups:

C6 \ D3 °4 D6

C2v C3v °4v C6v C2h C3h C4h

NSP

D,, D D D D D D D
2h 3h 4h 6h 2v 3v 4v 6v

Td °h

number of different species (cf. Section 3.3), including the

Watson sphere.

IMXW ••• number of integration points in region III + 2- The number

of integration points is given by (lnR^-lnR )/XDEL, where R^

is the practical infinity, R is the radius of the Watson
w

sphere and XDEL is the mesh width in logarithmic space

(cf. Card 5). R is chosen such that the charge outside it

is practically zero.

ITERMX maximum number of iterations allowed for the present run.

ISTER the control variable that determines the mode of the present

run of the program:

= 0 for initial calculations (see Appendix D.3.2).

= 1 for the self-consistent field calculations (see

Appendix D.3.3).

IWRITE controls writing on file #2 (TAPE 2) by IODUMP:

0, do not write.
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= 1, write intermediate results after all but the first

iteration.

= 2, write intermediate results only after the last iteration

of the present run. Intermediate results include the frozen-

core charge density, potential (for MAVER=0) or total charge

density (for MAVER=1), iteration counter and number of roots.

In addition, for each root, the following quantities are

written on file #2: (1) IR label, (2) perturbational esti-

mate of the root for the next iteration, (3) value of the

root in the previous iteration and (4) its value in the pre-

sent iteration.

N.B. If convergence is attained, the self-consistent results are written on

file #2 if IWRITE > 0.

Card 5. ZSF, EFD, THR, XDEL

FORMAT(4E16.8)

ZSF the negative of the ionic charge of the molecule (the stabi-

lizing field charge Z,_).

EFD amount by which the perturbational estimates are shifted in

setting up the search mesh. It is equal to the quantity 6,

described in Section 5.2. 6 should be a small fraction (—-)

of (e!j+1 ~ e?), where e^ is the perturbational estimate of

the I root.

THR half of the width bracketing the MT zero. If it is not spe-

cified on the card then it is set to the default value of

0.001.

XI»EL increment of x = In r, where r is the radial distance. If it

Is noc specified then the default value of 0.0625 is used.
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Cards 6.1, 6.2 6.N, where N = 1 + NIG/4 and NIG = NSP-1

(RMIN (I) = 1, NIG)

FORMAT(4E16.8)

RMIN(I) is used to determine the minimum value of the radial
th

variable for integration for the I specie. The minimum

value is set equal to RMIN(I)/ZZ(I), where ZZ(I) is the atom-

ic number. Note that this value may be modified in PREPOT so

as to make one of the radial mesh points coincide with the

atomic sphere boundary. The default value of this variable

is 0.018. With this value of RMIN(I), and with

XDEL = 0.0625, the radial mesh used is approximately equal to

that used by C. Froese Fischer in her MCHF72 program [G.I].

Card 7. F, DIVCHK, PAR, THRSH

FORMAT (4E16.8)

F initial value of the weighting factor for the old potential

(or density). The default value is 0.9. Note that F may be

changed in MAIN as the iteration proceeds.

DIVCHK parameter for divide check used in GAUS and EIGEN. The de-

fault value is 10- 1 0.

PAR criterion for an exact root in EGNVLS. The default value is

THRSH criterion for the convergence of the energy levels in MAIN.

The default value is 10~3 .

Card 8. ISCAN, MAVER, IZRENG

FORMAT(3I3)

ISCAN parameter to determine which subroutine is used to find the

eigenvalues:

0, EVALUE is used.
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= 1, BRAKET is used,

mented in MSXALPHA.

However, this option is not yet imple-

MAVER parameter to determine whether potential or density is aver-

aged in the iteration procedure:

0, potential is averaged.

= 1, density is averaged.

IZRENG parameter to define the required accuracy of roots (eigen-

values) as found by INTER2. Let EP and EN denote the values

of energy for which the secular determinant is positive and

negative, respectively. Interpolation fcr the root is ended

when the condition

EP-EN
EP

< 10
IZRENG

is fulfilled. The default value is IZRENG = -7.

Card 9. AVSHFT, EFDNRM

FORMAT(2E16.8)

AVSHFT is used to evaluate the shift of potential in the. perturba-

tive calculation of the normalization constant. For the i

eigenvalue, the shift is given by

AV MAX(e ,AW)*SIGN(AVSHFT,(AVV-e .)

where e is the eigenvalue and A W is the MT zero.

EFDNRM the bracketing interval for calculation of the perturbed

eigenvalue, using subroutine BRAKET when ISCAN = 1. As men-

tioned above, this option is not yet implemented in MSXALPHA.

The variable is not needed if EVALUE is used (ISCAN = 0).
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The next two sets of data cards are needed only if ISTER = 0.

Card 10. NSERCH

F0RMAT(I3)

NSERCH is the number of energy searches carried out by subroutine

BRUTE. For each search, the symmetry of the root and the

energy search interval and mesh are specified on the follow-

ing cards.

Cards 11.1, 11.2, , 11.NSERCH.

(IEXSYM(I), EXMINI(I), EXMAXI(I), EMSHO(I), 1=1, NSERCH)

F0RMAT(I4,3E16.8)

IEXSYM(I)

EXMINI(I)

EXMAXI(I)

EMSHO(I)

label of the IR of eigenvalues looked for in the I search.

th
the lower bound of the I search.

the upper bound of the I search.

th
The width of the energy subintervals of the search in the I

energy interval. Each energy interval is divided into a set

of subintervals defined by the series EXMINI, EXMINI+EMSHO,

EXMINI+2EMSH0, EXMAXI. EMJHO should be a small fraction

(~ 1/5) of the energy separation of the roots. The latter

can be estimated by plotting the secular determinant across

the energy Interval. The value of the secular determinant of

symmetry IEXSYM is then computed at the ends of each subin-

terval. If a change in the sign of the determinant is de-

tected, interpolation for an eigenvalue is done.

The following four sets of data cards are needed only if ISTER = 1.

Card 12. ICURR

FORMAT(13)
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ICURR the number of energy levels to be evaluated in the self-

consistent field calculations. Information about these

levels is given on the following cards.

Cards 13.1, 13.2, 13,ICURR

(IRG(I), OCCUP(I), EDELT(I), EV(I), 1 = 1 , ICURR)

FORMAT (14, F4.1, F8.4, F16.8)

IRG(I)

OCCUP(I)

EDELT(I)

EV(I)

label of the IR of the I level.

th
number of electrons occupying the I level

th
energy width by which the search interval for the I root is

1
subdivided. The width should be a small fraction (~ ~) of

the estimated energy separation determined from values of

EV(I) below.

th
estimate of the I eigenvalue, usually determined from the

results of a previous run with ISTER = 0.

Card 14. DE, DEL, MD, Z2, JC

F0RMAT(2E16.8, 14, E16.8, 14)

These variables are stored in COMMON/ABDOA/ and are described

in Appendix F. Recommended values are as follows:

DE - should be chosen such that (DE/MD) is a fraction of the

root separation. An estimate of the latter may be obtained

from the run with ISTER = 0.

DEL - should be <10~3 Ryd.

MD - should be ~10- 5.

Z2 - should be ~10-5.
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JC - should be > the number of roots under consideration-

Cards 15.1, 15.2 ., 15.N, N = l+MIE/4.

(FD1(I), I = 1, MIE)

F0RM'T(4E16.8)

FD1(I) initial value of the acceleration factor for the I level,

used in the least self—consistent root scheme described in

Section 5.3.4. MIE is the number of levels treated.

Cards 16.1, 16.2 , 16.N, N = l+NSP/8.

(NAMSCE(I), LM(I), IWA(I), 1 = 1 , NSP)

F0RMAT(8(2X,A2,2I2))

NAMSCE(I) a two-letter symbol for the I specie (used in printouts).

LM(I) maximum value of the partial-wave index, X, for the I

specie.

IWA(I) parameter to specify whether the I specie is a real atom or

the Watson sphere:

= 0, real atom.

= 1 , Watson sphere.

Cards 17.1, 17.2, 17.NSP.

(ZZ(I), B(I), ALP(I), I = 1, NSP)

F0RMAT(3E16.8)

ZZ(I) atomic number of the I specie. Use 0.0 for the Watson

sphere.

th *
B(I) radius of the I sphere in A . Note that this is converted

to a.u. in INDATA.

* 1 A = 0.1 nm
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ALP(I) the exchange potential coefficient a.

Cards 18.1, 18.2, , 18.NSP.

(RCD(I,J), I = 3), J = 1, NSP)

F0RMAT(3E16.8)

RCD(I,J) I cartesian coordinate in A of the centre of the sphere for

the J specie (including the Watson sphere1, if present).

Card 19. (IRU(I), 1 = 1 , NSYM)

FORMAT(18I4)

th
IRU(I) = 1 if the I IR is needed.

= 0 otherwise.

NSYM is the total number of IRs of the symmetry group',

obtained from group theory tables.

The remaining data cards are only needed if ISTER = 0.

Card 20. LNAO

F0RMAT(L5)

LNAO a logical variable that determines whether the initial atomic

orbitals are numerical or not

= .TRUE, if they are.

= .FALSE, otherwise.

Cards 21 to 28 are only needed if NAOs are used. The HFS method is used to

generate the NAOs, which are then stored on file #8 (TAPE8J, to be subse-

quently read by INPOTL.
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Card 21. (BAR(I), I = 1, 9)

FORMAT(9A4)

BAR array containing the title of the problem- The first sixteen

characters of the title will be stored in file #8 for identi-

fication.

Card 22. IZ, ION, NORB, IDEP

FORMAT(4I3)

IZ atomic number.

ION

NORB

ionicity = atomic number - number of electrons.

number of orbitals.

IDEP

Card 23.

NP

NOTAIL

= 0, standard option (many variables are initialized to their

default values). •••

= 1, initial potential is given on data cards.

= 2, convergence criteria of the SCF iterations (in the atom-

ic HFS calculations) may be set different from their default

values.

= 3, combines features of IDEP = 1 and IDEP = 2.

NP, NOTAIL, IPRINT, ALPHA, SFERAD

FORMAT(3I3, 2F10.6)

number of integration points (NP<251).

= 1, the Latter tail correction (cf. Section 5.3.6.3) for the

potential is not used.
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= 0, the correction is used.

IPRINT = 1, the orbital energies are printed after each iteration.

= 0, they are not printed.

ALPHA the exchange potential coefficient.

SFERAD radius of the MT atomic sphere of the calculated atom (in A ) .

Use the value 0.0 when running the program with MSXA = 0 (see

Card 28).

The next two cards are not needed if IDEP = 0 or IDEP =1.

Card 24. NES, NITER, K

FORMAT(3I3)

NES maximum number of trials allowed to adjust the orbital energy

in subroutine RESLS.

NITER maximum number of the SCF iterations.

K if non-zero, then modification of the default values is re-

quested.

If K *0, the next card is needed.

Card 25. PAS, TEST, TESTE, TESTV, TESTY, Rl

FORMAT(6E12.5)

PAS increment of x = In r.

TEST relative accuracy of the orbital energy in subroutine RESLS.

TESTE criterion of relative accuracy of eigenvalues.
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TESTV criterion of relative accuracy of potential.

TESTY criterion of absolute accuracy of radial functions.

Rl the minimum value of the radial variable is set equal to

Rl/IZ. The value may be slightly modif.'ed so as to make one

of the radial mesh points coincide with the MT sphere radius

SFERAD.

Cards 26.1, 26.2 26.NORB.

(EN(I), NQN(I), NQL(I), FNE(I), 1 = 1 , NORB)

FORMAT(E12.5, 211, F6.0)

EN(I) estimate of the orbital energy in a.u. for the I level.

NQN(I) principal quantum number n.

NQL(I) orbital quantum number SL.

FNE(I) number of electrons in the I orbital.

If IDEP = 1 or IDEP = 3 (cf. Card 22), Cards 27, containing the initial

potential, are needed.

Cards 27.1, 27.2, , 27.L, L = l+NP/8

(DV(IJ, I = 1, NP)

F0RMAT(8F9.4)

DV(I) the initial potential multiplied by the radial variable r.

Card 28. IRM, INS, NPUN, MSXA

FORMAT(4I1,I3)

IRM if IREM t 0 then the values of the integrals

Kn^.n^.NM) = f %^ (r ̂ ( o / V
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are calculated. Values of n ,JL ,n-,Jl,, and NM are given on

the next cards.

INS if INS / 0, then the radial functions are printed.

NPUN if NPUN * o, then the self-consistent potential multiplied by

r is punched on file #7 (TAPE7).

MSXA if MSXA = 1, then the data for the MSXa molecular calcula-

tions will be prepared on file #8 (TAPE8).

Cards 21 to 28 are repeated for each unique atom of the molecule. The decks

of data cards for the atoms are ordered in the same way as the species. The

default values that are assigned to some of the parameters in Cards 21 to 28

are as follows:

N
ALPHA =1.0 TESTE = 5.OE-6 TESTY = 1.0E-5

TESTV = 1.0E-4 TEST = 1.0E-6 NES = 1 5

NITER = 5 0 Rl 0.018 PAS = 0.0625

NP = 251

Note that, with the default values of Rl and PAS, the radial mesh is similar

to that used in the MCHF program by C. Froese Fischer [G.1.G.2].

Three blank, cards are needed to terminate the data for the atomic

HFS calculations:

Card 29. Blank

Card 30. Blank

Card 31. Blank
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Cards 32 specify which of the atomic orbitals are frozen in the MSXa molecu-

lar calculations- There are NATOMS cards (one for each atom), where NATOMS

is the total number of atoms.

Cards 32.1, 32.2, 32.NATOMS.

(IFZO(I, IATOM), 1 = 1 , NORB)

FORMAT(18I4)

th
IFZO(I,IATOM) = 1 if the I orbital of atom IATOM is to be treated as

part of the frozen core in the MSXa calculations.

= 0 if the orbital will contribute to the valence electron

density.

We note here that the atomic HFS part of the program requires the following

sequential files:

file Hi (TAPE1) work file,

file #3 (TAPE3) work file.

file #7 (TAPE7) contains the self-consistent potential multiplied by r (for

NPUN * 0).

file #8 (TAPE8) contains the atomic orbitals for use in the MSXa molecular

calculations.

Card 33. (ISG(I), 1 = 1 , NIG)

F0RMAT(18I4)

ISG(I) = 1 if the atomic orbitals of the I specie are in an STO

basis.

= 2 if they are in a GTO basis.

= 3 if they are numerical.
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For the STO case, the i atomic orbital of symmetry X is expanded as

follows [G.3]:

iXa iXp

where a labels the individual members of a degenerate set that transforms

according to the representation X (X corresponds to the quantum number H).

In the above expansion, p refers to the p basis function and the expansion

coefficients C are independent of a. The Slater-type basis functions
iXp

X , are given by
pXa

(
pXa

= R (r)Y (
Xp Xa.

n +J

"C, r

where Y are spherical harmonics', TI, > \+l, and the exponent C is deter-
Xa \p \p

mined to give the optimum energy.

For the GTO case [G.4] the above expansion still applies, except now R has

the Gaussian form

2n +1 n +i
Xp - Xp

cxp

'Xp

No other data cards are needed if the AOs are numerical. In this case, the

remaining data are read from file #8. In the case of analytical orbitals,

the following data cards are needed.

Card 34. (LMAX(I), 1 = 1 , NIG)

F0RMAT(18I4)

LMAX(I) maximum value of the orbital quantum number & used in the AO
th

basis of the I real specie.
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Card 35. (SPDF(I), X = 1,4)

FORMAT(4A4)

SPDF(I) spectroscopic symbol for the orbital quantum number

1 = 1 - 1 .

The cards from this point on contain information that is specie

dependent. Thus they are read in subsets in a DO-loop with the index N,

which runs over the real species i.e., N = 1,2, ...., NIG. Below we present

one such subset:

Card 36. (ANM(K.N), K = 1,4), NQN(N), ISPD(N)

FORMAT(4A4,214)

ANM(K,N) name of atom of the N real specie.

th
NQ(N) spin multiplicity of the N specie.

ISPD(N) total value of L + 1 for the N specie, where L is the

total orbital angular momentum quantum number of the atom.

Card 37. (NMAX(N,K), K = 1, LM1), (NZT(N.K), K = 1, LM1)

where LM1 = LMAX(N) + 1

F0RMAT(18l4)

NMAX(N,K) maximum value of (n-X), where n is the principal quantum

number for the value of K = A + 1. As an illustration,

consider the Mn atom, which ha? the electronic configuration

Is22s22p63s23p64s23d5 . Values of NMAX are then determined

as follows:

maximum
value of n

4
3
3

maximum
value of (n-J!.)

4
2
1

NMAX(N.K)
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NZT(N.K) number of £s used to compute the AO with the 1-value of K-l,

i.e., the number of basis functions for 1=K-1.

The following cards are a nested subset of the N subset, and are

dependent upon the orbital quantum number 1. They are read in a nested

DO-loop with the running index I where I goes over all the 1-values of the
th

N real specie, i.e., I = 1, 2, ...., LM1.

Card 38. (ENG(N,I,K), K = 1, NMAXI)

where NMAXI = NMAX(N,I)

FORMAT(4E16.8)

ENG(N,I,K) K (where K = n-A) atomic orbital energy (in a.u.) of sym-

metry 1 = 1 - 1 belonging to an atom of specie N. These

levels are placed in increasing order for each symmetry 1.

Card 39.

IORB(N,I,K)

(IORB(N,I,K), K = 1, NZTI)

where NZTI = NZT(N,I)

FORMAT(18I4)

th
value of the principal quantum number, n, used for the K

basis function of symmetry 1 = 1 - 1 belonging to an atom of

specie N.

Cards 40.1, 40.2, , 40.M, M = 1 + NZTI/4

(ZET(N,I,K), K = 1, NZTI)

FORMAT(4E16.8)

ZET(N,I,K) value of exponent Q for the K basis function of symmetry

1 = 1 - 1 belonging to an atom of specie N. The order must

be the same as in I0RB(M,I,K).

Card 41. (NQQ(N,I,K), K = 1, NMAXI)

FORMAT(18I4)
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NQQ(N,I,K) value of the principal quantum number, n, used for the K

AO of symmetry .1 = 1 - 1 and which belongs to an atom of

specie N. The NQQ art put in increasing order.

Card 42. (IFZ(N,I,K), K = 1, NMAXI)

FORMAT(18I4)

IFZ(N,I,K) = 1 if the K AO of symmetry A = I - 1 belonging to an atom

of specie N is a frozen-core orbital.

= 0 otherwise

The order corresponds to that of NQQ(N,I,K) and ENG(N,I,K).

Card 43. (NELC(N,I,K), K = 1, NMAXI)

FORMAT(18I4)

NELG(N,I,K) number of electrons occupying the K AO of symmetry

1 = 1 - 1 on an atom of specie N. The sequence is the same

as that of NQQ(N,I,K) and ENG(N,I,K).

The remaining data cards are read in through yet another nested

DO-loop, which runs over the AOs with index J (J = 1,2, .....NMAXI).

Cards 44.1, 44.2, 44.M, M = 1 + NZTI/4

(COEFF(NNI,K,J), K = 1, NZTI)

where NNI = N + 5*(I-1).

FORMAT(4E16.8)

COEFF(NNI,K,J) SCF coefficient of the K basis function in the J AO of

symmetry SL = I - 1 and that belongs to an atom of specie N.

We note here that, in the original version of the program, these coeffi-

cients were stored in a four-dimensional array COEFF(N,I,K,J). Since the

CDC computer does not handle arrays of dimensions higher than three, these

coefficients are compacted into a three-dimensional array, as shown above.
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Finally, as a useful guide, we present below a list of subprograms

where the various data cards are read:

TEST RUNS

Data

1

3

21

28

33 •

Cards

- 2

- 19

20

- 27

- 31

32

- 44

Subprogram

MSXA

INDATA

MAIN

INSLS

CDSLS

MSINPT

INPOTL

G.2

In this section, we present two sample calculations on manganese

tetroxide, MnO,, (the permanganate ion) to illustrate the two running modes

of MSXALPHA. The required sets of data are given and also parts of the

printed output, with brief explanations. Note that good agreements have

been obtained with previous calculations [13].

The permanganate ion has tetrahedral symmetry (point group T ) ,
d

with the oxygen atoms at the corners of a tetrahedron and the manganese atom

at its centre. The MnO, data are the same as those used by Katsuki et

al. [13] and are summarized below:

the Mn - 0 distance = 1.59 A.

the radii of the MT spheres are 0.92 A for Mn and 0.67 A for 0.

Thus the Watson sphere radius is 2.26 A.

- the exchange potential coefficient, a, is 0.712 for Mn and 0.744

for 0. The value of a for region III is the same as that of 0,

whereas for region II it is the weighted average of the Mn and 0

values.
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- for Mn, the Is, 2s and 2p levels are taken to be part of the

frozen core. For 0, only the Is level is frozen.

- a otabilizing-field charge equal to one electronic charge is

spread over the surface of the Watson sphere, to stabilize the

ion.

- in the MT composite partial-wave expansion of the wave function,

the maximum number of partial waves used for the various spheres

are Si = 3 for Mn and the Watson sphere, and Z = 1 for 0.
max max

Example 1. Initial Calculations (ISTER = 0).

The input data used for this example are given in Table G-2/1.

The main steps in this mode (described in Appendix D.3.2) are summarized

below:

- preparation of the atomic orbitals used to generate the initial

molecular potential. In this run, numerical atomic orbitals are

used and are calculated by the HFS method.

- determination of the molecular energy levels.

Parts of the printed output for this example are shown in Fig-

ure G—1, and a brief description of some of the important features is given

below:

A - Data check (MSXA): parameters used in the dynamic core allocation

scheme are printed. If core allocation is successful, the

location of the first word of the new working storage (IFW) and

the remaining space available for working storage (ISP) are also

printed.

B - Data Check (INDATA): display of input data.
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C - Information about the calculated system: printed by PREPOT when

IPRN10 = 1.

D - Information about the atomic HFS calculations.

E - Data for the MSXcc program: part of file #8, containing data

pertaining to the atomic energy levels and the numerical atomic

orbitals, is shown.

F - Data Check (INPOTL): some of the atomic data read from file #8 is

displayed.

G - The number of frozen-core electrons and the total number of

electrons of the molecule calculated by the numerical integration

of the corresponding charge densities is printed by IODUMP.

H - Radii of atomic spheres in which the integrated molecular density

equals the atomic number are printed by INPOTL. This information

may be used to determine the MT sphere radii by the method of

Norman [66]•

I - The variables here are printed by INPOTL and have the following

meaning:

TOTNE total number of electrons.

ENE (1st line) number of electrons inside the Watson sphere.

SN number of electrons outside the Watson sphere (re-

gion III).

K specie index.

CVAK number of electrons inside atomic sphere of specie

K.

ENE (last line) number of electrons in region II.
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QQ the effective charges of atomic spheres.

VC3 contribution to the constant potential in region

II due to the charge In region III.

A W the constant potential in region II.

J - Order of the MTZ pole of the symmetrized secular determinants,

printed by OPOLE. The floating point numbers are the values ob-

tained numerically, with the nearest integers shown on the right.

K - Information about the search for eigenvalues, printed by BRUTE.

L - Information about interpolation for eigenvalues, printed by

INTER2.

M - Eigenvalues found by BRUTE.

Example 2. SCF Calculations (ISTER = 1).

The input data for this example are shown in Table G-2/2. In this

mode, the Initial molecular potential (determined from a previous run with

ISTER = 0) is read in and used to evaluate the molecular eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions. The eigenfunctions are then used to generate a new molecu-

lar potential, and the process is repeated to convergence (for details see

Appendix D.3.3).

Parts of the printed output for this run are chown in Figure G-2,

and again we give a brief description of the main features:

A - See Txample 1.

B - See Example 1•
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C - This information is printed by IODUMP after reading the data from

file #1 (results of previous run with ISTER = 0). The total

electronic charge equals the frozen-core charge plus the sum of

all the energy level occupation numbers.

D - Same as J in Example 1.

E - Perturbational estimates of roots, printed by PERTE.

F - Same as L in Example 1.

G - This information is printed by DENSTY.

H - The partial-wave charge distribution, and the eigenvectors VA and

VC, are printed by DENSTY when IPRIN8 > -1.

I - Energy levels, as found by PICKUP.

J - Maximum deviation in the charge density for each level. This

information is used in the least self-consistent root scheme

described in Section 5.3.4.

K - LSCR, recalculated by PICKUP.

L - The convergent orbital energies.

M - Information about the total energy of molecule or cluster, printed

by ETOTAL. The variables printed have the following meaning:

T = kinetic energy component of the total energy.

UC = electron-electron Coulomb repulsion term.

UX = ex^.nange term.
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UEN = electron—nuclear attraction term.

UNN = nuclear-nuclear repulsion term.

EXA = total cluster energy = T+UC+UX+UEN+UNN
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0

!2 5

1

0

; o

i °
0 : . 0

9

;

0

1 °
; °
i °

M

t "

3
T

0 0

5

1

3

1

3

3

2

3

1

A

0

0

9

1

4

4

j '

0 !

0

3

i

OjO

5

o;

2 .

6 .

2 ( .

6J.
6]'.

4-

ar
0 0

lo|o
i 0 ; c

0 : 0

3i_

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

! -6

0 '; o

9 .5

0 0

0 '

—

ooo
0

0

0

0

0 0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0 0

0 OjO

. - • • " • • • •

)

E

1

0

. 0

. 0

. 0

. 0

. 0

. 0

. 0

OE

OE

OE

OE

0

-

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

1

i

0

1

0 0

. . .

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

9

0

2

0 .

0 .

. 0

- 6

- 4

- 2

- 2

- 1

- 1

- 1

- l ^

0

0

0

E

i -

0

0

0

r

i

. 6

. 5

•I2

. 2

. 3

. 3

. 2

- •

1

2

0

B

1

a
5

5

6

3

.'; 1-9

. ' l

.'A

. 4

X

0

0

0

3

. _

5

_

5

0

1

4

9

2

5

2

1

5

1

0

1

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

l

- - "

i
I

i

0 0

1

<

1

i

J

0 0

1

ao0 C

DATA

0 4

0

0 OE

00 E

0 OZ

0 OE

CARDS

GATfc

-

2 5 0

0 0

- 0 0

- 0 2

0 0

0 0

FOR

TABLE G-2/2

EXAMPLE 2 , PERMANGANATE ION

FORTRAN CODING FORM

3 0

0

0 ..

1

4 to

0, .

0 .

!

inS7HuCTiOf.i

JH rRAN STATEMENT

5 0 2 0 0 '

o o o !

0 0 0 1 |

. . . . . , . r

1

1

1

1

:

o . I O O O O

4 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 E

4 0 0 0 : 0 0 0 0 E

GRAB.nL

4

0

3 0 0 E

0 0

0 0

! 3

n

,0

|

i1
i
I• r
i

1

1

-jo
!°
•0
i

0 2 0

0

. 0 6 2 , 5

i

1

i

" ' ' 1
' ' I

!
4 j9

. U 0 0 [0

. k 0 0 0

C i R D E i ' r i H i i i . • . . •

"Ji«i'^[v'«

12," " r - ^ 1 -

i

. . j . — -

i— j . . . _j

1

:
i

0 0 0 OE 0 0

0 0 00 E 0 0

1

1
1

-

1
1

continued.



TABLE G-2/2 (concluded)

FORTRAN CODING FORM

PACE OF

CARD ei-tCTRO NUMBER

.". ' . " [" . I " ' FORTRAN STATEMENT

0 . 2:5lo 0 0 o[o.O,E 0 2 0 . !9 2 0 0 o'0 00 E ] o 0 o' . 7 I ?. Ol 0 • 0\ 0 O'EI .0 0:

O . I U O O O O O E ' OO~

O . I U O O O O O E ' o o

0 . 0

0 , H 8 0 0 0 0 OE 0 0

lOfM(f,CAf,ON
SEQLtNCt

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

' 0 .

• 1 ° 'l

8

0

0

9

0!

0

1

-

0

6

- •

ooo

0 00

1

0

0

1 '

0 E

OE

i :

0

0

I

0

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

. 6

. 2

. 0

. 9

. 0

7

6

1

0

o-

8

0 0 0

0 00

0 0 0

0

0

0

OE

OE

OE

0

0

0

(

0

0

0

o . o
o.o : -—j

..j.

"T

r "

I T 1

4
I- - - .--4-
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MIS
MIR
MIA
MIL
MIE
MIMB
MI
MIML
MLATMAX=
MND1
M200 =
MNSERCH=
MLASNTA =
HIT
MIH

3
5
6
4
9

150
104
250

30
50

200
4

30
20
12

DATA CHECK (MSXA)

INCG = 4 0 0 0

DYNAMIC ALLOCATION SUCCESSFUL IPW= 15184 ISP= 4 3 2 3 2

»*• .»**«** D A T A CHECK (INDATA) *•**•*•****
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 - 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25 3 49 1 0 1
. 10OOOOOOE+01 .15000000E-01 .1OOOOOOOE-03 .625OO0OOE-O1

0 . 0 .
.9500OO00E+0O .1OOOOOOOE-09 .1OOOOOOOE-05 .10O0OO0OE-02

0 0 0
.50000000E-01 .10000000E-01

ISTER= 0

CALCULATION OF THE INITIAL POTENTIAL; SEARCH FOR THE ENERGY LEVELS

4
1 -.70000000E+01 -.70000000E+00 .50000000E-01
2 -.30000000E+01 -.70000000E+00 .50000000E-01
3 -.50000000E+01 -.70000000E+00 .50000000E-01
A -.20000000E+01 -.70000000E+00 .50000000E-01

MN 3 0 0 1 0 EX 3 1
.25000000E+02 .92OOO00OE+OO .712OOOOOE+OO
.80000000E+01 .67OO0OO0E+OO .744OOOOOE+OO

0. .226OO0O0E+O1 .744OO00OE+OO
0. 0. 0.
.91800000E+00 .918OO0OOE+O0 .91800000E+00

0. 0. 0.
1 1 1 1 1

FIGURE G-l: Parts of the Printed Output for Example 1, Permanganate Ion
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FIGURE G-l (continued)

<r-REPOT> — INFORMATION ABOUT THE CALCULATED SYSTEM

REGION TYPE

NUMBER OF ATOMS
I S IT WATSON SPHERE
LMAX
INITIAL R/A.U.
SPHERE RADIUS/A.U.
# OP MESH PTS (NB)
# OF MESH PTS (NL)
DIST. PROM ORIGIN
EXCHANGE COEFF.

MN

1
0
3

.00075
1.73859

125
189

0.00000
.71200

0

4
0
1

.00244
1.26614

101
189

5.00477
-74400

EX

75-7030?
4.27087

47
183

0.00000
.74400

VOLUME OF THE WATSON SPHERE/AU**3 326 .316006
VOLUME OF REGION II /AU**3 270.293861
EXCH. COEFF. IN REGION I I .737600

COORDINATES AND CENTER LABELS OF ATOMS

0.000000
1.734806
1.734806

-1 .734806
-1 .734806

0.000000
1.734806

-1 .734806
1 .734806

-1.734806

0.000000
1.734806

-t.734806
-1 .734806

1.734806

LABEL

0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

MN
0
0
0
0

3 EX

continued.
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FIGURE G-L (continued)

MN 0 . 7 1 2 HPS

NOMBRE D ITERATIONS 50

PRECISION SUR LES ENERGIES 5.OOE-O6

PONCTIONS D ONDE 1.OOE-05

POTENTIEL 1.OOE-04

L INTEGRATION EST FAITE EM 211 POINTS LE PREMIER EST EGA! A
ET LE PAS A .0625

.0180/25

DANS LE SOUS PROGRAMME RESLS LA PRECISION RELATIVE A OBTENIR SUR L ENERGIE
EST 1 .00E-06 ET LE NOMBRE D ESSAIS 15

IDEP= 0
ALPHA= .712000
NOTAIL= 1
IPRINT= 0
SFERAD= .9200

ORBITALE

1S
2S
2P
3S
3P
3D
4S

OCCUPATION

2.00
2.00
6.00
2.00
6.00
5.00
2.00

ENERGIE DE DEPART

-2.34OOOOE+O2
-2.700000E+01
-2.300000E+01
-3.000000E+00
-2.000000E+00
-2.9OOOOOE-O1
-2.3OOOOOE-O1

R(1 )= 7.4888260E-04

CALCULATION OF DATA FOR THE MSXA PROGRAM

IFZO

ATOM
1
2
2
3
3

1 1 1 0

MN
0
0
1
0
1

3 2
4 0

0.712
2. -234.O9971O/A.U.
?. -26.929146/A.U.

-23-136628/A.U.
-3.C62878/A.U.

975903/A.U.
243910/A.U.
.165990/A.U.

HFS NP= 211 NORB=

6.
2 .
6.
5-
2 .

-1

FROZEN
FROZEN
FROZEN

VALENCE
VALENCE
VALENCE
VALENCE

IFZO 1 0 0

ATOM 0 0.744
1 0 2. -18.9 '0577/A.U.
2 0 2. -.865455/A.U.
2 1 4. -.327995/A.U.

FROZEN
VALENCE
VALENCE

HFS NP= 151 NORB=

PART OF FILE #8 OUTPUT
2 1

MN 0.712
4 2 1

-.23409971E+03 -.26929146E+O2 -.3O628777E+O1 -.16598969E+OO

continued.
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FIGURE G-l (cont inued)

1 1 <
2.0 2.0 2.(

D i

j 2.1
0
D

-.23136628E+02 -.19759O32E+O1
1 A
I U

6.0 6.0
-.24391O44E+OO
0

5-0
0 0.744

2 1
-.1891O577E+O2 -.86545476E+00
1 0

2.0 2.0
-•32799478E+OC
0

A f)

7
211 1 2.0
240.3534257
238-3151134
235-3805028
231.1757049
225.1928883
216.7663018
205.0719442
189.1876695
168.2749530
141.9578959
110.9286840
77.6092836
4 6.3022153
21 .9696023
7.5042828
1 .6002097
.1737384
.0071614
.0000733
.0000001

0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0000000
11 1 2.0
72.0976840
71.4831323
70.5963127
69.3214119
67-4986391
64-9133540
61.2892494
56.2951293

24C
237
234
230
223
215
202
186
164
137
105
72
41
18
6
1

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

-72.
-71 .
-70.
-69-
-67.
-64.
-60.
-55-

)

>.0634309
'.8969001
.7798120
.3179754
.9785711
.0684411
-7406606
.0699984
.2624009
.0726347
.4394738
.1141505
.6417287
.8532737
.0210564
.1660018
.1102682
.0037273
.0000287
.0000000
.0000000
.0000000
,0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000

0103207
3568982
4144697
0607267
1273959
3898409
5615584
3047287

I 239
237
234
229
222
213
200
182
160
132
99
66
37
16
4

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

-71 .
-71 .
-70.
-68.
-66.
-63.
-59.
-54.

.7551209

.4525282

.1420806

.4084595

.6932102

.2758610

.2885105

.8084748

.0976999

.0596936

.8987398

.6970787

.2007266
-0245153
.7650059
.8330419
.O68O341
.0018626
.0000106
.0000000
.0000000
,0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0O00000
0000000

9174143
2227150
2213432
7840707
7359566
8361554
7942162
2649132

i 239
236
233
228
221
211
197
179
155
126
94
61
32
13
3

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

-71 .
-71 .
-70.
-68.
-66.
-63.
-58.
-53-

.4273657

.9804'74

.4651412

.4442720
-3331446
.3842805
.7112159
.4002818
.7820923
.9277786
.3248267
.3827474
.9981358
.4821337
.7163163
•5828422
.0407342
.0008914
.0000037
.0000000
.0000000
,0000000
.0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
oocoooo
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000

8186194
0800952
0161959
4905233
3171142
2508050
9855609
1742057

239
236
232
227
219
209
195
175
151
121
B8
56
29
11
2

0
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

-71 .
-70.
-69.
-68.
-65-
-62.
-58.
-52-

i.0789688
.4788992
.7467145
.4223988
.8945908
.3893585
.0046131
.8430664
.3178234
.6871371
.7375853
.1959424
.0503473
.2210649
.8538366
.3988312
.0236230
.0004075
.0000012
.0000000
.0000000
.0000000
.0000000
.0000000
.0000000
.0000000
. 0000000
.0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000

7135699
9285234
7583333
1791 185
8756119
6322563
1339284
0312195

238
235
231
226
218
207
192
172
146
116
83
51
25
9
2

0.
0.
0.
c.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

-71.
-70.
-69.
-67.
-65.
-61 .
-57.
-50.

.7086644

.9462131

.9844066

.3396958

.3736472

.2867130

. 1646966

.1350183

.7082413
- 3496131
.1582517
.1611663
.3707969
.2325245
.1557454
.2665526
.0132430
.0001774
.0000004
.0000000
.0000000
.0000000
.0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000

601877b
7674545
567OO2B
8488436
4081435
9789387
2376628
B346820

continued.
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FIGURK G-l (cont inued)

* * • • • « * » * * D A T A CHECK (INPOTL) •»**»«***»
3 3
2 1

MN 0.712
4 2 t
-.234O9971E+O3 -.26929146E+02 -.30628777E+01 -.16598969E+OO
1 1 0 0

2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
-.23136628E+02 -.19759O32E+O1 f
1 0

6.0 6.0
-.24391O44E+OO
0

5.0
O 0.744

2 1
-.18910577E+02 -.86545476E+O0

1 0
2 .0 2 .0

-.32799478E+OO
0

4.0
211
211
211
211
211
211
21 1

5
151
151

1 2.0
1 2.0
1 6.0
0 2.0
0 6.0
0 5.0
0 2.0
1 2.0
0 2.0
0 4.0

ELECTRONIC DENSITY FOR ATOM # 1 WHO!:
THE FROZEN-COKE ELECTRONIC CHARGE*
THE INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC DENSITY^

• E ATOMIC SPHERE RADIUS B=
•99999823D+O1
.24999982D+O2

1.73859

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

.00075

.00080

. 00085

.00090

.00096

.00102

.00109

.00116

.00123

.00131

.00140

.00149

.00159

.00169

.00180

.00191

.00204

.00217

.002J1

.00246

.00261

.00?78

.00296

.OO315

.00336

.00357

.00380

.7152364E-O1

.8085144E-01

.91381 50E-01

.1O32659E+OO

.1166753E+O0

.131 801 1E+00

.1488582E+00

.1680868E+00

.1897564E+OC

.2141679E+O0

.2416579E+OO

. 2726019E+0C

.3074188E+00
•3465753E+OO
•39059O5E+OO
.4400413E+00
•4955677E+OO
.557879OE+OO
•6277595E+OO
.7O6O753E+OO
.793781OE+00
.8919259E+OO
.1001662E+O1
.1124249E+O1
. 1261O63E+O1
. 14136OOE+O1
•1583485E+O1

.7062831E-01
•79B3935E-O1
•9023760E-O1
.1O19732E+OO
.1152147E+OO
-13O1513E+OO
.1469948E+OO
.1659828E+00
.1873811E+00
.2114871E+00
.238633OE+O0
.2691897E+00
•3O357O9E+OO
•3422373E+OO
.3B57C16E+OO
-4345335E+OO
-4893651E+00
•55O8966E+OO
.6199O27E+O0
.6972386E+OO
.7838469E+00
-88O7639E+OO
.989127OE+O0
.1110181E+01
.1245283E+01
.139591 3E+01
•1563673E+O1

continued.
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FIGURE G-l (continued)

15c
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
1H9

1 27.07134
28.81729
30.67585
32.65427
34.76029
37.00214
39-38857
41-92892
44.63310
47.51169
50.57593
53-83779
57.31003
61.00621
64.94078
69.12910
73-58754
78.33353
83.38561
88.76352
94.48827

100.58224
107.06924
i13.97461
121.32534
1 29.15015
137.47962
146.34630
155.78482
165.83208
176.52733
187.91237
200.03167
?12.93261
226.06558
241.2H425
256.84575
273.41088
291-04437
309-81512

0.
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .

0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0.
0,
0.
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0.
0 .
0 .
0 .

TOTAL NUMESK OF FROZEN-CORE ELECTRONS 1 7999888D+02
TOTAL NUMBEH OF ELECTRONS IN MOLECULE 569999O9D+O2

THE MOLECULAR DENSITY IN ATOMIC SPHERE 1 OF RADIUS= 2 . 2 2 8 7 2 8 9 2 ( A . U . )
I S EQUAL TO THE ATOMIC NUMBER= 2 5 . 0

THE MOLECULAR DENSITY IN ATOMIC SPHERE 2 OF RADIUS= 2 . O 4 6 5 O 6 3 9 ( A . U . )
I S EQUAL TO THE ATOMIC NUMBER= 8 . 0

TOTNE.ENK.PN .569999O9E+O2 .54689041E+02 .231086S0E+01
K'.ENE.CVAK 1 .32104784E+02 .22584257E+02
K.ENE.CVAK ? .88586173E+O1 .58115417E+01
AVEKAGE CHARGE DENSITY INSIDE REGION I I (AVRO) = .32774C23D-O1

K QQ(K;
1 .31371932D+O1 2 .24671136D+O1

VC3 .9617O;)?OD+OO

AW -1 .6072286052

continued.
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FIGURE G-l (concluded)

ORIJEK OF MUFFIN-TIN ZERO POLES BY OPOLE

SYMMETRY
1
2
3
4

ORDER OF POLE
•499415E+O1
•3O0198E+O1
•799yO5E+O1
•299743E+O1

INTEGRAL VALUE
5
3
8
3

ENERGY LEVELS BY BRUTE

ISERCH= 1 ISYMI = 1
EXMINI = - .7000OO00D+01 =
EXMAXJ= -.7OOOO0OOD+O0 =

EMSH = .5OOOOOOOD-O1 =
EX(1)= -.7OO0OOO0D+01

INTER2 ISYM,ROOT,DET,IMAX
INTEH2 ISYM,ROOT,DET,IMAX
INTER2 ISYM,ROOT,DET,IMAX

K
MINIMUM VALUE OP ENERGY SCANNED
MAXIMUM VALUE OP ENERGY SCANNED
ENERGY MESH
EX(KMSH)= -.7OOOO0OOD+0O
1 --668137O6E+O1 -.40136008E-11
1 -.22899180E+01 .14685963E-14
1 -.12255772E+O1 .11898607E-17

H SYMMETRY
1 1
2 1
3 '

EIGENVALUE
-.668137O6D+O1
-.22899180D+01
-.12255772D+01

ISERCH= 2 ISYMI = 2
EXMINI = -.30000000D+01
EXHAXI= -.70000000D+00 =
EMSH = .50000000D-01 =
EX(1) = -.30000000D+01
INTER2 ISYN,ROOT,DET,IMAX
INTER2 ISYM,ROOT,DET,IMAX

MJNIMUM VALUE OF ENERGY SCANNED
MAXIMUM VALUE OF ENERGY SCANNED
ENERGY MESH
EX(NMSH)= -.70000000D+00
2 -.13623659E+O1 .23767914E-17
2 -.87428270E+00 .27002733E-17

# SYMMETRY
1 2
2 2

EIGENVALUE
-. 13623659D+O1
-.87428270D+00

ISERCH= 3 ISYMI = 3
EXMINI= -.50000000D+01
EXMAXI- -.70000000D+00 =
EMSH = .50000000D-01 =
EX(1)= -.50000000D+01
INTER2 ISYM,ROOT,DET,IMAX
INTER2 ISYM,ROOT,DET,IMAX
INTER2 ISYM,ROOT,DET,IMAX
INTER2 IFVH,ROOT, DET,IMAX
INTER2 ISin,ROOT,DET,IMAX

UF ENERGY SCANNED
OF ENERGY SCANNED

MINIMUM VALI'
MAXIMUM VALU
ENERGY MESH
EX(NMSH)= -.70000000D+00

-.45138094E+01
-.22527662E+01
-.13554016E+01
-.12317421E+01
-.747O8559E+OO

.75381184E-17

.71702530E-19

. 23868261E-2T
-.14299944E-22
-.22394056E-23

H SYMMETRY
1 3
2 3
3 3
4 3
5 3

EIGENVALUE
-.45138O94D+O1
-.22527662D+01
-.13554O16D+O1
-.12317421D+O1
-.747O8559D+OO

ISERCH= 4 ISYMI = 4
EXMINI= -.20000000D+01
EXKAXI= -.70000000D+00 =
EKSH = .50000000D-01
EX(1)= -.20000000D+01
INTER2 ISYM,ROOT,DET,IMAX

MINIMUM VALUE OP ENERGY SCANNED
MAXIMUM VALUE OP ENERGY SCANNED
ENERGY MESH
EX(NMSH)= -.70000000D+00
4 -.11908931E+01 -.17229OO4E-14

M

SYMMETRY EIGENVALUE
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HIS
MIR
MIA
MIL
MIE
MIMB
MI
MIML
MLATMAX =
MNDL
M 2 0 0
MNSERCH=
MLASNTA =
NIP
MIH

INCG

DYNAMIC A

•« DA:

3
5
6
4
9

150
104
250

30
50

200
4

30
20
12

4000

1L0CA

DATA CHECK (KS.XA)

DATA CHECK (IKDATA)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0

25 3 49 50 1 2
.10000000E+01 .25OOOOOOE-O1

0. 0.
.95OOO00OE+00 .10OOOOOOE-09

0 0 0
.50000000E-0! .1"OOOOOOE-01

ISTER= 1

IFW= 15184 ISP= 43232

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

.1OOOOOOOE-03 .625OO0OOE-O1

.100OO000E-C5 .10000000E-02

SCP ITERATIONS STARTING FROM THE INITIAL POTENTIAL FROM FILE 61

1 2 .0 .0500
3 6.0 .0500
1 2 .0 .0500
3 6 .0 .0500
3 6 .0 .0500
2 4 . 0 .0500
3 6.0 .0500
1 2 .0 .0500
4 6 .0 .0500
.10000000E+01
-40000000E+00
.40000000E+00
•40000000K+00

«» 3 0 0 1 0
.250OOOO0E+02
.COOOOOOOE+01

0 .
0 .

.91800000E+00
0 .

1 1 1 1

EX
p

0 .

0 .
1

-6 .66100000
-4.5HOOOOO
-2.28900000
-2 .25200000
-1 .35500000
-1 .36200000
-1.23100000
-1.22500000
-1.19100000

1O0O0OO0E-O2
40000000E+00
40000000E+00

3 1
920O0OO0E+OO
67OOOOOOE+OO
22600000E+01

91800000E+00

40 .10000000
.40000000E+00
.40000000E+00

.71200000E+00
.744OO0OOE+OO
.744O000OE+O0

0 .
-91B00000E+00

0 .

34 9
.40000000E+00
.40000000E+00

FIGURE G-2: Parts of Printed Output for Example 2, Permanganate Ion
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FIGURE G-2 (cont inued)

**« INFORMATION PRINTED BY IODUMP ***

-.16O722B6E+O1

FROZEN-CORE EL. CHARGE= .17999888D+02
TOTAL ELECTRONIC CHARGE^ .57999688D+O2

ORDER OF MUFFIN-TIN ZERO POLES BY OPOLE

SYMMETRY
1
2
3
4

ORDER OF POLE
.499415E+O1
•3OO198E+O1
•7999O5E+O1
.299743E+O1

INTEGRAL VALUE
5
3
8
3

continued.
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FIGURE G-2 (cont inued)

2-TH ITERATION

PERTURBATIONAL ESTIMATES OF ROOTS BY PERTE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

.21988089E+00
-.2O593O97E+OO

•43358722E-O1
.43649615E-O1
.28221598E-O1
.29136564E-O1
•39O17635E-O1
.44O34494E-O1
.46451318E-O1

.668137O6E+O1

.451 3809<!E+01

.22899180E+01
.22527662E+O1
.13554016E+O1
.13623659E+01
.12317421E+01
.12255772E+O1
.11908931E+01

-.4719'/. 'O3E+O1
-.22465 t .93E+O1
-.22091166E+O1
-.13271BOOE+O1
-.13332293F+O1
-.11927244E+O1
- .11815428E+01
-.11444417E+O1

INTER2 ISYM,ROOT,DET,IMAX 1 -
INTER2 ISYH,ROOT,DET,IMAX 1 -
TOTAL EL.CHARGE IN SPHERES MN
OCE.CII,ACHRGE(NORMALISED)
PARTIAL-WAVE CHARGE DISTRIBUTION

MH 0 .196429155+O1 MN 3
0 1 .13691840D-02 EX 0

VC KS 0 .279222O6D+02 MM 3
0 1 - .20964409D+00 EX 0

VA -31452473D+O2
.179156O8D+OO

INTER2 ISYM,ROOT,DET,IMAX 3 -
INTER2 ISYM.ROOT,DET,IMAX 3 -
TOTAL EL. CHARGE IN SPHERES MN
OCE,QII,ACHRGE(NORMALISED)
PARTIAL-WAVE CHARGE DISTRIBUTION

.69028602E+01 .41965159E-12 5

.6981127OE+O1 - - 3 0 2 5 8 6 8 5 E - 1 3 5
1.96429285 0 .00242773 EX
2.00000000 .02599602

.00000020
1.97400393

MN 1 .5731O648D+O1 MN
0 0 .14115582D-O1 0

EX 1 .21879211D-04 EX
VC MN 1 .173997O3D+O3 MN

0 0 .47173647D+OO 0
EX 1 —24463547D-28 EX

VA .9143913OD+O1
- . 3 1 9 O 8 7 6 2 D + O O

•36549939D-O6
INTER2 ISYM.ROOT,DET,IMAX 1 -
INTER2 ISYM,ROOT,DET,IMAX 1 -
TOTAL EL.CHARGE IN SPHERES MN
OCE,QII,ACHRGE(NORMALISED)

.13833933D-O5

.175874O8D-O6

.24034183D-C2

.17599082D-28
- . 3 3 4 0 8 6 3 2 0 - 0 2
- .43222705D-08

.47252549E+01

.48024419E+01
5-73113526 0
6.00000000

•6797348OD-04
.20113489D-O2
•24975463D-O6

-.15281634D+OO
.20636631D+00

- .21820812D-29
- .12415715D-01
- .65640548D-01

•49O95258D-O7
. 22512567E+01
.2JO73752E+O1 - .

.01374893 0
2.OOOOOOOO

H
0 0 .1O585466D-O2

EX 3 .27406495D-O7
0 0 -.17967584D+OO

EX 3 - .44592352D-29
.250787951:+00
•29369239D-O8

•73419786E-15 5
. 161132O7E-15 5

.02728856 EX .00002263

.15968788 5.84031212

MN 3 -247348O9r-O5
0 1 .11161628D-01
EX 3 .49719768D-O6
MN 3 .26280623D-02
0 1 .48613720D+00
EX 3 .23537O78D-29

-.70709177D-O3
-.15462947D+OO
-.97401993D-O7

78778923E-16 8
24465395E-16 6

.34508106 EX .02131888

.58460794 1.41539206

VA --4O497246D-O3 .1725O394D+O0 -.1334O379D+OO

ENERGY LEVELS BY PICKUP

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

SYMMETRY
1
3
1
3
3
2
3
1
4

EIGENVALUE
-.69O28602D+01
-.47252549D+O1
-.22512567D+O1
--22171828D+01
--13839927D+01
-.13860062D+01
-.12145594D+O1
-.11913644D+01
-.11456286D+01

continued.
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FIGURE G-2 (cont inued)

RECALCULATION OF THE LEAST SELF-CONSISTENT ROCS

MAXIMUM DEVIATION IN CHARGE DENSITY
•3O364510E-01 .151BO765E+OO -55985236E-O2 .15530161E-O1 .63416149E+OO
-41179678E400 .94471568E-01 .75355854E-O2 .16059992E-O1 J

PERTURBATIONAL ESTIMATES OP ROOTS BY PERTE
1 -.16764482E+O0 -.69028602E+01
2 -.15843O17E+O0 -.47252549E+O1
3 - 39830612E-01 -.22512567E+O1
4 -39759137E-O1 -.22171828E+01
5 .7906945OE-O2 -.13839927E+01
6 .83181942E-O2 -.1386OO62E+01
7 .37182973E-O1 -.12145594E+01
8 .4O;i15497E-O1 -.11913644E+01
9 .425O7745E-O1 - . 11456286E+01

1NTER2 ISYH,ROOT,DET,IMAX 3 -.14392420E+01
INTER2 ISYM.ROOT.DET,IMAX 3 -.13821753E+O1
TOTAL EL.CHAI'GE IN SPHERES MN 1.81875235
OCE.QII , ACHRC E(NORMALISED)
PARTIAL-WAVE CHARGE DISTRIBUTION

-.7O7O7C5OE+O1
-.48836851E+01
-.221 14261E+01
-.21774237E+O1
-.13760857E+01
-.13776880E+01
-.11773764E+O1
-.11510489E+01
- . 11O312O9E+O1

-.63061963E-22
- .45773621E-23
0 .71277594

1.24194003

VC

VA

MN 1
0 0

EX 1
MN 1

0 0
EX 1

-17829664D-O3
•53192724D-O1
.8017O298D-O1
. 1O429165D+O1

-.127O25O4D+O1
.1O465776D-26
.46263531D-03

-.82116088D-01
--10318786D+00

MN 2
0 1

EX 2
MN 2

0 1
EX 2

6.00000000

.18183228D+01
•59705344D+O0
.38322441D-02

--786355O5D+O2
•599O3O62D+O1
.1651441OD-27
.112O2144D-O1

-.3825O257D-O1
-.46618118P-01

6
8

EX .08820385
4.75805997

MN
0

EX
MN

0
EX

E N E f i J Y LEVELS EY P I C K U P

f SYMMETRY
5 3

MAXIMIUM DEVIATION
.303645107-01
.41179678/+00

EIGENVALUE
-.1439242OD+O1

.25124154D-03

.fat529782D-01

.4201312OD-O2

.4774O°'9D-01

.19385b .oD+01
-.1O689721D-27
-.3113645OD-O5
-.12378591D-01
. 10861726D+OO

K

IN CHARGE DENSITY
-1518O765E+OO .55985236E-O2 .15530)61E-01
•94471568E-O1 .75355854E-O2 .1tO59992E-O1

.1O76O926E+O1

PKKTURBATIONAL ESTIMATES OF ROOTS BY PERTE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

INTER2
INTER2

.28614790E+00

.26977616E+00

.78846384E-01

--5O7O287OE-O2
.23399474E-O)
.74443O86E-O1
.79954979E-O1
.83838795E-O1

ISYM.HOOT,PET,IMAX
ISYK.HOOT.DET,IMAX

69O2S602E+O1
47252549E+O1
22512567E+O1
-22171828E+01
•1439242OE+O1
.13860O62E+01
. 12145594E1-O1
. 11913644E+O1
. 11456286E+01

3 -
•x _

TOTAL EL.CHARGE IN SPHERES
OCE.QII,ACHKGE(NORMALISED)
PARTIAL-WAVE CHARGE DISTRIBUTION

14924315E+O1
14304O7OE+O1
2-37338460
6.00000000

-..71 890081 E+01
-.49950311E+01
-.217241O3E+O1
-.21383697E+01
-.14443123E+01
-.13626067E+01
-. 1 1401 163E+O1
-.11114O94E+O1
- .10617898E+01

-.44925445E-2O
--43471815E-21
0 .63169159

1.01287915
EX

VC

VA

MN 1
0 0

EX 1
MN 1

0 0
EX 1

.78763282D-O3

.10632869r tOO

.73192743D-O1
•21791525D+O1

-.17759816D+01
.23598O84D-27
•33334775D-O3

-.70903157D-O1

MN
0

EX
MN

0
EX

-23725598D+O1
.45O54577D4OO
.79173508D-02

-.922O5926D+O2
.51011748D+O1
•56355203D-28
-29307885D-02

-. 1227O54OD-O1

KN
0

EX
MN

0
EX

•37193292D
.74817'.23D
.585980781:
.18570227D
.207874510

--3O234O78D
-.44468677D
- . 50002845D

4-98712085

-04
-01
-02
-01
+01
-28
-06
-02

continued...
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FIGURE G-2 (cont inued)

- . i654O996D+OO

ENERGY LEVELS BY PICKUP

-.127178O3D+OO . 4 4 6 9 8 ) 2 1 D + 0 0

H SYMMETRY
5 3

MAXIMIUM DEVIATION
.3036451OE-O1
.4H79678E+0O

EIGENVALUE
-.14924315D+01

IN CHARGE DENSITY
.1518O765E+OO .55985236E-O2
. 94471568E-01 .75355854E-02

.15530161E-01

.16O59992E-O1
.10530215E+01

PERTURBATIONA.L ESTIMATES OF ROOTS BY PERTE
1 - . 3 5 9 2 5 7 3 0 E + O 0
2 --33819513E+00
3 .11644788E-1-0O
4 .11652691E+OO
5 - .38707412E-02
6 . 44120154E-O1
7 .1111O915E+OO
8 -1183O239E+OO
9 .12341830E+00

INTER2 ISYM.ROOT.DET,IMAX
INTER2 ISYM.ROOT.DET,IMAX

69O286O2E+O1
47252549E+O1
22512567E+O1
22171828E+01
1 49243'. 5E-fO1
13860O62E+01
12145594E+O1
11913644E+01
.11456286E+01

3 -
3 -

Hi;TOTAL EL.CHARGE IN SPHERES
OCE,QII,ACHRGE(NORMALISED)
PARTIAL-WAVE CHARGE DISTRIBUTION

VC

VA

Mli
0

EX
MN

0 0
EX 1

.18O906O9D-02

.16322769D+OO
•69511279D-O1
.329O6935D+O1

-.21808872D+01
.O8196565D-28
.16002312D-03
.51O2O151D-O1

-. 1650226'JD+OO

MN
0

EX
MN

0
EX

1527172?E+O1
15921377E+O1
2.67983495
6.00000000

.72621175E+O1

.5O63450OE+01

.21348088E+01

.21006559E+O1

.14963O22E+O1

.13418861E+01

.11O345O2E+O1

.1O730620E+O1

.10222103E+01
--92981469E-21

-27393O36E-21
0 .59731562

6
6

EX

.26780258D+01
•36077042D+00
.11058628D-01

--99491247D+O2
•449225O5D+O1
.25646082D-28

-.612O1516D-O3
--36751215D-O2
-•3316153OD+OO

.84357369

MN
0

EX
MN

0
EX

.08732889
5.15642631

• 45073951 D-07
•73317512D-01
.67589829D-02

-.650643O7D-O3
. 20251275D+01

-.12575853D-28
.17899418D-06

-.16567619D-02
.20°89076D+01

ENERGY LEVELS R) PICKUP

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
6
9

7

3YM (
1
3
1
3
3

SYKKETRY
1
3
1
3
3
2
3
1
4

9

E NEXT PERT
-. 652881 74E---O1
-.43491984E+01
-.15854655E+O1
-.15620684E+01
-.86571843E+OO

EIGENVALUE
65285048D+O1
43495199D+O1
15854934D+O1
15618116D+01
86571535D+OO
87235297DfOO
54381 3811'+00
51942632U+OO
44836741D+00

E LAST
--65281795E+O1
--43492O6OE+O1
-.1':i854562E+O1
-.15617639E+O1
-.86551367E+O0

E PRESENT )
-.65285O4BE+01
-.43495199E+O1
-. 15854 934E+O1
-.15618116E+01
-.86571535E+OO

continued.
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FIGURE G-2 (concluded)

-B72426B5E+OO -.87242581E+00 -.87235297E+O0
. 543782O2E+OO - . 54376693E+OO - . 54381 381 E+00
.519646O4E+OO -.51938111E+00 -.51942832E+OO
•44833296E+OO —44S33352E+OO - .448;6741 E+00

TOTAL ENERGY BY ETOTAL

KINETIC ENERGY TERM T=
ELECTRONIC COULOMB TERM UC=
ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE TERM UX=
ELECTRON-NUCLEAR INTERACTION UEN=
NUCLEAR-NUCLEAR INTERACTION UNN=
TOTAL ENERGY EXA =

•454167O4E+O4
.19644256E+O4

--17118691E+O3
-.82829515E+O4
.6890048OE+O3

--12S9O377E+O4

M
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APPENDIX H

LOCATIONS AND EXPLANATION OF FLAGS

When considering the dynamic core allocation scheme, described in

Sections 5.3.5 and Appendix D.3.1, a difficulty was encountered because the

dimensions of some of the arrays were not initially known. For such arrays,

estimates of their dimensions are read in as input and, to guard against

overwriting, checks are made during execution to ensure that these dimen-

sions are not exceeded. If a dimension is exceeded, execution stops and a

flag printed to identify the problem. The same procedure Is also used for

arrays not dynamically allocated. When execution is terminated in this way,

a message of the following type is printed:

STOP "XXXX/FLAG = N"

where XXXX is the name of the subprogram where termination occurred and N Is

the flag number. The locations and explanation of these flags is given in

the table below together with the corrective measures to be taken. In this

table the following quantities are used:

LMA - see COMMON/CONST/ in Appendix F.

MAXIZE - see COMMON/SYM/ in Appendix F.

NDL - see COMMON/LGD/ in Appendix F.

NSERCH - see COMMON/VJUNK/ in Appendix F.

NB2 - maximum value of [NB(i)+2] The arrays NB and NL are in the

blank common block described in

NL1 - maximum value of [NL(i)+l] Appendix F.
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NMP - maximum number of mtsh points in the atomic Hartree-Fock-Slater

calculations.

The other variables (MIS, MIA, MIMB, MI, MIML, MLATMAX, MNDL, M200, MNSERCH,

MLASNTA, MIF, MIH) are described in Appendix D.3.1.

FLAG # LOCATION EXPLANATION

MSXA Dimensions of arrays in C0MM0N/TWA40/

exceeded. Increase dimensions.

BRUTE, EVALUE Dimension of EX in blank common is

exceeded. Increase M200.

INDATA 2nd dimension of IC In DATAXL, DATATD,

DATAUH, SYMBFN and COMMON/OVIO/ ex-

ceeded. Increase it to MIS.

INDATA Dimension of RM and 2nd dimensions of

BES2 and HAN2 in blank common exceeded.

Increase MNDL to NDL.

DATAXL 1st dimension of CF in DATAXL, DATATD,

DATAOH, SYMBFN and COMMON/OVIO/, and

those of IG and NCB in C0MM0N/SYM2/

exceeded. Increase dimensions.

SYMBFN Dimension of INIT in blank common ex-

ceeded. Should not happen.

INDATA Dimensions of EXMINI, EXMAXI, EMSHO and

IEXSYM in blank common exceeded. In-

crease MNSERCH to NSERCH.
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INDATA Dimensions of LQN, LMDEX and LABAT in

blank common exceeded. Increase M7. to

MAXiZE.

DATAXL, DATATD,

DATAOH

2nd dimension of XYZ exceeded.

Increase it to MIA.

10 INCALC Dimension of FCT in COEFQ and P in

SPHHMC exceeded. Increase dimensions

to (2n + 1) for FCT and (4n + 1) for P,

where n = LMA.

11 INPOTL Dimensions of SGMO, DNTO, SGMPO, PPO,

W O , DFC'I and SGMOO exceeded. Increase

1st dimensions to MIML and 2nd dimen-

sions to MIS.

12 DATAXL 3rd dimension of RP IN DATAXL, SYMBFN

and COMMON/OVIO/ exceeded. Increase

dimensions.

13 REDUCE Dimensions of IA and IB exceeded -

Increase dimensions.

14 INPOTL Dimensions of ENG, GELC, IFZ and NMAX

exceeded. Increase 1st dimension to

(MIS-1), 2nd dimension to (LMA+1) and

3rd dimension to the maximum value of

NMAX.

15 MAIN30 Dimensions of YY exceeded. Increase
2

1st dimension to (2*LMA+1) and 2nd

dimension to MIA.
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16 GEOMET Dimensions of GI and INDA exceeded.

Increase dimensions.

17 SYMBFN Dimensions of IREN, IDIF and ISTR are

exceeded. Increase dimensions.

18 SYMBFN Dimension of TT exceeded. Increase

dimension.

19 SYMBFN Dimensions of IPP and IWP exceeded.

Increase dimensions.

20 SYMBFN 2nd dimensions of ISPA, COEF, ISP, LQ,

NMSP and NCF in blank common exceeded.

Increase MIF.

21 SYMBFN 3rd dimensions of ISPA, COEF and ISP in

blank common exceeded. Increase MIH.

22 SYMBFN Dimensions of LB, LMOM and MMOM in

blank common exceeded. Increase

MLATMAX.

23 SYMBFN Dimensions of L'̂ NA, LMDEXA and LABATA

in blank common exceeded. Increase

MLASNTA.

24 DLOGDR N exceeds the number of radial mesh

points. It should not happen.

?5 PREPOT, INPOTL The conditions MIMB > NB2 or MIML >

MAXO(NB2, NL1, NMP) are violated.

Increase MIMB and/or MIML.
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APPENDIX I

WAVE FUNCTION NORMALIZATION CONSTANT

In order to determine the electron density of the molecular orbi-

tals, it is necessary to normalize the molecular wave functions. The

normalization constant N is given by

real
species r r

2 V / (O ,2 / ,2

N = y v- / •I'T (E)| d i + / K T T ( I ) | d£

(I.I)

where v is f;he number of atoms belonging to specie i. Q is the volume of

the sphere for the i specie, Q the intersphere volume, and Q T the

volume of the extramolecular region. In the above equation, (|J is the wave

function in the i MT sphere of region I, and <|i and <I'ITT are the wave

functions in regions II and III, respectively. It is to be noted that there

are no mixed terms in this equation since each region is mutually exclu-

sive.

The difficulties in evaluating the normalization constant arise

from the second term in Equation (I.I) which involves integration over the

topologically complex volume of region II. The contribution from this term

may be evaluated directly through a term-by-term integration of the appro-

priate integrals appearing after expanding <|> according to

Equations (3.4.4) and (3.4.5). This method is very tedious and an alterna-

tive procedure fl-l] is used. This method, which is based on the first-

order perturbation theory, is described below.

Consider a simplified system composed of a region of spherically

symmetric potential (I) and another of constant potential (II) but
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topologically complex as illustrated in Figure 1-1. The one-electron

Schrodinger equation in the MSXa method has the following form:

-V2 + V(r)j e<Kr) (X.2)

where, due to the assumed partitioning of space, the potential is given by

V(r) = VI(r) + VXI(r) (1.3)

and the (unnormalized) solution by

<Kr) = *x(£) + *I3.C£) (1-4)

The effect of a small constant charge AV of the potential on the

eigenvalue e is, in first-order perturbation theory, given by

r *

U> (r)AV<Kr)dr
As =~T ~~^ (1-5)

Jty (r)(),(r)dr

The above equation may be rewritten as

AE- J<1> (r)(Kr)dr = AVj. J l^jCr)) d£

/" |*I];(r)|
2dr (1.6;

or, using the bra and ket notation, as

where

AV = AVX + AV X I (1.8)
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After evaluating the chango Ae in the eigenvalue resulting from a

small constant shift AV in the potential, we can determine the value of

<<l» I* >/<<!» |<l»> from Equation (1.7), thus avoiding the calculation of

(<b \<\> y in the evaluation of the normalization constant.
III II

Depending on tlie choice of AV or AV as being non-zero, we have

the following two cases:

(1) Change within .^glon I: AV = constant, AV = 0.

In this case

and thus

Hence

= 1 _ Ae_
AVX

Ae

and finally

2 A VI

N = (ibUy = T—
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(2) Change within region II: AV = 0, AV = constant.

In this case we have

Ae " A V u

and hence t.he normalization constant is given by

-1

(I.10)
"II"

The generaliEaf.ion of the above derivations to include a number of spheres

for region I arid also an extramolecular region (III) is trivial. Equations

(1.9) and (I.10) still hold with only the following replacement

real
species

Z "i
i III

REFERENCE
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FIGURE 1-1: A Simplified MT Potential. The potential is spherically
symmetric in region I and is constant in region II.
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APPENDIX J

MSXALPHA AND MOLECULAR SYMMETRY

In this appendix we describe aspects of molecular symmetry per-

taining to the MSXa program MSXALPHA . The treatment follows that in

reference J.I. As pointed out in Section 3.4, molecular symmetry is used to

block-diagonalize the secular determinant. To achieve such a factorization,

group-theoretical techniques are used to determine the symmetry-adapted

basis functions, as outlined in Appendix C. This is done by means of the

operator

which is used to project the symmetry—adapted functions belonging to the a

irreducible representation (IR). In the above equation, R is an operator of

the symmetry point-group representing the coordinate transformation, P the
K

corresponding transformation operator for functions, g the number of opera-
th (a)

tors in the group, g the dimension of the a IR, and T. . (R) is an element

of the matrix representation of the operator R in the IR a (for further

details see, for example, reference J.2).

A symmetry—adapted basis function, constructed using the operator

in Equation (J.I), is in the form of a linear combination of component func-

tions. Each component function is specified by a real spherical harmonic

and the site at which it is located in the molecule. Consider a spherical

harmonic located at two d fferent points. A rotation will shift them to

different points and transform each one into a linear combination of spheri-

cal harmonics of the same 1-value (cf. Equation (C.15) in Appendix C).

However, both linear combinations will rn.se the same expansion coefficients.

This fact makes it convenient to separate the behaviour of spherical harmon-

ics and their location sites under the symmetry transformations. The
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transformation properties of the spherical harmonird are then easily studied

by placing them at the origin of the molecular coordinate system.

Since the behaviour of the atomic sites under symmetry transfor-

mations may be treated independently from the spherical harmonics associated

with them, it is convenient to group symmetrically equivalent atoms i lto

species. A specie is then defined as a set of atoms any member of which may

be used to generate all the other members by applying the appropriate sym-

metry operators. Thus, all the members of the specie have the same atomic

number and are located at the same distance from the origin of the molecular

coordinate system. Also, it is necessary to specify only one member of each

specie.

Once the above two procedures are carried out for a given mole-

cule, it is merely a matter of combining them with the appropriate coeffi-
(<x)*

cients r.. to form the symmetry-adapted basis functions. We note here

that caution should be exercised to eliminate null functions and linearly

dependent ones. Furthermore, it should be recalled that only one of a set

of partner functions of a degenerate IR is required for the construction of

molecular orbitals belonging to that IR.

The above ideas are best illustrated by an example. For this

purpose we have chosen the permanganate ion, MnO,, which belongs to the

r.etrahedral symmetry group T . This point-group has five IR's denoted by
d

r , r , r , r and r . The matrix elements of these IR's are presented

in Tible J-l. The first column of this table lists the operators P. of the

group with the identity operator first. The next three columns illustrate

the effects of the operators on the point (x,y,z) from the origin of the

molecular coordinate system.

For MnO,, it was decided that, for the central atom (Mn) and the

Watson sphere, the maximum H—value to be used in the partial—wave expansion

of the wave function would be I = 3 . The oxygen ligands were given $-
013 X

values up to .( = 1 . In general, the maximum J1.-values should be chosen
max

such that there exists at least one symmetry-adapted basis function
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associated with each specie. This is to ensure the continuity of the

orbitals among the various regions of the molecule [J.I]. The results of

determining the symmetry-adapted basis functions are indicated in Table J-2.

The partner functions of the IR's are listed vertically. The symmetrized

basis functions for each specie are listed across each row. To avoid

repetition, those for Mn and the Watson sphere are grouped together, since

both species are centred on the origin of the molecular coordinate system

and their ..ymmetrized basis functions are the same. To construct a

symmetrized molecular orbital, one looks across each row and forms a linear

combination (whose coefficients will be determined by the solution of the

secular equation) of symmetrized basis functions of the Mn and 0 species and

also of the Watson sphere. To keep the secular matrix to a minimum size,

one should choose those partner functions of degenerate IR's which have the

fewest number of terms in their expansions. These "standard" choices are

listed in the first row for each degenerate IR.

We note here that the symmetry types of molecular orbitals appear-

ing in a given calculation depend on the maximum A-values assigned to each

specie. For example, for the maximum A-values chosen for the MnO, calcula-

tion, all the symmetries appear except A . Furthermore, the size of the

secular matrices for each IR is dependent rpon the maximum i-values chosen.

In the rest of this appendix we describe the various quantities

calculated in MSXALPHA that are used in the determination of the symmetrized

molecular orbitals. The MnO, example mentioned above will be used through-

out for illustrative purposes.

The number of wave functions In a molecular orbital is stored in

NFW(I), where I labels the IR of the orbital. For MnO,, these numbers are

6, 3, 9 and 3 for symmetries A., E, T, and T. , respectively. These quanti-

ties are calculated in subroutine SYMBFN. In the case of Lowdin

contraction (no Watson sphere), this Information is stored in NFWA(I).

Inspection of Table J-2, shows that in this case the corresponding number of

wave functions are 4, 2, 6 and 2, respectively. We note here, that these

and the following items may be printed out by setting IPRIN3 = 1 on data

card 3 (see Appendix G ) . The quantity NCF(I,J), which represents the number
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of component functions comprising the J symmetry-adapted basis function

belonging to the I IR, is also computed in subroutine SYMBFN.

Another quantity calculated in SYMBFN is ISP(I>J,K) which speci-

fies the K component function of the J wave function belonging to the

I IR. Let us see how ISP(I,J,K) is constructed. We note first that it is

possible to specify a spherical harmonic with the index [1(A+1) + m + 1].

Starting with Mn, going through the oxygen atons lexicographically, and

finishing witli the Watson sphere, we can construct a sequential list for the

spherical harmonics as follows:

'An

1 = 0
1 = 1
1 = 2
H. = 3 10 11* 12 13* 14 15* 16

5*
1 1 *

2
6

12

1*
3 *
7
13*

4
8

14
9*

15*

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

18* 19* 20* 22* 23* 24*

0
A

17*
19*

0
C

25*
27*

42

20"

28*

37*
43*

VJatson Sphere

33*
34 35* 36
38 39 40
44 45* 46

2 2 *

30*

41*
47*

0
B

21*
23*

0
D

29*
31*

48

26* 27* 28* 30* 31* 32*
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Thus, if symmetry is not introduced, the size of the secular matrix would be

48 x 48. However, looking at the "standard" choices of symmetrized basis

functions in Table J-2, we see that only those spherical harmonics marked

with asterisks are actually used in the construction of the "standard"

symmetry-adapted basis functions and, hence, in the determination of

molecular orbitals. Thus, eliminating those spherical harmonics that are

not used, and renumbering those used in the calculation, we have the

following:

Mn

0
A

8
10

0
C

16
18

11

19

3
5

Watson

26
28

1
2

4
6 7

sphere

24
25

27
29 30

13

21

0
B

12
14

0
D

20
22

15

17 18 19 21 22 23

The A-values of the spherical harmonics in this latter list are stored in

LQN. The atomic site of each spherical harmonic is stored in LABAT. Final-

ly, the smallet t and largest labels occurring in a given atom are stored in

INIT and LAST, respectively.
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It is also necessary to have the value of the index,

[1(1+1) + m + 1], of the spherical harmonics for each atom. This is done by

first determining the overall maximum value of a from the maximum values

assigned to the various species. This value of a is called LATMAX. It is

used to set up a table LB(I) of all the possible values of [Jl(JH-l) + m + 1]

that can occur in the molecule (I = 1,2, LATMAX) in natural order.

Another table LMDEX is then set up of the indices I of LB(I) for every

spherical harmonic actually used in the construction of the symmetry-adapted

basis functions for every atomic site, including the Watson sphere. Thus, a

given value of LMDEX specifies the index of LB, which, in turn, specifies

the value of [£(£+1) + m + 1].

The indices of the renumbered spherical harmonics in the second

list shown above are stored in ISP(I,J,K). We note that the size of the

secular matrix has been reduced from 48x48 to 30x30 up to this point (for

the case with no LBwdin contraction).

To further reduce the matrices by symmetry, subroutine REDUCE is

used to perform the reduction for each IR. To illustrate how this is done,

we consider the IR labelled A, . With reference to Table J-2, we can make a

list of the renumbered spherical harmonics that are actually used in Aj, as

follows:

2

12

Mn

1

0
C

11
13 14

4

16

0
A

3
5 6

0
D

15
17 18

0
B

7
8 9

Watson

19

10

sphere

20
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These renumbered spherical harmonics are stored in ISPA. The quantities

corresponding to LABAT, LQN, LMDEX, INIT and LAST are stored in LABATA,

LQNA, LMDEXA, INITA and LASTA, respectively.

It appears at first sight that the size of the secular matrix for

the Aj symmetry is 20x20. However, a closer look at Table J-2 shows that

the dimension is actually 6x6. This is because there are two symmetry-

adapted functions on Mn, two on the Watson sphere and two on the non-central

atoms. Similarly, the sizes of the secular matrix for symmetries E, Tj and

T, are reduced to 3x3, 9x9 and 3x3, respectively.

In order to establish the tables described for the IR A ^ we used

the labels of the second listing above, which had been stored in ISP(I,J,K),

to tell us which component function is used in which symmetry-adapted basis

function belonging to which IR. The projection operator uethod is used to

determine the coefficients of the symmetrized basis function, which are

stored in COEF(I,J,K).
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TABLE J-l

IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS FOR T,

R

1
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3
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7

23
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22
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TABLE J-2

SYMMETRIZED BASIS FUNCTIONS FOR T,

w
r,2(E)

r1 5d2)

W

At Origin of

Y°;

Y2

Y°

* ? ;

Y 3

Tn c

^ (

Y 3 2

Y 2 ' = -

Y 2 ' ; -

/3 Y^ H

/ 3 Y -

Molecula- Cv-

f 3

• S Y3)

-fb Y31)

ufdinates

Y 3)

+ /3 Y3S

At Noncentral Positions

(ABCD)Y°;

(ABCD)YJ

(ABCD)Yj + ( A B C D ) Y J +

- (ABCD)Yj1

— [2(ABCD)V° - ( A B C D ) Y { - (ABC

(ABCD)Y°

(ABCD)Y°

(ABCD)Y°

(ABCD)YJ -

1

(ABCD)Y° -

, (ABCD)Y^ ; ( A B C D ) Y | -

1 - - 0
(ABCD)Y, ; (A3CD)Y, -

(ABCD)Y"1 ; ( A B C D ) Y J

- (ABCD)Yj1

+ (AECD)Yj1

(ABCD)YJ

(ABCD)Y' 1

y (ABC5)Y"J

, (ABCD)Y-1

+ (ABCD)YJ

^ N[Yj(A) - Yj(B)

where N = normalization constant

V (A) = a real spherical harmonic
centered at site A.
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